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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
Nuclear Structure Relevant to Double-beta Decay: Studies of 76Ge and 76Se using
Inelastic Neutron Scattering
While neutrino oscillations indicate that neutrino flavors mix and that neutrinos have
mass, they do not supply information on the absolute mass scale of the three flavors of
neutrinos. Currently, the only viable way to determine this mass scale is through the
observation of the theoretically predicted process of neutrinoless double-beta decay
(0νββ ). This yet-to-be-observed decay process is speculated to occur in a handful of
nuclei and has predicted half-lives greater than 1025 years. Observation of 0νββ is the
goal of several large-scale, multinational efforts and consists of detecting a sharp peak
in the summed β energies at the Q-value of the reaction. An exceptional candidate for
the observation of 0νββ is 76Ge, which offers an excellent combination of capabilities
and sensitivities, and two such collaborations, MAJORANA and GERDA, propose
tonne-scale experiments that have already begun initial phases using a fraction of
the material. The absolute scale of the neutrino masses hinges on a matrix element,
which depends on the ground-state wave functions for both the parent (76Ge) and
daughter (76Se) nuclei in the 0νββ decay and can only be calculated from nuclear
structure models. Efforts to provide information on the applicability of these models
have been undertaken at the University of Kentucky Accelerator Laboratory using
gamma-ray spectroscopy following inelastic scattering reactions with monoenergetic,
accelerator-produced fast neutrons. Information on new energy levels and transitions,
spin and parity assignments, lifetimes, multipole mixing ratios, and transition prob-
abilities have been determined for 76Se, the daughter of 76Ge 0νββ, up to 3.0 MeV.
Additionally, inaccuracies in the accepted level schemes have been addressed.
Observation of 0νββ requires precise knowledge of potential contributors to back-
ground within the region of interest, i.e., approximately 2039 keV for 76Ge. In addition
to backgrounds resulting from surrounding materials in the experimental setup, 76Ge
has a previously observed 3952-keV level with a de-exciting 2040-keV γ ray. This
γ ray constitutes a potential background for 0νββ searches, if this level is excited.
The cross sections for this level and, subsequently, for the 2040-keV γ ray has been
determined in the range from 4 to 5 MeV.
KEYWORDS: nuclear structure, inelastic neutron scattering, neutrinoless double-
beta decay, shape coexistence
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Basics of Nuclei
Atomic nuclei are composed of protons and neutrons held together by the nuclear
strong force, overcoming the Coulomb repulsion of the positively charged protons for
a short distance (∼ 10−15 m). In essence, studies of the nucleus are studies of this
nuclear strong force and its effect on properties such as geometrical structure, decay
patterns, and existence of nuclei. Despite studies on the nucleus beginning nearly 80
years ago after Chadwick discovered the neutron in 1932 [1], very little is known about
the nuclear strong force. One thing that is known is that the nuclear strong force is
not a fundamental force; it is, in fact, a residual force (known as the residual strong
force) that exists as a result of the strong interaction in quantum chromodynamics
(QCD) and, for nuclei, takes the form of exchange of gluons amongst quarks inside
protons and neutrons[2]. From quantum mechanics, it also occurs that nuclear states
have a definite spin and parity (Jpi) [3]. If the number of nucleons is even, then the
spin must be an integer given that the spin of a fermion is half-integer. Thus, if
there is an odd number of nucleons, the nuclear state must have half-integer spin.
The parity of a nuclear state indicates the behavior of its wave function under an
inversion of spatial coordinates. Information beyond this, for the most part, must
come from detailed, experimental studies of the nuclei themselves.
Such studies of nuclei have revealed much about the nature of the nuclear strong
force. Some of this information, is as follows:
 The nuclear strong force interacts over a very short range such that it only
affects a nucleon's nearest-neighboring nucleons. Beyond a few femtometers,
the inter-nucleon attraction drops off sharply.
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 The mass of a nucleus is less than the mass of its constituent neutrons and
protons. This extra energy is called nuclear binding energy (recall, mass and
energy can be used interchangeably according to Einstein's E = mc2). This
binding energy, per individual nucleon, increases rapidly with nuclear mass
number, A, until A = 20 and then tapers off, reaching a maximum at close to
8.5 MeV per nucleon when A = 56 and slightly decreasing as mass increases
further [4]. Figure 1.1 illustrates how the binding energy per nucleon changes
with nuclear mass number. This figure demonstrates how the range of the
nuclear strong force is indeed limited to a nucleon's nearest neighbors for, if a
nucleon interacted with every other nucleon, the binding energy per nucleon for
heavier nuclei would continually rise with increasing A.
 Nuclei become much more stable as the number of neutrons and/or protons
approach so-called magic numbers. These magic numbers, which are 2, 8,
20, 28, 50, 82, 126, ... arise from a strong spin-orbit interaction [5] and are
accompanied by large, sudden drops in nucleon separation energies (that is,
the energy required to remove the last proton or neutron from a nucleus) for
nuclei just beyond these magic numbers. A nucleus with magic numbers of
both protons and neutrons is known as doubly magic and is often expected to
be extremely stable. The presence of magic numbers indicates a shell structure
to nuclei, which has an enormous effect on the direction of nuclear models,
which will be discussed in Chapter 2.
 The nuclear strong force exhibits charge symmetry, such that the force be-
tween a pair of neutrons is nearly identical to the force between a pair of protons.
This charge independence sees more than 99% overlap for Fpp = Fnn and more
than 98% overlap for Fpp = Fnn = Fnp [6].
 Most nuclei prefer to be in their ground state, the state of lowest energy. Im-
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parting energy to a nucleus, typically via some reaction, can leave the nucleus
in an excited state which causes it to decay by emitting radiation, the form
of which depends on how much energy was transferred to the nucleus [3]. In
particular, nuclei excited to low energies (a few MeV), the typical excitation
energies discussed in this work,decay predominantly by emission of γ rays or
conversion electrons.
Figure 1.1: Binding energy per nucleon as a function of mass number, A. Figure
from Ref. [4].
There is still much more that studies of nuclei have enabled physicists to learn
about the strong force as well as the nuclei themselves. The nucleus is a complex
system that continues to hold many mysteries. Within the field of nuclear physics,
many topics are continuously evolving as more is learned and new facilities press
the limits of nuclear stability, offering a challenging yet exciting chance for further
discovery. Additionally, nuclear physics remains a key component to many of today's
3
most pressing questions in the world of physics. What follows is a small sample of
such questions that are relevant to this dissertation.
1.2 Neutrinoless Double-β Decay
1.2.1 Beta Decay and the Semiempirical Mass Formula
Nuclei spontaneously decay to achieve a more tightly bound system, that is, to in-
crease their binding energy. Nuclear binding energies can be quantified using the
semi-empirical mass formula (or Weizsäcker's formula), shown in Eqn. 1.1. This
formula, which depends only on A and Z and is written as,
Eb(MeV ) = aVA− aSA2/3 − aC Z
2
A1/3




is derived from the liquid drop model where the constants, aV , aS, aC , and aA are
defined by fitting the equation with known binding energies [7]. When plotting the
resultant binding energies from Eqn. 1.1 across isobars (keeping the mass number A
constant), one can see the so-called mass parabolas as shown in Figs. 1.2 and 1.3.
Each term in Eqn. 1.1 is associated with a physical property of nuclei; the volume
energy term, the surface energy term, the Coulomb energy term, and the diffuse
boundary correction term. The final term of Eqn. 1.1, δ(A,Z), is present to account
for the fact that nuclei are more tightly bound when all of its constituent nucleons
are paired (a fact central to nuclear physics and one that is treated theoretically
by BCS theory [8] and HFB theory [9], to name a few). Pairing means that the
mass parabolas for nuclei with even numbers of like-nucleons have, on average, larger
binding energies than nuclei with odd numbers of like-nucleons. This results in two
different mass parabolas for even-A nuclei, where β decays occur between the two
parabolas (A remains constant) whenever the decay is energetically favorable and is
shown schematically in Fig. 1.3.
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Figure 1.2: Mass parabola showing the binding energy gained by odd-mass nuclei
undergoing either β− or β+ decay. Whenever β+ decays can occur, so to can electron
capture. Figure from Ref. [7].
Figure 1.3: Mass parabolas showing the binding energy differences for nuclei with an
even and odd numbers of like-nucleons due to the δ(A,Z) term in Eqn. 1.1. Figure
from Ref. [7].
The process of β− decay itself is one that converts a nucleus into another with
an additional proton, doing so via the exchange of an intermediate W− boson that
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converts a down quark into an up quark accompanied by the emission of an electron
(e−) and an electron antineutrino (ν¯e) [10]. Such a reaction can be written as the
following:
(Z,A)→ (Z + 1, A) + e− + ν¯e (1.2)
A schematic drawing of this process with the W− exchange omitted is shown in Fig.
1.4. The emission of the neutrino is an area of much research and will be discussed
more in later sections.
Figure 1.4: β− decay of 14C to 14N. Figure from Ref. [11].
1.2.2 Double-β Decay in 76Ge
In a handful of nuclei, the difference between the masses of the parent and daughter
nuclei, i.e., the Q value, in a single-β decay reaction is energetically unfavorable
whereas the Q value for a double-β decay results in a gain in binding energy. One
such nucleus where this occurs is in 76Ge, which can double-β decay to 76Se as shown
in Fig. 1.5. The single-β decay to 76As is energetically forbidden, while the double-β
decay to 76Se results in a binding energy gain of approximately 2 MeV. A close-up
view of the low-lying level schemes for this is shown in Fig. 1.6.
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Figure 1.5: Mass parabolas showing the β decays from 76Ge, where the single-β decay











Figure 1.6: Low-lying level scheme showing the β decays from 76Ge, where the
single-β decay to 76As is not energetically allowed while the double-β decay to 76Se
is possible. The level placements shown are to scale in energy.
Much like single-β decay, the process can be written as follows [12]:
(Z,A)→ (Z + 2, A) + 2e− + 2ν¯e (1.3)
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In general, double-β decay is a second order perturbation that emits two leptons,
making this decay mode much slower than single-β decay [5]. Eqn. 1.3 demonstrates
two-neutrino double-β decay (2νββ) due to the emission of the two antineutrinos.
This process conserves lepton number and has an average, experimentally measured
lifetime of nearly 1020 yr [13]. 2νββ is allowed within the Standard Model, which
states that all particles are Dirac particles and thus are different from their antipar-
ticles. Since neutrinos are extremely difficult to observe experimentally due to their
neutral charge and small mass (where the fact that they have mass at all has been
proven by recent neutrino oscillation experiments [14], [15], and [16]), the experimen-
tal signature of 2νββ would be a large distribution of the electron energies, indicating
some energy was taken away by the neutrinos, as shown on the left side of Fig. 1.7.
On the other hand, if a neutrino is its own antiparticle, i.e., a Majorana particle,
then double-β decay can occur where only two electrons are emitted. Such a process
can be written as [12]:
(Z,A)→ (Z + 2, A) + 2e− (1.4)
If discovered, this lepton-number violating process would indicate physics beyond
the Standard Model and have a rate, if driven by the exchange of light Majorana
neutrinos, of approximately [13]:
(T 0ν1/2)
−1 = G0ν(Qββ, Z)|M0ν |2〈mββ〉2 (1.5)
whereG0ν(Qββ, Z) is the phase space factor for the decay process, |M0ν |2 is the nuclear
matrix element which can only be calculated theoretically, and 〈mββ〉2 is the effective
Majorana mass of the electron neutrino. Observation of this process would lead to
physics beyond the Standard Model and exists as the best way for establishing the
absolute mass scale of the neutrino. The experimental signature of 0νββ would be a
sharp peak at the Q-value of the reaction as shown on the right side in Fig. 1.7.
There are a few physical restrictions to 0νββ. First, assuming that the process
occurs in the two step Racah sequence [17]
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n1 → p1 + e−+“ν ′′
“ν ′′ + n2 → p2 + e−,
0νββ can only occur if the electron antineutrino from the first step is identical to
the electron neutrino captured in the second step. As mentioned previously, this
absorption cannot occur if neutrinos are Dirac particles because it requires that the
neutrino be identical to the antineutrino. Furthermore, absorption of the neutrino
from the first step of the Racah sequence requires a helicity mismatch in order for
the process to continue, yet for 0νββ to occur the neutrinos must have the same
helicity component. This helicity mismatch can be resolved using massive neutrinos
with a wrong-handed helicity component proportional to mν/Eν [18].
Figure 1.7: Relative intensities and resolutions of experimental signatures of 2νββ
(left) and 0νββ (right). Figure from Ref. [13].
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1.2.3 Properties of the Double-β Decay Rate Equations
Phase-Space Factor
The phase-space factor involved in 0νββ is one that accounts for two leptons (the
electrons) in the final state, whereas in 2νββ the phase-factor must account for four
leptons (both the electrons and the electron antineutrinos). The phase-space factor




F0(±Zf , ε)pε(E0 − ε)2dε (1.6)
where F0 is the so-called Fermi function, ε ≡ Eemec2 , E0 ≡
Ei−Ef
mec2
, and p ≡ √ε2 − 1.
The Fermi function represents a correction factor that approximates the Coulomb
interaction between the final nucleus (which, for double-β decay from 76Ge to 76Se
would be 76Se) and the emitted leptons. One method for calculating this phase-space
factor involves using the Primakoff-Rosen approximation [19], [20], which utilizes a
non-relativistic approximation for the Fermi function of:




0 (Zf ), F
(PR)
0 (Zf ) =
2piαZf
1− e−2piαZf (1.7)
where α is the fine structure constant.
The result of phase-space calculations show that the 0νββ phase-factor is propor-
tional to E50, while the 2νββ is proportional to E
11
0 . This difference in phase-space
factors, coupled with the fact that the virtual neutrino has a large energy that is
determined by the uncertainty relation, or nearly the average inverse spacing of the
nucleon (q ∼ 1/r ∼ 100 MeV) [18], means that the 0νββ process would be favored
over the 2νββ process by roughly a factor of 106 if mν were on the order of me.
Recent limits on 0νββ from a variety of isotopes [13] indicate the rate is at least a
factor of 105 times slower than 2νββ, indicating that mν is much smaller than me.
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Nuclear Matrix Elements
The nuclear matrix elements (NMEs) for 2νββ and 0νββ are important components
of the rate equations that must be understood in order to reliably determine the












g.s. + E(1+m)− E0)
(1.8)














k HGT (rlk, Ea)|i〉 (1.10)





k HGT (rlk, Ea)|i〉 (1.11)
where (E(1+m)−E0) in Eqn. 1.8 is the difference between the mth intermediate state
and the initial ground state, rlk in Eqns. 1.10 and 1.11 is the proton-neutron distance
in the nucleus, and Ea is a parameter related to the excitation energy of the state.
Upon inspection of the NMEs in Eqns. 1.8 and 1.9 for both 2νββ and 0νββ ,
one can see that they share several components. First, both NMEs contain the wave
function for the even-even parent nucleus in its 0+ ground state. Similarly, the wave
function for the even-even daughter nucleus in its 0+ ground state is also found in
each of the NMEs (though 0νββ and 2νββ may sometimes occur to excited states).
Finally, there is always an operator that connects these two parent and daughter
states [18]. The formulation of the ground state wave functions is where nuclear
structure models must play a role, as there is no way to directly determine these
wave functions.
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In constrasting 2νββ NMEs to 0νββ NMEs in Eqns. 1.8 and 1.9, the 2νββ
NMEs are dominated by those related to the Gamow-Teller resonances due to isospin
selection rules [18]. Thus, the populated states in the intermediate virtual nucleus are
1+ states. However, for 0νββ , the isospin selection rules do not apply and therefore
Fermi matrix elements must be considered in addition to the Gamow-Teller matrix
elements. This difference is visualized in Fig. 1.8 and essentially corresponds to the
possibility of states of all Jpi being populated in the 0νββ case. In making efforts
to describe the interactions and the participating nuclear ground states, two of the
primary models used in calculating the NMEs are the quasi-particle random phase



















































Figure 1.8: Comparison of the intermediate states populated in 2νββ and 0νββ .
Figure from Ref. [21].
The NSM (see Section 2.1), with regards to 2νββ and 0νββ , typically starts
with an inert core of a closed-shell nucleus and allows the remaining valence nucle-
ons to move into nearby orbitals above this, forming an effective interaction within
this valence space. However, including many single-particle states is computationally
12
demanding, so the trade-off is to include correlations of arbitrary complexity to ex-
plain the correlations between the orbitals [13]. Some simplicity may be gained when
constraining the configuration space to account for the known structure of the con-
stituent nuclei, including information such as the spin, parity, and energies of nuclear
levels as well as their particle-hole nature.
The RPA (sans Q) utilizes a bosonized Hamiltonian to represent one-body op-
erators that are used to describe the two-body decay in the closure approximation,
where one uses an average energy of the intermediate states to replace a sum over
these states. This Hamiltonian is subsequently diagonalized to obtain a set of one-
phonon states in the virtual intermediate state that is then connected to the parent
and daughter nuclei [13]. The Q in QRPA is thus reinstated upon using BCS theory
to describe pairing of like nucleons and introduce so-called quasiparticles. Even
before making the above approximations, still further approximations are made, il-
lustrating the complexity of such a calculation. Yet, in comparison to the NSM, the
QRPA is computationally simpler due to the impassable complexity for correlations
to anything more than a two-quasiparticle excitation of the ground state.
When one views the results from some of the model calculations for the 0νββ
NMEs, as shown in Fig. 1.9, it can be seen that there are often large discrepancies in
the values depending on the model used for the calculation. This figure also includes
calculations using the Interacting Boson Model (IBM-2), which is a recent addition
to the field of calculating NMEs. In general, results using the IBM-2 seem to agree
well with results from the QRPA, but both appear to differ from calculations using
the NSM [22]. The models themselves require many approximations to restrict the
configuration space for describing the ground state wave functions as well as simplify
the expression for the nuclear Hamiltonian, so it can be difficult for an observer to
discern whether the disagreement can be attributed as much to the parameters chosen
as to the properties of the model. Still, the models must converge upon a value, as
13
extracting an effective neutrino mass requires an understanding of the NMEs at the






























Figure 1.9: Comparison of results for the 0νββ NMEs from the IBM-2, QRPA, and
ISM. Figure from Ref. [22].
The University of Kentucky Accelerator Laboratory (UKAL) is uniquely posi-
tioned to provide information on low-energy nuclear structure through the use of
inelastic neutron scattering, a non-selective process capable of populating and char-
acterizing low-spin states (see Chapter 3), all of which helps to describe the ground
state wave function and are thus relevant to the NMEs involved in 2νββ and 0νββ
decay rates. As such, the contents of this dissertation are, in part, motivated in this
manner.
1.3 Nuclear Structure near A = 76
While the search for 0νββ decay in 76Ge is a current hot topic in nuclear physics,
the nuclear structure in this mass region has itself received much attention over the
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years for its many interesting features. The nuclei studied in this dissertation are
76Se (34 protons, 42 neutrons) and 76Ge (32 protons, 44 neutrons). These nuclei are
in between the nearest magic numbers of 28 and 50, but the neutron number is also
near the N = 40 subshell, an energy gap between orbitals that is smaller than that of
closed shells. Both of these nuclei are considered deformed, with β = .3090(37) and











where B(E2)↑ represents the transition probability from the ground state to the first
excited 2+ state in even-even nuclei and R0 is the average radius of the nucleus,
typically taken to be nearly 1.2A1/3 fm. A positive value for β is indicative of a
prolate spheroid, where a negative value would point to an oblate structure [25]. As
such, collective structures emerge and the most commonly used models to describe
these nuclei are collective models or single-particle models that account for such large
deformations.
1.3.1 Transitional Nuclei
While mid-shell nuclei typically exhibit deformation and the closed shell nuclei exhibit
spherical symmetry, nuclei at points in between often see transformations from one
extreme to the other. Indeed, when calculating the nucleon density distribution
within the shell model, a steady transition from spherical to deformed and back is
observed when filling an empty shell with nucleons [9]. Both 76Se and 76Ge, with
neutron and proton numbers decidedly between closed shells, find themselves in such
a transitional region.
The evidence for 76Se residing within one of these transitional regions is especially
strong. Upon inspection of the Nuclear Data Sheets of the low-lying structure of
stable, even-Se isotopes [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], familiar signatures of a spherical
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harmonic quadrupole vibrator are seen (see Section 2.2.1). These signatures include
a relatively large excitation energy for the one-phonon, quadrupole 2+1 state and a
two-phonon, triplet of 0+, 2+, 4+ states at roughly twice the energy (though anhar-
monicities from residual interactions between phonons break the energy degeneracy)
[6]. Figure 1.10 illustrates these systematics. However, comparison to the nearby
even-Ge isotopes may indicate that the nature of low-lying, excited 0+ levels in the
even-Se isotopes (see Section 1.3.2) may not be as members of the 2-phonon triplet
but rather a coexisting structure. Even without identifying the 0+ states as intruder
states to the vibrational picture, work in 76Se has established the existence of rota-
tional bands [31], [32]. These bands, shown in Fig. 1.11 again point to the emergence






























Figure 1.10: Energy systematics of the first few states in the stable, even-Se isotopes.
Figure created using data from Nuclear Data Sheets [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], and
inspired by a similar figure found in Ref. [33].
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Figure 1.11: Rotational band structure of 76Se. Figure from Ref. [32].
1.3.2 Shape Coexistence
Shape coexistence refers to the existence of multiple deformed shapes in a single
nucleus and is an idea that has been in the field of nuclear physics for nearly 50
years. Using the shell structure of nuclei (see Section 2.1), one finds that nuclei that
completely fill orbitals (even-even nuclei) below a large energy gap yield a nearly
spherical shape. However, the possibility to promote nucleons across these shell gaps
is ever-present, as the energy gain due to pairing correlations in the orbitals above the
energy gap can compete with the energy cost of promoting the nucleons across the
gap. These particle-hole excitations (so named because the holes left after promoting
nucleons can be treated much in the same way as particles) can give rise to deformed
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nuclear shapes, such as prolate (American football) and oblate (pancake) [34].
Shape coexistence in this region was first proposed to explain an excited Kpi = 0+
rotational band (based upon the 0+2 at 937 keV) mixing with vibrational states in
72Se [35]. This picture was, in part, motivated by the unexpectedly low-lying 0+
states in 70Ge and 72Ge, where in 72Ge the first excited state is the excited 0+. A
strong indicator of shape-coexistence in 72Se was the strong B(E2:0+2 → 2+1 ) and a
relatively strong B(E2:2+2 → 0+2 ), which are incompatible with the vibrational model
[4]. Indeed, the prevalent idea is that subshells play a role in shape coexistence [34].
The study of shape coexistence extended into the even-Ge isotopes, in part in-
spired by the issue of low-lying excited 0+ energies in these nuclei, where both ex-
periments and theoretical studies (for details see [34]) were performed in great detail
in the 70's and 80's. In particular, more recent measurements of the quadrupole
moments 〈Q2〉 of the ground and first excited 0+ states for 70−76Ge indicate different
shapes [36], as shown in Fig. 1.12 coupled with the low-lying levels. By determining
the characteristics of states in these nuclei, including measuring lifetimes at UKAL
which permit the calculation of transition probabilities and thus quadrupole moments,
there exists the possibility to classify states as members of these coexisting structures.
Copyright© Benjamin P. Crider, 2014.
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Figure 1.12: Low-lying levels and quadruople moments of 0+1 and 0
+
2 states in even-Ge
isotopes. Figure from Ref. [34].
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Chapter 2 Nuclear Models
As sophisticated experiments are continually being developed to probe the many
properties of the nucleus, so too must there be continued development of the theo-
retical models used to explain these observations. There is currently no single model
that can explain everything in nuclear physics. Some models do well to explain nuclei
in a certain region of the nuclear landscape, yet fail or need significant adaptation
in other regions. One such example of this would be the shell model, which excels
at explaining nuclei at and near closed shells but must be modified in the form of
the Nilsson model to explain nuclear deformations. Other models do well to explain
the macroscopic characteristics and shapes of a group of nuclei but fail to address
their microscopic features that supply the macroscopic observables. An example of
this type of model would be the rotational model, where one can often determine the
shape in terms of intrinsic quadrupole moments, for example, but has little informa-
tion regarding the dynamical motions occurring within the deformed nucleus [37]. It
is, nonetheless, vital to test data against theoretical models. How models succeed, as
well as fail, can offer a wealth of knowledge and motivate new studies of nuclei that
may even have received a previous, thorough examination.
What follows is a brief description of some of the nuclear models relevant to nuclei
studied at UKAL. While some models have been referred to previously, and some of
their motivations have already been presented (see Section 1.1), the idea here is to
present a few models relevant to the A = 76 nuclei discussed in this dissertation.
2.1 Shell Model
The nuclear shell model (NSM) is known as an independent particle model since the
nucleus is described as a collection of non-interacting particles that move in a potential
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generated by all of the other nucleons [4]. The basis for such an interpretation comes
from the Pauli exclusion principle, which for nuclei means that two like-nucleons are
forbidden to possess the same quantum numbers at the same time. The consequence
of Pauli exclusion is the existence of orbits where only certain numbers of nucleons
are allowed based on the available set of quantum numbers [38].
The experimental evidence for nuclear shells is extensive, including binding energy
systematics, variations in nuclear radii, and nuclear spin and parity systematics. One
piece of convincing evidence is revealed when plotting nucleon separation energies (Sn
or Sp for neutrons and protons, respectively) near closed shells. As shown in Fig. 2.1
for the Ca isotopes, there is a large, sudden drop in the energy required to remove
neutrons just beyond closed shells at N = 20 and N = 28. Making such an illustration
also allows for visualization of the energy gained when nucleons are paired, as the
even-Ca isotopes systematically require more energy to remove the last nucleon than
the nearby odd-Ca isotopes, indicative of a more tightly bound system.
Figure 2.1: Neutron separation energies (Sn) as a function of A for the Ca isotopes.
The large drops in Sn correspond to nucleons outside closed shells being less bound,
while smaller jumps observed as A increases indicate the energy gained when neutrons
are paired. Figure from Ref. [39].
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Formulation of the shell model begins by describing the nuclear Hamiltonian as
a sum of an independent-particle Hamiltonian and a residual interaction [39]. By
adding and subtracting a single-body potential from this residual interaction, one can
effectively reduce the nuclear Hamiltonian to a sum of single-particle Hamiltonians
with a small perturbative potential added to it. The single-particle Hamiltonians can






where pi is the momentum of the i
th particle, mi is the mass of the nucleon, ri is
the position vector, and U is a single-body potential that has been chosen to closely
approximate the residual interaction. A potential is chosen which reflects what is
known about the nuclear force, i.e., that it is short-ranged and falls off sharply at the
nuclear radius. Natural choices for such a potential, that produce analytic solutions,
are the spherical harmonic oscillator and the infinite square-well potential [39]. A





where R is the nuclear radius (approximately given by 1.2A1/3 fm), and a is the
nuclear surface thickness (∼ 0.65 fm). The magic numbers produced using such a
potential are shown in the middle column of Fig. 2.2. The potential does well to
reproduce the experimentally observed magic numbers up to 40, but fails beyond
that.
Indeed, the above considerations alone do not yet yield the appropriate magic
numbers. Achieving the magic numbers of 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82, 126, ... requires an
additional term accounting for the spin-orbit interaction. With this spin-orbit term,
as well as a term to account for the orbital angular momentum degeneracy, the single-
particle Hamiltonian takes the form (where we drop the i subscript for simplicity since
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mω2r2 +Dl2 + ξl · s (2.3)
where ω is the oscillator frequency. Inclusion of the spin-orbit term in the Hamiltonian
results in the correct scheme for the magic numbers and is illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Energy-level sequence for a single particle moving in an infinite well
potential, a Woods-Saxon potential, and a Woods-Saxon potential with an additional
spin-orbit term. Figure from Ref. [41].
The NSM can be extended to deformed nuclei by replacing the spherical potential
with a spheroidal potential that allows for prolate and oblate deformations. The
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2 + y2) + ω2zz
2] +Dl2 + ξl · s (2.4)
ω⊥ and ωz are the oscillator frequencies defined such that their respective coordinates
are relative to the instrinsic axis of the rotor. This modification to the shell model
is known as the deformed shell model or Nilsson model. The net result is a splitting
of each single-particle state into (2j + 1) sub-levels and a relocation of the sequence
of the orbits as a function of a so-called deformation parameter, where the oscillator
frequencies are expressed in terms of this deformation parameter and the standard
oscillator frequencies for the spherical harmonic oscillator. Fig. 2.3 shows the re-
ordering of the low-lying orbits, which are relevant for both 76Ge and 76Se. Recalling
β ' 0.3 for both nuclei (see Section 1.3), we can expect an ordering similar to what
is shown to the middle-right of Fig. 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Nilsson diagram for proton and neutron numbers less than 50. Figure
from Nuclear Data Sheets.
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2.2 Collective Model
While it is evident that nuclei exhibit single-particle structures, so too is there evi-
dence for collective structures. Features such as large electric quadrupole moments
and large transition probabilities from first-excited states to the ground state cannot
be explained by the shell model in its basic form (though, at the cost of complexity,
the shell model can be extended to nearly arbitrary limits) [38]. The fact that these
quantities are not easily reproducable by the shell model indicates that many nucle-
ons are contributing to the structure of the nucleus, a fact that is indeed confirmed
when converting the transition probabilties for electromagnetic quadrupole (E2) γ-
ray decays into single-particle (Weisskopf) units and observing values much greater
than one. To describe what was occurring in many nuclei away from closed shells,
Bohr and Mottelson developed a collective model [42], components of which are now
presented.
The surface of a deformed nucleus, and thus its shape, can be expressed as a radial
vector that points outward from a central origin, written as [6]:






where R0 is the radius of a sphere with an equivalent volume, αλµ is a constant
describing changes in the nuclear volume, and Yλµ are the spherical harmonics. By
varying λ, one introduces the different modes of oscillation. For example, λ = 0
corresponds to a radial oscillation (which is not allowed since nuclei are treated as
incompressible fluids) and λ = 1 corresponds to a translation of the nucleus with no
alteration of its intrinsic shape. For values of λ greater than 1, deformations of the
nucleus occur and are named for the order of λ; λ = 2 is quadrupole deformation,
λ = 3 is octupole deformation, λ = 4 is hexadecapole deformation, and so on [38].
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2.2.1 Vibrational Nuclei
Vibrational motion can be found in both spherical and deformed nuclei. A pure spher-
ical harmonic vibrator has energy levels described by quadrupole vibrations coupled
together to create phonons, where a one-phonon vibration is a single quadrupole
vibration, two-phonon vibrations are two quadrupole vibrations coupled together,
and so forth. The energies of these phonon states reflect the even-spacing of the
eigenvalues of a harmonic oscillator (though more largely spaced than the familiar
1-dimensional harmonic oscillator, as the quadrupole mode is a 5-dimensional oscilla-
tor) [4]. The allowed spin states are expressed by the m-scheme, where for a 2-phonon
case one sees a triplet of states at 0+, 2+, and 4+, as shown in Fig. 2.4. These states
are degenerate in energy at twice the energy of the one-phonon energy. There are,
however, no pure spherical harmonic vibrator nuclei, and as such the nuclear po-
tential introduces anharmonicities that disrupt the energy degeneracy, splitting the
levels that comprise the phonon states [6].
Figure 2.4: m-scheme depiction of the spin states allowed in a two-quadrupole
phonon. Figure from Ref. [4].
Vibrations of such deformed nuclei can be described using the deformation pa-
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rameters β and γ, whose origins can be found in describing quadrupole deformation.
By setting λ = 2, which corresponds to quadrupole deformation, Eqn. 2.5 becomes
[38]:




Spatial symmetries allow one to introduce the β and γ variables as [6]:







|α2µ|2 = β22 (2.9)
where β2 measures the radial deformation beyond a sphere and γ is measured in de-
grees with limits relating prolate axis (γ = 0◦) and oblate axis (γ = 60◦). Thus, β
vibrations preserve the axis of symmetry while γ is used to describe axially asym-
metric vibration.
2.2.2 Rotational Nuclei
While rotational motion cannot occur for spherical nuclei, it can for deformed nuclei.




where = is the moment of inertia and I is the total angular momentum (restricted to
even values) that has a classical analog of I = =ω (with ω being angular velocity).
One can see that the spacing between levels increases with increasing angular mo-
mentum and the level structure is distinct from the evenly spaced levels of a vibrator.
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The I(I+1) spacing between levels is indeed a signature of rotational motion. A con-
venient, if not overly simplistic, metric of identifying even-even nuclei as rotational or
vibrational is to take the ratio of the 4+1 energy to the 2
+
1 energy, where E4/E2 = 10/3
for rotors and E4/E2 = 2 for vibrators.
For deformed nuclei, a new quantum number K is introduced, representing the
total angular momentum of a state along the nuclear rotational symmetry axis [6].
The total angular momentum, I, can be thought of as a vector sum of rotational
angular momentum, the intrinsic angular momentum of the state, and symmetry
axis in the lab frame. A projection of I along the symmetry axis of the nucleus yields
K, as illustrated in Fig. 2.5. Due to the fact that axial symmetry is, in general,
a good approximation for most nuclei [4], K remains a relatively resilient quantum
number finding application in descriptions of nuclear levels beyond the picture of a
purely symmetric rotor.
Figure 2.5: Relationship of K quantum number to the total angular momentum (I),
the nuclear symmetry axis (c), and the rotation axis (a). K is the projection of I
onto c. Figure from Ref. [43].
Finally, whenever a deformed nucleus vibrates, it can also rotate. Rotational
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bands can be built upon nuclei experiencing β or γ vibrations and are appropriately
called β bands and γ bands. Utilizing the K quantum number, β bands correspond
to Kpi = 0+ and γ bands correspond to Kpi = 2+.
2.2.3 Triaxial Rotor Model
The previous section presented information that pertained specifically to a symmetric
rotor. Even if thought to be rotational, most nuclei do not abide by the I(I + 1) law
and thus modification to the symmetric rotor is needed. One such modification was
undertaken by Davydov and Filippov [44] and is called the asymmetric or triaxial
rotor. By removing the restriction of axial symmetry, γ (see section 2.2.1) is free to
take any value in between 0◦ and 60◦, where γ = 30◦ is in the pure triaxiality region.
This modification, in effect, allows for different moments of inertia around the three
principal axes [33]. The net result is a significant decrease in excitation energy of
selected higher-lying states in the symmetric rotor model [9], as shown in Fig. 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Decreasing level energies for selected spins as a function of increasing
degree of triaxiality (γ). Figure from Ref. [44].
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Chapter 3 Experimental Setup and Data Analysis
3.1 University of Kentucky Accelerator Laboratory
The University of Kentucky Accelerator Laboratory (UKAL) is home to a 7MV Van
de Graaff accelerator that is capable of producing proton, deuteron, 3He, and 4He
beams with energies of 0.5 to 7.0 MeV. Through the use of a large moving belt and
electrodes, positive charge accumulates on the dome of the accelerator, creating a
large positive potential with respect to ground. Near the top of the accelerator,
an ion-source bottle is filled with a gas which is ionized by RF current to create a
positively charged plasma, where the particular gas used corresponds to the desired
beam (hydrogen for a proton beam, deuterium for a deuteron beam, etc.). Fig.
3.1 shows a pink glow indicative of a hydrogen plasma that is created within the
accelerator source bottle at UKAL. A positive potential is applied to the probe wire,
which creates a field that accelerates the ions in the source downwards (UKAL's
accelerator stands vertically), where they then go through a series of focusing, pulsing,
and bunching elements. Time pulsing of the beam is achieved by applying an RF
sweep, which causes the beam to move in an ellipse. At a later point, the beam reaches
a chopping aperture. This aperture only allows the beam to pass at a certain point
in the ellipse, meaning there is a pulse of beam rather than a continuous stream of
particles and the separation in pulses is equivalent to the period of the beam's ellipse.
This pulsing occurs at a frequency of 1.875 MHz. This pulsed beam then passes
through a buncher tube that serves to slow down the front of the beam pulse and
speed up the back of the pulse. This is done to further minimize the time spread
within the beam pulse, achieving a pulsed, bunched beam that is approximately 1 ns
in duration. Fig. 3.2 shows a schematic drawing of the pulsing housing.
Once out of the pulsing housing, the beam travels through a series of potential
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Figure 3.1: Hydrogen plasma created in the source bottle of the 7MV Van de Graaff
accelerator at UKAL. Photograph courtesy of E.E. Peters.
Figure 3.2: Schematic drawing of the pulsing housing of the 7MV Van de Graaff
accelerator at UKAL [45].
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rings connected by resistors. These resistances increase as the beam travels further
down the column such that each potential ring has a lower potential than the previous
ring, allowing for further acceleration of the particles. The beam is then bent through
90◦ by an analyzing magnet which selects the desired energy of the particles, where
a typical magnetic field strength is on the order of a few thousand gauss. After the
beam is bent (it is now traveling parallel to the ground), there are slits which can
read the beam current above and below the correct beam position. This creates a
feed-back system in tandem with corona needles, which together serve to fine-tune the
accelerator voltage to maintain a constant beam energy. From here, further tuning of
the beam is performed by electrostatic and magnetic quadrupoles, which refocus the
beam as it disperses when traveling down the beam pipe towards the experimental
hall. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show a schematic of the accelerator column and the analyzing

















UK 7 MeV Van de Graaff Accelerator
Figure 3.3: Schematic drawing of the accelerator column of the 7MV Van de Graaff
accelerator at UKAL [45].
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Figure 3.4: The analyzing magnet used to select the beam energies and rotate the
beam from vertical to horizontal at the 7MV Van de Graaff accelerator at UKAL.
Photograph courtesy of E.E. Peters.
3.2 Inelastic Neutron Scattering: the (n, n′γ) Reaction
All experiments performed in this work were studied using inelastic neutron scattering
(INS), which is also referred to as the (n, n′γ) reaction. This reaction is utilized for
its many favorable aspects. First, neutrons, having no charge, do not experience
a Coulomb repulsion with the positively-charged nucleus as compared to reactions
with positively-charged projectiles. This fact means there is no so-called Coulomb
barrier and, as such, neutrons can populate nuclear states at excitation energies
very close to the incident neutron energy. This lends itself to a systematic study of
level thresholds with an excitation function measurement, where the incident neutron
energy is increased in approximately 100 keV steps.
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A second advantage to using neutrons comes from the fact that, at low energies
(≤ 7 MeV), INS proceeds predominantly via a compound-nucleus or statistical mech-
anism. The compound nucleus mechanism occurs when an incoming neutron strikes
the target nucleus, the neutron is temporarily absorbed, creating a compound system,
and then a neutron is emitted 10−20 to 10−18 s later. Some of the neutron's energy
remains in the initial nucleus, leaving it in an excited state, which then decays by
emission of γ rays or internal conversion electrons. The excited nucleus, by virtue
of the reaction kinematics, becomes aligned such that the electromagnetic decays
through the various excited states of the nucleus will exhibit anisotropies that reflect
the spins, parities, and multipolarities of these states [46]. The resultant statisti-
cal nature of this process means that the process is non-selective, populating levels
that are less than the incident neutron energy. The limiting factor, then, is that
neutrons, which have a smaller mass than any complex nucleus, are typically only
capable of transferring spin J ≤ 6 to nuclei at these low energies. The benefit to
this non-selectivity is two-fold. The statistical nature again leads to more informa-
tion being extracted from excitation function and angular distribution measurements
through comparison to statistical model calculations such as CINDY [47], which uses an
optical model potential to describe the statistical model as introduced by the Hauser-
Feshbach-Moldauer formalism for j − j coupling of angular momenta involved in the
transition sequence [48]. Additionally, INS can populate non-yrast states, which can
be difficult to access using other reactions. This yields information about levels that
may not have previously been observed.
Though the (n, n′γ) reaction has many advantages, there are a few disadvantages.
First, while the charge neutrality of neutrons is an advantage in some senses, this same
neutrality means that neutrons cannot be focused. As such, the neutrons produced
tend to be dispersed into a cone rather than a well-focused beam, creating a small
energy spread across the sample. Additionally, neutrons at UKAL are created using a
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secondary reaction, meaning not every incident proton from the accelerator becomes a
neutron capable of undergoing INS. This results in a small neutron flux, subsequently
requiring large amounts of target material (approx. 0.1 mole or more). Finally, INS
is restricted to stable nuclei and benefits greatly from highly isotopically enriched
targets, which can be expensive, to help minimize the production of γ rays due to
contaminants.
3.3 Monoenergetic Neutron Production
INS is utilized at UKAL with neutrons produced using the reactions:
3H(p, n)3He Q = −0.764MeV (3.1)
2H(d, n)3He Q = 3.269MeV (3.2)
As standard for the writing of nuclear reactions in the field, the format ofX(a, b)Y
for the reaction indicates that a projectile, a, was incident upon a target, X. The
resulting reaction produced an ejectile, b, and left the target in the form of the residual
nucleus, Y . For the reactions listed in Eqns. 3.1 and 3.2, the ejected neutrons are
monoenergetic due to 3He having only the single bound (ground) state. Given the
Q-values of the reactions used at UKAL, the typically accessible neutron energies
range from 1 MeV to 9 MeV. For the work presented in this dissertation, all neutrons
were produced via the reaction in Eqn. 3.1.
3.4 Types of Experiments performed using INS at UKAL
In the most general sense, there are two types of experiments performed at UKAL
using INS; singles-mode experiments and coincidence (or event-mode) experiments.
For singles-mode experiments, the two types of measurements are excitation functions
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and angular distributions. Excitation function measurements involve varying the
incident neutron projectile energy while keeping the detector at a fixed angle, which
is typically either 90◦ if trying to get precise γ-ray energies or 125◦ if trying to get
precise yields for the γ rays. Excitation functions yield information on the energy
thresholds for populated nuclear levels which were de-excited through γ-ray emission,
as well as level spin and parity limitations when the change in cross section vs. energy
is compared to theoretical calculations.
Angular distribution measurements are completed by moving the detector, in a
plane at a fixed distance, about a target while maintaining a constant incident neutron
energy. Utilizing this method allows for extraction of branching ratios and multipole
mixing ratios for the transitions themselves, as well as spins, parities, and lifetimes (if
in the femtosecond regime) of the levels. If a lifetime, branching ratio, and multipole
mixing ratio can be determined for a transition, than a decay transition probability
can be calculated. This quantity is particularly useful when making comparisons to
theoretical models.
Coincidence experiments involve using multiple detectors to detect different γ
rays in cascade within a small time window. This type of experiment aids greatly
in constructing a full level scheme for a nucleus. However, there are drawbacks to
doing this type of experiment via INS, paramount of which is neutron damage to
the high-purity germanium detectors (see Section 3.5). Excessive neutron exposure
can damage the detector and require annealing. All experiments discussed in this
dissertation work are singles-mode experiments.
3.5 Radiation Detection
Another benefit of INS, or the (n, n′γ) reaction, is that the process emits γ rays. En-
ergy resolution for γ rays is excellent with the use of high-purity germanium (HPGe)
detectors. The HPGe detectors used at UKAL are approximately 50% efficient rel-
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ative to a 3-in. × 3-in. NaI(Tl) scintillator. The energy resolution obtained for the
studies in this work was averaged to be roughly 2.0 keV full-width-at-half-maximum
(FWHM) at 1.33 MeV, which is a standard energy resolution benchmark based on a
γ ray produced from a 60Co β decay to 60Ni.
Due to the presence of background radiation sources, as well as the damaging
effects neutrons can have on HPGe detector crystals, many forms of shielding are
employed at UKAL. The first form of shielding comes from a tungsten wedge or
shadow bar. This heavy material is placed in an effort to prevent fast neutrons coming
from the gas cell from reaching the HPGe detector. The next layer of shielding is
comprised of several copper slabs with an aperture cut in the middle so the detector
can directly view the sample. Copper has a high cross section for fast neutrons,
emitting lower energy neutrons as a result. After the copper shielding is a boron-
loaded polyethylene shield that surrounds the HPGe detector. This shield, which is
directly behind the copper shield, has a high cross section for the low-energy neutrons
that are from the copper shield or from fast neutrons having lost energy as they scatter
multiple times from the room. To help with these latter low-energy neutrons, UKAL
has an 2.42-meter deep false floor which reduces the chance the low-energy neutrons
will scatter into the detector. A final layer of shielding is a series of lead rings that
surround the detector. These lead rings help shield the detector from γ rays produced
from materials in the room or as a result of prior shields.
A final, active shielding is an annular bismuth germanate (Bi4Ge3O12 or BGO)
scintillator that surrounds the HPGe detector. As a large-Z scintillator, BGO has
excellent efficiency for photons. The BGO is employed as a veto on HPGe detector
signals, meaning that any event in the BGO that occurs within a small time window of
the HPGe detector signal is thrown out. This requirement leads to a large reduction
of both random background γ rays and Compton scattered γ rays, i.e., γ rays that
scatter out of or into the HPGe detector. Figure 3.5 shows an example of the Compton
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background suppression gained from using the BGO shield for a 60Co source. A typical
suppression factor of 3.5 to 4 is achieved.

















Figure 3.5: Typical Compton suppression using the BGO shielding at UKAL. The
spectrum is from a 60Co radioactive source.
A key feature is that the entire detector and shielding assembly is mounted on
a goniometer, allowing for measurements at varying detector angles. A bird's eye
diagram of the detector and shielding setup is shown in Figure 3.6, with a photograph
of its placement on the goniometer at UKAL shown in Fig. 3.7. Figure 3.8 shows the
assembly on the goniometer.
While spectral analysis of γ rays is the primary interest in (n, n′γ) studies at
UKAL, a HPGe detector is not the only detector in use. The neutron flux is mon-
itored through the use of two additional detectors: a Boron Triflouride (BF3) long












Figure 3.6: Schematic of the HPGe detector and shielding setup for singles experi-
ments at UKAL. The drawing is to scale. Figure courtesy of E.E. Peters.
recently been replaced with a deuterated benzene (C6D6) scintillator. Both of these
scintillators directly view the tritium gas cell where the reaction that produces neu-
trons from the accelerator-produced protons occurs. The long counter responds to
thermalized neutrons, where incident neutrons are thermalized via an attached cylin-
drical moderator, due to its enrichment in 10B, which has a large cross section for such
slow neutrons [49]. The long counter is recorded only as a scaler quantity, where any
signal above a low-energy threshold, which discriminates against γ-ray interactions in
the scintillator or electronic noise, is counted (see Section 3.6). Because of its nearly
flat efficiency response, the long counter, which is positioned 90◦ with respect to the
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Figure 3.7: Photograph of the HPGe detector and shielding setup for singles exper-
iments at UKAL. Photo courtesy of E.E. Peters.
Figure 3.8: Photograph of the HPGe detector and shielding setup on the goniometer
for singles experiments at UKAL. Photo courtesy of E.E. Peters.
incident protons, is primarily used to monitor the neutron flux when the detector
angle is not changed but the neutron energy is, i.e., an excitation function.
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The forward monitor, which sits approximately 6 m away from the gas cell at
47.5◦ horizontally and 13◦ vertically with respect to the beam axis, is primarily used
to monitor the neutron flux while varying the HPGe detector angle, i.e., for an angular
distribution. Instead of using this detector as a scaler quantity, we accumulate a time-
of-flight (TOF) spectrum of the neutrons from the tritium gas cell, discriminating out
the γ rays (more on this in Section 3.6). Figure 3.9 shows a typical TOF spectrum
for the forward monitor during a run with a natural iron target.










Figure 3.9: Typical forward monitor TOF spectrum at UKAL. Image courtesy of
E.E. Peters.
3.6 Electronics Setup
Once a detector sees an event that it is designed to observe (a neutron, γ ray, charged
particle, etc.), it emits a signal of varying shape and voltage, which depend on its bias
voltage, local amplification, and detector design, i.e., whether it is a scintillator, semi-
conductor, etc.. For the detectors employed at UKAL, scintillator inputs can vary
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depending on their photomultiplier tube design and should be checked on a case-by-
case basis. They can receive positive or negative polarity voltage but typically require
1000-2000 V. The resultant signals are fast (typically < 40 ns rise times) and many
photomultiplier tubes have both an anode and dynode output, giving access to
output signals of either polarity, where the anode is typically used for signal timing
and the dynode is used for energy measurement. The HPGe detectors at UKAL all
require negative bias voltage ranging from 3000 to 4500 V, depending on the detector
used. The output signals are tail pulses with relatively slow rise times when compared
to scintillators ( 200 ns) and long tails (a few µs).
The pulses from the detectors must then be processed in order to acquire the
desired type of data. At UKAL, all pulse processing for the long counter, HPGe
detector, and BGO shield is performed via analog electronics modules in nuclear
instrumentation module (NIM) bins. Pulse processing for the forward monitor is
performed digitally through the use of a mesytec MPD-4 module [50]. Electronics
diagrams detailing the pulse processing for the long counter, singles detection setup
(HPGe with BGO veto), and forward monitor are shown in Figures 3.10, 3.11, and
3.12, respectively.
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Figure 3.11: Block diagram of the singles electronics setup using the HPGe detector
and BGO scintillator active shield. Figure courtesy of E.E. Peters.









Figure 3.12: Block diagram of the forward monitor electronics setup. Figure courtesy
of E.E. Peters.
Though most of the detector signals are processed using analog electronics, they
must be digitized at some point so that a computer can record them. At UKAL,
this digitization is performed utilizing analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) in a com-
puter automated measurement and control (CAMAC) crate. The ADCs employed
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at UKAL, ORTEC Model AD114's [51], require pulses with heights of 0 to +10 V.
Such input pulses are generated by shaping the tail pulses from the HPGe with a
spectroscopy amplifier [52], as shown in Figure 3.11.
A key component in the pulse processing used at UKAL is time-of-flight (TOF)
gating, which permits a significant reduction in background lines in spectra. This
refers to the use of a pulsed beam, which at UKAL is pulsed at a frequency of 1.875
MHz (see Section 3.1), as a relative time stamp to discriminate between neutrons
and γ rays. Neutrons, which have mass, travel slower than γ rays, which travel at
the speed of light. The resultant differences in the time it takes a neutron or γ
ray to traverse the flight path, which is usually set to approximately 1.2 m in γ-ray
measurements, allows for the aforementioned neutron and γ ray discrimination. By
using a constant-fraction discriminator (CFD) [49] with the signals from the HPGe
detector, we achieve a nearly pulse-height independent timing signal. When processed
through a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC) relative to the beam pickoff signal from
the pulsed beam, events from γ rays can be distinguished from neutron-produced
events (see Figure 3.13). The reason neutrons occur earlier in the spectrum is that
the beam pulse is used as a stop to the TAC so as not to flood the TAC module
with starts that never have a stop (radiation is not detected after every beam pulse).
Since we are interested in studying the γ rays, a gate is made using a window around
the γ ray peak in the TOF spectrum. Only events in the proper time relationship
are digitized. A typical TOF spectrum is shown in Figure 3.13, which was taken
using a natural iron target with 3 MeV incident neutrons with a detection angle of
90◦. The large peak to the right corresponds to the detected γ rays while the smaller,
unresolved peaks to the left correspond to the elastic and first inelastic scattering
from iron. The TOF gate created from such a window is placed on the ADCs that
receive the HPGe signals, inhibiting recording of any signal that is not accompanied
with the gate.
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Figure 3.13: Time-of-Flight (TOF) spectrum with a natural iron target at UKAL
with 3 MeV incident neutrons at a detection angle of 90◦. Figure courtesy of E.E.
Peters.
3.7 Data Acquisition System
Fast, efficient, and reliable data acquisition systems are critical to any successful
experiement. The data acquisition systems currently used at UKAL were developed
using Kmax [53], a Java-based data acquisition framework that uses widgets and
toolsheet technology, as part of this dissertation. For the singles system, which is
the system used to acquire all data discussed in this dissertation work, the ADCs
transfer their data in Ortec HM413 histogramming memory modules [51] via the
FERAbus (Fast Encoding and Readout ADC) chain, allowing for very fast (100 ns
per data word) transfer. These data are sent to the computer through the use of a
Wiener CC-USB CAMAC Crate Controller [54], which is connected to a PC via a
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USB-2 cable. All of these interactions are controlled within the UK Kmax-based data
acquisition system and can be automated on a timer or user-controlled. The data are
stored on the computer in text files that can be reloaded into Kmax histogram widgets
as well as into an in-house data format known as a DAF file. All files recorded with
this new acquisition system are compatible with existing analysis software utilized at
UKAL.
An event mode data acquisition system was also developed as part of this disser-
tation work and was utilized in several experiments by colleagues from the University
of Guelph, albeit in different iterations of the development process. This system is
now completed and allows for a much wider range of experiments to be performed
at UKAL than what was previously possible, including high-rate coincidence exper-
iments. Both the singles and event mode acquisition systems developed as part of
this dissertation work are presented, in detail, in Appendices D and E.
3.8 Data Analysis
Analysis of γ-ray spectra at UKAL is a detailed process that involves many codes to
perform the various steps in the process. Analysis begins once the raw data files are
converted into spectra. For singles measurements, analysis is done with one of several
programs, though in recent years the usage of a peak-fitting software named Tv [55]
has made daf2tv the conversion program of choice, both of which were used for all
spectral analysis in this dissertation.
In general, the analysis can be broken down into several components. The follow-
ing must be performed for each type of measurement at UKAL: detector efficiency
correction, normalization to the neutron fluences, neutron multiple scattering and
photon absorption (in target) correction, energy calibration, and ADC nonlinearity
correction. Once each of these corrections has been employed, a series of programs for
extracting the various types of information UKAL specializes in are then run. The
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programs relate to extracting lifetimes, angular distributions, or excitation functions
from data sets. Figure 3.14 shows a flow chart of all of the programs used at UKAL
to achieve the above analyses from beginning to end, including the input files to each
program as well as their output files.
In general, most analysis software at UKAL runs on a 32-bit Linux operating
system. Since the Kmax data acquisition systems at UKAL (see Section 3.7 or Ap-
pendices D and E) require 64-bit operating systems, a few of the programs to convert
DAF files to spectra and view them on the data acquisition computer have been
updated for 64-bit operating systems. These can be found on the data acquisition
computers themselves or in the databackup account on the UKAL computing cluster.
More detailed information about running each analysis code can be found in the
dissertation of S.R. Lesher [56]. However, many programs have been added, modified,
corrected, and updated to fix bugs in the subsequent decade since this publication.
Two such examples are gambit and efsort, which are described in Appendix A and
also in Section 4.3.4. A few of the new analysis programs written as part of this
dissertation work can be found in Appendices B and C. Any changes to codes made
for this dissertation are documented in several places, including the electronic man file
(type man <program name> in a terminal on the UKAL computing cluster) and the
changelog in the Spec File of the RPM. All RPMs installed on the UKAL computing
cluster can be found in home61/abulafia/inst. Finally, all RPMs modified in this
work, as well as backups to all currently installed RPM's as an off-site repository,
were sent to Dr. Nigel Warr, a former postdoctoral associate at UKAL, now a staff
member at the University of Cologne. He can be contacted at warr@ikp.uni-koeln.de.
For any other immediate concerns regarding the UKAL computing cluster and the
installed software, contact Brian Doyle at doyleb@pa.uky.edu.
Copyright© Benjamin P. Crider, 2014.
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Figure 3.14: Flow chart of the analysis programs used for angular distribution and excitation function data analysis at UKAL.
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Chapter 4 Inelastic Neutron Scattering Cross Sections for 76Ge Relevant
to Neutrinoless Double-β Decay Background
4.1 Introduction
While neutrino oscillations indicate that neutrino flavors mix and neutrinos have
mass, they do not supply information on the absolute mass scale of the three flavors
of neutrino. Currently, the only viable way to determine this mass scale is through
measured limits on the proposed process of neutrinoless double-β decay (0νββ). This
incredibly rare decay process is speculated to occur in a handful of nuclei with pre-
dicted half-lives around 1025 years or greater [13]. Observation of 0νββ is the goal of
many large scale, multinational collaborations and consists of observing a sharp peak
in the summed β energies at the Q-value of the reaction. An exceptional candidate for
the observation of 0νββ is 76Ge, which offers an excellent combination of properties
since large amounts of the material can serve as both a source and a high-resolution
semiconductor detector. Two such efforts, MAJORANA [57] and GERDA [58], pro-
pose tonne-scale experiments on 76Ge that have already begun initial phases using a
fraction of the full amount of material to be eventually acquired.
Observation of 0νββ requires precise knowledge of contributions to background
at the Q-value for the reaction, a region of interest (ROI) of 2039 keV for 76Ge. To
this end, Mei and Hime [59] recognized γ rays produced from inelastic scattering of
cosmic-ray produced neutrons become important for backgrounds in tonne-scale ex-
periments and later assessed background contributions to the continuum from both
Ge(n, n′γ) and Pb(n, n′γ) and identified a few particularly dangerous γ rays (2041
keV in 206Pb and a double-escape peak from a 3062-keV transition) from 207Pb(n, n′γ)
[60]. Subsequently, Guiseppe et al. [61] performed a thorough investigation of the γ
rays produced by several Pb isotopes, which can be found in a Pb-shielded 0νββ ex-
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periment and measured their cross sections as a function of energy across the range of
neutron energies likely to be encountered in the tonne-scale 76Ge experiments. Inelas-
tic neutron scattering studies at GELINA were also carried out to assess background
interferences from many materials typically found in experimental setups near the
0νββ experimental signatures of 76Ge and 130Te [62] and, more specifically, on poten-
tial background contributors from Ge isotopes [63]. In this latter study, the authors
spent a great deal of effort characterizing the contribution to background near 2039
keV from the 3951.9-keV level in 76Ge; this is where this work elaborates on this level.
Camp and Foster [64] first established the existence of the 3951.9-keV level using
the 76Ge(n, p)76Ga reaction and then observing the population in 76Ge following the
subsequent β− decay from 76Ga (T1/2 = 32.6 s; Jpi = (2+, 3+), Qβ = 7.0 MeV). As
shown in Fig. 4.1, the 3951.9-keV level has five de-exciting γ rays. Of particular con-
cern is the 2040.70-keV γ ray, which lies very near the 76Ge ROI for 0νββ observation.
Admittedly, the 3951.9-keV level is the 69th level of 76Ge and the 2040.70-keV γ ray is
a 3.63% branch, so its intensity is expected to be low. As such, Rouki et al. [63] were
unable to directly observe the transitions from this level and instead placed limits
based on their observation. The aim of this work is to measure (n, n′γ) cross sections
for the 3951.9-keV level over an energy range of 4 to 5 MeV and to establish cross
sections for any potential interferences to the 0νββ experimental signature within





























Figure 4.1: Partial level scheme of γ rays de-exciting the 3951.9-keV level in 76Ge.
4.2 Experimental Details
76Ge(n, n′γ) experiments were performed during two separate run times in 2013 at
the University of Kentucky Accelerator Laboratory (UKAL). In both experiments,
protons from the 7 MV Van de Graaff accelerator were used to create nearly monoen-
ergetic, fast neutrons via the 3H(p, n)3He reaction which were then impinged upon a
target. Two days of beam time during the first data run was devoted to a metallic
76Ge disc of mass 11.13 g, radius = 1.1 cm, and enriched to 84.12(23)% in 76Ge. For
the rest of the data runs, the scattering sample was 41.8338 g of 76GeO2 powder with
radius = 1.25 cm, height = 4.8 cm, enriched to 85% in 76Ge and contained within
a polyethylene vial. Subsequent radiation was detected using a single high-purity
germanium detector with an annular ring of BGO used for Compton suppression.
In the February 2013 data run, data were taken at an incident neutron energy of
4.5 MeV at angles of 50◦, 90◦, and 133◦ and 90◦ only for the 76Ge disk. During the
second data run in May 2013, data were taken at 125◦ for incident neutron energies
of 4.3, 4.5, 4.7, and 4.9 MeV as well as additional angles of 65◦, 147◦, and a short 90◦
measurement to normalize with the first run in an effort to extract angular distri-
bution information. Apart from this last 90◦ measurement, each data measurement
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was run with 24 hours of beam on target in order to populate the 3951.9-keV level,
which has low cross section.
For each incident neutron energy, a 57.0045 g natFe sample of radius = 0.9525 cm,
height = 2.54 cm was measured for normalization of the 76Ge cross sections with 56Fe,
which is considered a standard. During the first data run, this 56Fe measurement was
taken at 90◦ at an incident neutron energy of 4.5 MeV. During the second data run,
the 56Fe measurement was taken at 125◦ for each of 4.3-, 4.5-, 4.7-, and 4.9-MeV
incident neutron energys. Additionally, a long counter was used to determine the
relative neutron fluences when comparing the 76Ge(n, n′γ) and 56Fe(n, n′γ) reactions.
4.3 Data Analysis
The following sections reference analysis codes developed and maintained at UKAL.
A flow chart of the analysis process and analysis codes used at UKAL is shown in
Figure 3.14 in Section 3.8.
4.3.1 Introduction
In fitting the relevant peaks from the 3951.9-keV level in 76Ge, only the three strongest
γ rays (2843.50-, 3388.75-, and 3951.70-keV) could be fit. There is at least one other
γ ray in the spectra near 2040.70 keV, so this branch cannot be directly determined.
This new γ ray is of considerable interest though, and will be revisited later. The
weakest transition from the 3951.9-keV level (1259.5 keV) was also found to be ob-
scured by the relatively strong 1259.1-keV γ ray from the 2669.2-keV level, which is a
level not found in the Nuclear Data Sheets [65] but was recently placed by Toh et al.
[66]. The 2843.50-keV γ ray lies at a point in the spectrum where there are several
additional peaks. While it is observed above background, the statistics are quite poor
and it was not included in any of the final numbers reported. As an example, these
regions are shown in Fig. 4.2 from the 76GeO2 125
◦ data taken at an incident neutron
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energy of 4.5 MeV.
4.3.2 Calibration
Energy calibration and detector efficiency were determined using a 226Ra source and
the local programs dsnonlin and polyfit, respectively. Since the γ rays of interest
have energies that lie outside of the range of relatively intense 226Ra γ rays, extrap-
olation to the efficiency and energy nonlinearity was performed. This is particularly
relevant for the efficiency, and doing so warrants an increase in the uncertainty as a
result.
4.3.3 Multiple Scattering and Photon Absorption
In order to get appropriate multiple scattering and photon absorption corrections,
the code gambit had to be modified to correctly take into account the volume nor-
malization of each sample. This was not a problem if all corrections were relative to
the same sample, as is typically the case at UKAL. However, for this work, 56Fe was
used to normalize cross sections from 76Ge, thus different sizes of the samples had to
be taken into account. The accuracy of this correction was verified with a code Jeff
Vanhoy uses and produces similar corrections for a given input file. For standard,
single sample uses of gambit, tests to reproduce results using the older, incorrect
version of gambit were performed and no change was found in the results up to 5
decimal places. The corrected code has been placed on the computing cluster and
is run whenever gambit is run now. For more on gambit, see Appendix A. Photon
absorption cross sections for both germanium and oxygen were retrieved from the
xcom database at NIST [67].
Neutron scattering cross sections required for the incident neutron attenuation and
multiple scattering corrections were retrieved from the ENDF database at NNDC. For


























Figure 4.2: Spectral regions of γ rays de-exciting the 3951.9-keV level in 76Ge from
the 125◦ data taken at an incident neutron energy of 4.5 MeV.
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for each stable Fe isotope were obtained using the ENDF/B-VII.1 compilation [68]
and then adjusted using the isotopic compositions [69] found in Table 4.1. The total
and differential neutron scattering cross sections were adjusted relative to the isotopic
composition of the natFe sample.
4.3.4 Analysis Process
Analysis for extracting cross sections was a bit different than a typical excitation
function or angular distribution analysis at UKAL, and some of the inputs for the
sorting codes had to be modified. The general idea was to run adsort to apply the
normalizations and the multiple scattering/photon absorption corrections (gambit
output) and run efsort to quickly evaluate the efficiency correction and output
the exact correction factor for each fitted γ ray since adsort does not apply this
correction. The input file modification needed for adsort was due to the fact that
adsort, being meant for angular distributions, does not work for a single angle.
Thus, using it to apply corrections for individual angles at a single neutron energy
required duplicating the contents of the input .sho file and simply modifying the
number used to describe the angle. This duplicated data was ignored in the output
.adl file. Similarly, the modification to the efsort input .sho file was needed due
to the fact that efsort, being meant for excitation functions, does not work for a
single energy. Thus, the .sho file was modified so that all of the fitted γ rays for
the different detection angles were set to have the same angle while the energy was
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set to be different for each. Since the efficiency correction is applied only to the γ
ray energy itself and does not depend on the incident neutron energy, this had no
effect on the value for the correction. The corrections can be found in the eff.val file
after successfully running efsort. It should also be noted that no gambit output was
supplied when running efsort. This would have caused additional work in formatting
the gambit input files for efsort all for no gain, as the efficiency corrections are
not influenced by the gambit files. A final comment on the above usage of efsort
to calculate the efficiency is that efsort calculates the efficiency, given simply by
eff = area/intensity, using the list of γ rays (.sho file) and the efficiency correction
(.pol file) as calculated by polyfit, which itself uses orthogonal polynomials to fit
the efficiency curve as a function of γ-ray energy.
4.3.5 Angular Distribution Corrections




= A0 [1 + a2P2 + a4P4 + · · · ] , (4.1)
with A0 being related to the angle integrated cross section, σ = 4piA0.
One inherent difficulty with analyzing cross section data is that each γ ray has
an angular dependence associated with it that is influenced by its electromagnetic
multipole mixing. Ideally, cross section measurements would be made at 125◦, where
the second order Legendre polynomial used in the angular distribution calculation,
P2(cosθ), is zero and the fourth order term, a4P4, is typically small enough that it
is effectively ignored. For measurements not made at 125◦, the angular distribution
effects were must be taken into account. To fit the Legendre polynomials, a program
named fitleg was used, which employs a Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization method
for calculating the coefficients. This was used only for the 4.5 MeV angular distri-
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Table 4.2: Legendre polynomial coefficients for 4.5 MeV angular distributions using
the 76GeO2 target. The first data run consisted of measurements taken at 50
◦, 90◦,
and 133◦. The second data run consisted of measurements taken at 65◦, 125◦, and
147◦.
Data Run Eγ (keV) A0 A2
Feb. 2013 3388.75 1.000(79) -0.22(18)
Feb. 2013 3951.70 1.000(45) -0.44(11)
May 2013 3388.75 1.000(150) -0.28(34)
May 2013 3951.70 1.000(92) -0.45(19)
butions using the 76GeO2 target. Table 4.2 shows the fitted Legendre polynomial
coefficients for the 3388.75-keV and 3951.70-keV transitions extracted using fitleg
from the 4.5 MeV 76GeO2 runs. The large uncertainties on the Legendre polynomial
coefficients are due to fitting a small number of angles coupled with poor statistics
on the peak fits.
An additional complication arose from the need to apply a similar angular distri-
bution correction to the 56Fe data taken from the first data runs. Here, the measure-
ments were only made at 90◦, thus the angular distribution could not be calculated
from the data itself. Due to this, results from other work had to be used for the
angular distribution correction. The basis for the corrections originated from work
by Lachkar et al. [70], who studied 56Fe levels and cross sections via the (n, n′γ)
reaction. Lachkar et al. measured cross sections at 90◦ at 0.5 MeV incident neutron
energies from 4.8 to 8.8 MeV as well as differential cross sections at 20◦, 40◦, 50◦, 60◦,
70◦, 80◦, 90◦, 100◦, 120◦, and 130◦.
The first method to estimate the proper cross section was made using the differ-
ential cross sections for the 56Fe 846.7778-keV γ ray at 20◦, 40◦, 50◦, 60◦, 70◦, 80◦,
90◦, 100◦, 120◦, and 130◦ to fit up to the second order Legendre polynomial as an
estimate for the angular distribution. The calculated coefficients from the fit were
then used to correct the measured area of the 56Fe 2+1 level via modification of their
values to the values at 125◦. The result was a lowering of the corrected areas by
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approximately 9%. These numbers were then normalized to recently published total
inelastic neutron-scattering cross sections of 56Fe based on measured intensities of the
847-keV transition [71].
A second method for estimating the proper cross sections was made by using the
differential cross sections for the 847-keV γ ray of 56Fe at a detection angle of 90◦ at
each incident neutron energy from 4.8 to 8.8 MeV. The process here was to make a
best fit to the cross sections given in Ref. [70] and extract the value for the cross
section at an incident neutron energy of 4.5 MeV. Doing this results in a differential
cross section for the 2+1 γ ray of 96.96 mb/sr, or 1218.4 mb after angle integration
(multiply by 4pi). Since this method involved only the 90◦ data points for both 76Ge
and 56Fe, no further corrections were required. Due to the nature of the best fit
calculations and using it only for comparison, an uncertainty was not calculated. A
good estimate, however, would be 20%, as the data points reported in the paper
typically had 10-15% uncertainties on them.
When comparing the above methods, the results for the final level cross section
agree within uncertainty. This comparison will be presented in the Section 4.4.
4.3.6 Angular Distribution Analysis
Much effort was put into extracting angular distribution information on the 3951.9-
keV level in order to make a firm spin assignment beyond the previous (1,2+) as-
signment by combining the measurements at various angles from the two data runs.
Unfortunately, due to poor statistics, non-Gaussian peak shapes, contaminants from




A lifetime analysis was performed using the Doppler-shift attenuation method [72].
The experimental attenuation factor, F (τ), describes the slowing down of the recoiling
nucleus within the target material and is given by:
Eγ(θ) = E0
[






where Eγ(θ) is the γ-ray energy as a function of the angle of detection with respect
to the direction of the incident neutrons, E0 is the energy of the γ emitted by the
nucleus at rest, vc.m. is the recoil velocity in the center-of-mass frame, and c is the
speed of light. From here, the Winterbon formalism for describing the electronic and
nuclear stopping powers of the target sample used [73] was employed to extract the
lifetime τ from F(τ). Analysis of the lifetimes followed the standard UKAL program
method for extracting lifetimes using dssort → ftauplt with a v1pgm output file
for the extraction of the lifetime, τ , from the experimental attenuation factor, F(τ).
4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 Cross Sections of the 3951.9-keV Level in 76Ge
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the cross sections of the 3951.9-keV level calculated from the
3388.75-keV and 3951.70-keV γ rays. The values from the 4.5 MeV angular distribu-
tion correction from the Feb. 2013 data contain the angular distribution correction
for 56Fe and assuming the branching ratio found in the ENSDF [65]. Fig. 4.5 shows
the averaged, final level cross sections for the 3951.9-keV level. It is important to note
that each calculated level cross section was made using the ENSDF branching ratios
for the 3951.9-keV level in 76Ge to extract a level area from the observed transitions.
Since there may be some discrepancies in the values of the branching ratios, Fig-
ures 4.6 and 4.7 show the percentage of the corrected area of the 56Fe 846.7778-keV
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May 2013 Data (125°)
May 2013 Data 4.5 MeV Ang. Dist. Correction
Feb 2013 Data 4.5 MeV Ang. Dist. Correction
Feb 2013 Data 4.5 MeV Metal Disc Ang. Dist. Correction
Figure 4.3: Cross section of 3951.9-keV level in 76Ge determined with the 3388.75-keV
γ ray and branching ratios from the ENSDF.
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May 2013 Data (125°)
May 2013 Data 4.5 MeV Ang. Dist. Correction
Feb 2013 Data 4.5 MeV Ang. Dist. Correction
Feb 2013 Data 4.5 MeV Metal Disc Ang. Dist. Correction
Figure 4.4: Cross section of 3951.9-keV level in 76Ge determined with the 3951.70-keV
γ ray and branching ratios from the ENSDF.
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May 2013 Data (125°)
May 2013 Data 4.5 MeV Ang. Dist. Correction
Feb 2013 Data 4.5 MeV Ang. Dist. Correction
Feb 2013 Data 4.5 MeV Metal Disc Ang. Dist. Correction
Figure 4.5: Cross section of 3951.9-keV level in 76Ge determined from averaging the
values from the 3388.75-keV and 3951.70-keV γ rays.
2+1 γ-ray yield for the 3388.75- and 3951.70-keV transitions respectively.
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) May 2013 Data (125°)Feb 2013 Data 4.5 MeV Ang. Dist. Correction
Feb 2013 Data 4.5 MeV Metal Disc Ang. Dist. Correction
Figure 4.6: Percentage of total 56Fe 2+1 γ-ray yield for the 3951.70-keV transition.
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) May 2013 Data (125°)Feb 2013 Data 4.5 MeV Ang. Dist. Correction
Feb 2013 Data 4.5 MeV Metal Disc Ang. Dist. Correction
Figure 4.7: Percentage of total 56Fe 2+1 γ-ray yield for the 3388.75-keV transition.
The information presented in the above figures can be found in Tables 4.3 and
4.4. Included in this table are the different ways in which corrections to various
angular distribution issues were performed for the first data run using results from
Lachkar et al. [70]. As can be seen in Table 4.3, all approaches for extracting the
level cross section lie within uncertainty with each other. The large uncertainties
are, to first order, a result in the large uncertainties on the peak fits themselves due
to the low statistics from the weakly populated 3951.9-keV level. Table 4.4 reports
the intensities of the 76Ge γ rays as percentages of the 56Fe level and γ-ray yield,
where these numbers removes all dependence on the value of the 56Fe cross sections
themselves.
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Table 4.3: Compilation of experimental results, including cross sections for observed γ rays from the 3951.9-keV level
in 76Ge. For the Feb. 2013 data run, several corrections were made to account for the angular distribution of the 56Fe
spectra taken at 90◦. Values for the 56Fe 2+1 cross section from Ref. [71] unless otherwise noted.
Feb. 2013 Data
Eγ (keV) Target En (MeV) Angle Correction
56Fe 2+1 CS (mb) level CS (mb)
3389.75 76GeO2 4.5 50
◦, 90◦, 133◦ Ang. dist.a 1427(93) 4.54(99)
76GeO2 4.5 90
◦ none 1220(140)b 4.74(54)
76GeO2 4.5 90
◦ none 1427(93) 5.55(64)
76Ge disc 4.5 90◦ Ang. dist.c 1427(93) 4.26(76)
3951.70 76GeO2 4.5 50
◦, 90◦, 133◦ Ang. dist.a 1427(93) 5.30(90)
76GeO2 4.5 90
◦ none 1220(140)b 6.01(63)
76GeO2 4.5 90
◦ none 1427(93) 7.03(74)
76Ge disc 4.5 90◦ Ang. dist.c 1427(93) 5.92(80)
May 2013 Data
3389.75 76GeO2 4.3 125
◦ none 1422(93) 3.52(67)
76GeO2 4.5 125
◦ none 1427(93) 3.83(73)
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Table 4.3: (Continued.)
Eγ (keV) Target En (MeV) Angle Correction
56Fe 2+1 CS (mb) level CS (mb)
76GeO2 4.5 65
◦, 125◦, 147◦ Ang. dist. 1427(93) 4.22(160)
76GeO2 4.7 125
◦ none 1431(94) 5.27(92)
76GeO2 4.9 125
◦ none 1446(94) 6.79(170)
3951.70 76GeO2 4.3 125
◦ none 1422(93) 3.83(60)
76GeO2 4.5 125
◦ none 1427(93) 5.42(86)
76GeO2 4.5 65
◦, 125◦, 147◦ Ang. dist. 1427(93) 5.60(140)
76GeO2 4.7 125
◦ none 1431(94) 4.42(76)
76GeO2 4.9 125
◦ none 1446(94) 7.06(160)
Average Values from 3389.75- and 3951.70-keV Transitions
76GeO2 4.3 125
◦ none 1422(93) 3.67(45)
76GeO2 4.5 90
◦ none 1220(140)b 5.37(42)
76GeO2 4.5 125
◦ none 1427(93) 4.63(56)
76GeO2 4.5 50
◦, 90◦, 133◦ Ang. dist.a 1427(93) 4.92(67)
76GeO2 4.5 65
◦, 125◦, 147◦ Ang. dist. 1427(93) 4.91(110)
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Table 4.3: (Continued.)
Eγ (keV) Target En (MeV) Angle Correction
56Fe 2+1 CS (mb) level CS (mb)
76Ge disc 4.5 90◦ Ang. dist.c 1427(93) 5.09(55)
76GeO2 4.7 125
◦ none 1431(94) 4.85(60)
76GeO2 4.9 125
◦ none 1446(94) 6.92(120)
a 56Fe 2+1 angular distribution correction based on 8.8 MeV data in Lachkar et al. [70]
b 56Fe 2+1 cross section from Lachkar et al. [70] data to calculate the
56Fe 2+1 γ-ray cross section at 90
◦
c Angular distribution correction for the 76Ge metal disc was the same as that used for the measurements with the 76GeO2
target
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Table 4.4: Compilation of relative intensities of the observed γ rays from the 3951.9-keV level in 76Ge reported as
percentages of the 56Fe 2+1 (847 keV) γ ray. For the Feb. 2013 data run, several corrections were made to account for
the angular distribution of the 56Fe spectra taken at 90◦.
Feb. 2013 Data
Eγ (keV) Target En (MeV) Angle Correction %(
56Fe 2+1 γ)
3389.75 76GeO2 4.5 50
◦, 90◦, 133◦ Ang. dist.a 0.097(18)
76GeO2 4.5 90
◦ none 0.119(10)
76Ge disc 4.5 90◦ Ang. dist.b 0.106(17)
3951.70 76GeO2 4.5 50
◦, 90◦, 133◦ Ang. dist.a 0.169(19)
76GeO2 4.5 90
◦ none 0.224(12)
76Ge disc 4.5 90◦ Ang. dist.b 0.221(26)
May 2013 Data
























a 56Fe 2+1 angular distribution correction based on 8.8 MeV data in Lachkar et al. [70]
b Angular distribution correction for the 76Ge metal disc was the same as that used for the measurements with the 76GeO2
target
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Table 4.5: Cross sections for the 2040-keV γ ray from the 3951.9-keV level in 76Ge.
The values presented here are based on the numbers found in Table 4.3 and the
ENSDF γ-ray branching ratios.
Eγ (keV) Target En (MeV) Angle Cross Section (mb)





◦, 90◦, 133◦ 0.179(52)
76GeO2 4.5 65
◦, 125◦, 147◦ 0.179(59)





Table 4.6: Relative intensities of the 3389.75-keV γ ray with respect to the 3951.70-






Using the averaged level energies and the ENSDF branching ratios for the 2040.70-
keV γ ray, we deduced cross sections for this γ ray. These values can be found in
Table 4.5 and are shown graphically in Fig. 4.8.
Despite the lack of observation of the proposed γ rays from the 3951.9-keV level,
the relative intensity of the 3389.75-keV transition to the 3951.70-keV transition was
determined from the 125◦ data from the second data run and is shown in Table 4.6.
In general, the results here agree well with the ENSDF value of 67(4), albeit with
larger uncertainties.
4.4.2 Lifetime of the 3951.9-keV Level in 76Ge
In addition to the cross sections, a lifetime for the 3951.9-keV level was measured
using the Doppler-shift attenuation method mentioned in Section 4.3. Fig. 4.9 shows
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May 2013 Data (125°)
May 2013 Data 4.5 MeV Ang. Dist. Correction
Feb 2013 Data 4.5 MeV Ang. Dist. Correction
Feb 2013 Data 4.5 MeV Metal Disc Ang. Dist. Correction
Figure 4.8: 76Ge 2040.70-keV γ ray cross section. Values shown based on average
level cross sections from Table 4.3 and branching ratios found in the ENSDF.
the measured experimental attenuation factor, F(τ) for the three most intense γ rays
at an incident neutron energy of 4.5 MeV during the Feb. 2013 data run. As can
be seen from the figure, the F(τ) values all agree within uncertainty for each of the
transitions, which indicates that all of the γ rays de-excite the same level. When
determining an average lifetime from the Feb. 2013 and May 2013 data runs, the
most intense γ rays were used. Table 4.7 summarizes the lifetime results, where the
average value is a weighted average based on the F(τ) values.
4.4.3 Proposed New Levels and Transitions that Impact the 2040-keV
ROI
A new result from this work is the observation of a 76Ge γ ray at 2037.5(3) keV, which
obscures any direct assessment of the previously assigned 2040.70-keV transition from
the 3951.9-keV level. This new γ ray is much more intense in our spectra than the




















Figure 4.9: Experimental attenuation factor F(τ) for the 3951.9-keV level as mea-
sured from the 2843.50-, 3388.75-, and 3951.70-keV γ rays using DSAM. The plots
shown are from the 4.5 MeV data taken during the first data run.
ray is supported by its appearance in 76Ge(n, n′γ) excitation function measurements
made with incident neutron energies ranging from 1.6 to 3.7 MeV. Unobserved at En
= 3.1 MeV, the new γ ray appears at 3.3 MeV and gets more intense as the neutron
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Table 4.7: 76Ge 3951.9-keV level lifetime.




energy increases. The γ-ray spectrum and excitation function are shown in Fig. 4.10.
Due to the threshold being between incident neutron energies of 3.1 and 3.3 MeV,
the only candidate for this new γ ray to decay to is the 1108.44-keV 2+2 level in
76Ge.
This would suggest a new level near 3147 keV. Further examination of the excitation
function spectra indicates another γ ray at 2584.7(3) keV that appears between En =
3.1 and 3.2 MeV. This is likely a γ ray to the 562.93-keV 2+1 level from the same 3147-
keV level. Fig. 4.11 shows the γ-ray spectrum at En = 3.7 MeV and the excitation
function from 3.2 to 3.7 MeV. The γ ray to the left that forms a doublet is the known
2578.55-keV γ ray to the 2+1 from the 3141.51-keV level. The 3141.51-keV level has a
























Figure 4.10: 76Ge(n, n′γ) spectrum taken at an incident neutron energy of 3.7 MeV
and a detection angle of 90◦ showing a new 2037.5(3)-keV γ ray. The inset shows the
yield of this γ ray from the (n, n′γ) excitation function data with incident neutron
energies of 3.3 to 3.7 MeV.
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Figure 4.11: 76Ge(n, n′γ) spectrum taken at an incident neutron energy of 3.7 MeV
and a detection angle of 90◦ showing a new 2584.7(2)-keV γ ray. The inset shows the
yield of this γ ray from the (n, n′γ) excitation function data with incident neutron
energies of 3.2 to 3.7 MeV.
Doppler shifts from the two data runs for the 2037.5(3)-keV and 2584.7(2)-keV γ
rays were observed and are shown in Figures 4.12 and 4.13, respectively. The resultant
lifetimes, as well as the measured lifetimes for other previously known states, are
shown in Table 4.8. While not exactly the same, the lifetimes for the 2037.5(3)-keV
and 2584.7(2)-keV γ rays are similar. Unless there are missing low-lying levels in 76Ge
(an idea that is not supported by our excitation function data ), these two γ rays
must arise from the same 3147-keV level. The fact that the measured lifetimes are
close provides some confirmation of the above. The measurements on the previously
known transitions show good agreement, which supplies further confidence in the
accuracy of the new measurements.
Another new γ ray listed in Table 4.8 is at 3014.0(3) keV. This γ ray appears only
at 3.6 and 3.7 MeV in the excitation function data (which goes up to En = 3.7 MeV).
Thus, it must be a newly observed γ ray to the 562.93-keV 2+1 level in
76Ge. This
means that there exists another new level at 3577 keV. This level is mentioned only
because of its speculative possibilities. If this new 3577-keV level has a transition to
the 1539.46(6)-keV 3
(+)
1 level, there would be another γ ray near 2037.5 keV.
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Figure 4.12: Experimental attenuation factor F(τ) for the newly observed 3147-keV
level as measured from the 2037.5-keV γ ray using DSAM. The top plot is from the
first data run while the bottom plot is from the second data run.
In this work, using incident neutron energies from 4.3- to 4.9-MeV, the peak near
2039-keV is observed to be abnormally wide. Across all angles and incident neutron
energies, the peak has a width nearly 1 keV wider than nearby peaks. Typically, this
observation indicates a doublet, though no firm doublet assignment can be made. Fig.
4.14 shows the widths of the 2039-keV peak as fit in the excitation function spectrum
shown in Fig. 4.10. Indeed, the width increases at En = 3.6 MeV. This is then likely
to also explain the sudden increase in the excitation function shown in the inset of
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Figure 4.13: Experimental attenuation factor F(τ) for the newly observed 3147-keV
level as measured from the and 2584.7-keV γ ray using DSAM.
Fig. 4.10. Furthermore, such a doublet could explain the differences in level lifetimes
for the 3147-keV level as deduced from the 2037.5(5)- and 2584.7(3)-keV transitions.
Indeed, if the 3577-keV level lifetime is nearly 44 fs as measured by the 3014.0(3)-keV
γ ray, a weak contaminant that Doppler shifts more than the dominant peak across
varying detection angle would alter the lifetime such that it appears shorter than it
should due to the resultant centroid shifts. While not definitive, this work seems
to support the presence of a 2037.5-keV transition from the 3577-keV level to the
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Table 4.8: 76Ge level lifetimes derived from the Doppler shifts of various transitions.
Eγ Elevel F(τ) τ (fs) ENSDF τ (fs)
2037.5(3) 3147 0.428(29) 120+14−12
2578.7(3) 3141.51 0.325(24) 172+19−17 87
+101
−58
2584.7(2) 3147 0.238(35) 236+52−39
3007.0(3) 3007.8 0.711(45) 37+8−7 38
+40
−19




While we were unable to completely resolve any potential doublets in the spectral
region near 2039 keV, the total cross section of γ rays in this region was determined.
The cross sections from all observed γ rays with incident neutron energies from 4.3
to 4.9 MeV are shown in Table 4.9. Since the angular distribution corrections and
choice of sample was shown to agree each time, the data presented in Table 4.9 is
from the 125◦ data taken from the second data run using the 76GeO2 target. The
cross sections given are again normalized to the 56Fe 2+1 level.
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Figure 4.14: Peak widths for the 2037.5(5)-keV peak. The increase in width at 3.6
MeV likely corresponds to an unresolved doublet due to another 2037.5-keV γ ray
from the 3577-keV level.
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Table 4.9: 76Ge photopeak cross section near 2039 keV. The contributors are the
2037.5(5)-keV transition from the 3147-keV level and, most probably to a lesser extent,
the 2037.5(5)-keV transition from the 3577-keV level.







Neutron inelastic scattering on 76Ge was performed at UKAL over an incident neutron
energy range of 4.1 to 4.9 MeV with the original goal of measuring the cross section of
the 2040.70-keV γ ray that originates from the 3951.9-keV level, which was previously
identified as the 69th level in 76Ge. While direct observation of this γ ray was not
possible, the two most intense γ rays of 3951.7 and 3383.8 keV were observed. Upon
utilization of the ENSDF branching ratios, level cross sections of nearly 5 mb were
obtained. Once again, using the ENSDF branching ratio to get the γ-ray cross section,
the 2040.70-keV transition cross section is measured to be nearly 0.2 mb across the
range of neutron energies measured in this work. A lifetime for the 3951.9-keV level
was determined to be τ = 40(7) fs and, although effort was made, no convincing
angular distribution information about this level could be extracted.
New in this work is the firm identification of a new level at 3147 keV from obser-
vation of a γ ray that is much too intense based on the above cross sections for the
2040.70-keV transition as well as level threshold information from excitation func-
tion data. This new level decays via γ rays to the 2+1 and 2
+
2 levels with energies of
2584.7(2) and 2037.5(3) keV, respectively. The level lifetimes measured for these two γ
rays are not in excellent agreement, however. This disagreement is most likely due to
a γ ray from another newly observed level at 3577 keV. This level, whose identification
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was based on an observed 3014.0(3)-keV transition to the 2+1 at a level threshold at
3.6 MeV from the excitation function data, could also have a γ ray to the 1539.46(6)-
keV 3
(+)
1 level. Analysis of the excitation function data of the 2037.5(3)-keV γ ray
indicate sudden increases in both intensity and width at 3.6 MeV, supporting the
existence of this second 2037.5-keV transition. The cross section of the fitted peak in
the 2039-keV ROI was measured to be from nearly 7 mb to 5 mb across the range of
incident neutron energies studied.
Copyright© Benjamin P. Crider, 2014.
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Chapter 5 Inelastic Neutron Scattering Study of 76Se Up to 3 MeV
5.1 Introduction
The 76Se (34 protons, 42 neutrons) nucleus resides within a so-called transitional
region, where its structure exhibits aspects of both vibrational and rotational char-
acter. Early studies of 76Se showed its collective nature when Coulomb excitation
studies of the B(E2:2+1 → 0+1 ) exposed an enhancement of approximately 50 times
the single particle values [74], [75]. Today, this number is accepted as nearly 44 W.u.
[27], indicating the quality of early measurements. Further studies suggested appar-
ent vibrational character [76] due to strong excitation of the 1-phonon and 2-phonon
states as well as the octupole phonon using inelastic deuteron scattering.
Early ideas of structure beyond a spherical vibrator were introduced theoretically
in the form of predictions of a quasirotational band [77], [78] and experimentally
through (α, 2nγ) and (α, 4nγ) reactions, where such a quasirotational band was built
based upon energies and relative intensities of the observed yrast states up to 10+. If
the picture was to be vibrational, the spherical vibrator model needed modification,
where one such effort to extend the vibrational model was to employ configuration
mixing of the different phonon states [79]. Firm establishment of rotational bands
occurred in the early 80s [31], [32] and by the late 80s a triaxial rotor description of
the low-lying 2+ and 0+ levels emerged [80]. In general, these studies attempted to
classify this nucleus within the contexts of a single nuclear model. The emergence of
shape coexistence [34] as a feature whose presence is felt in many places across the
nuclear landscape, including the region near A = 76, may suggest that this nucleus
can best be explained as a coexistence of multiple deformed structures. Supplying
further experimental information for such studies, as well as addressing issues with
the level scheme, is a major goal of this work.
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Recently, both theoretical and experimental studies on 76Se have predominantly
been focused on its position as a nucleus of considerable interest for the possible ob-
servation of neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ ). Nuclear structure experiments
maintain a similar focus, such as the work in Ref. [81] used to probe the orbital occu-
pancies; a quantity which holds value to constraining model calculations for the 0νββ
nuclear matrix elements (NMEs) for the 76Ge decay to 76Se. Better understanding
of the nuclear structure and further information provided about the levels in this
daughter of the double-β decay can help toward understanding the components of
the NMEs.
5.2 Experimental Details
The 76Se(n, n′γ) experiments were performed at the University of Kentucky Accel-
erator Laboratory (UKAL) using the 7 MV Van de Graaff accelerator. An angular
distribution measurement was performed with 3.0 MeV incident neutrons at 11 angles,
ranging from 40◦ to 150◦. In addition to this, an excitation function was performed
with incident neutron energies ranging from 2.0 MeV to 3.0 MeV in 100 keV steps at
a detection angle of 90◦. The scattering sample was 11.96 g of elemental 76Se powder
enriched to 96.95% with dimensions of radius = 0.7 cm and height = 2.6 cm placed
a distance of 5.7 cm from the center of the tritium gas cell where the neutrons are
produced (see Section 3.3). Each experiment was performed using approximately 120
hours of beam time. For the angular distribution measurement, a 24Na source was
placed near the HPGe detector such that, after β− decay to 24Mg, the 1368.626(5)-
keV and 2754.007(11)-keV γ rays could be used for energy calibration. An example
of the spectra obtained in this work is shown in Fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: γ-ray spectrum of 76Se from the (n, n′γ) reaction using data from the
angular distribution experiment with En = 3.0 MeV and θ = 90
◦.
5.3 Data Analysis
The following sections reference analysis codes developed and maintained at UKAL.
A flow chart of the analysis process and analysis codes used at UKAL is shown in
Figure 3.14 in Section 3.8.
5.3.1 Calibration
The HPGe detector efficiency was determined using a 226Ra source and the local
program polyfit. Since some of the γ rays of interest have energies that lie outside
of the range of relatively intense 226Ra γ rays, extrapolation to these efficiencies was
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performed.
Initial energy calibration was performed using the 226Ra source and internal peaks
(making sure to only use γ rays that do not shift due to lifetime effects in angular
distribution data). Final energies produced using the 24Na source γ rays and ener-
getically well-known, internal peaks were stored in a .tab file for inclusion in the local
program dssort. A correction for non-linearities in the ADC was performed using
the local program dsnonlin and using the 226Ra source.
5.3.2 Lifetime Analysis
A level lifetime analysis of the angular distribution data was performed using the
Doppler-shift attenuation method [72]. The experimental attenuation factor, F (τ),










where Eγ(θ) is the γ-ray energy as a function of the angle of detection with respect
to the direction of the incident neutrons, E0 is the energy of the γ ray emitted by the
nucleus at rest, vc.m. is the recoil velocity in the center-of-mass frame, and c is the
speed of light. The method thus depends on the centroid of the γ-ray peak, allowing
for relatively small uncertainties even for low statistics peaks. Fig 5.2 shows this
change in centroid visually at three different detection angles for the 2310-keV γ ray
from the 2869-keV level.
The Winterbon formalism, which describes the electronic and nuclear stopping
powers of the target sample [73] was employed to extract the lifetime τ from F(τ).
Analysis of the lifetimes was carried out using the dssort and ftauplt codes with a
v1pgm output file for the extraction of the lifetime, τ , from the experimental atten-
uation factor, F(τ). Fig. 5.3 shows how τ can be extracted from the experimental
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Figure 5.2: Angular distribution spectra exhibiting the Doppler shift in γ-ray energy
experienced due to the recoiling nucleus.
F(τ) value (top panel) and the calculated curve (bottom panel). The τ value shown
for the 2310-keV γ ray differs from the level lifetime presented in Table 5.1 due to
both averaging F(τ) over each γ ray coming from the 2869-keV level and a correction
factor that accounts for the incident neutron energies above the level threshold.
5.3.3 Angular Distribution Analysis
The angular distribution of the γ rays can tell one about the multipolarities of a tran-
sition. A full analysis of the angular distribution data involves fitting the normalized,
experimental, peak intensities to an expansion of even-order Legendre polynomials,
W (θ) = 1 + A2P2(cosθ) + A4P4(cosθ) (5.2)
where Pn are the Legendre polynomials and An are the coefficients of the fit. This
fit can be compared to theoretical calculations (carried out using the local program
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EX =  2869.227(45) keV
Eγ =  2310.166(31) keV
F(τ)EXP =  0.364(32)
τ =  0.110         ps
-0.013
+0.016
Figure 5.3: Top: Determination of F(τ) from a fit of the 2310-keV γ-ray energy as a
function of the cosine of the detection angle based on Eqn. 5.1. Bottom: Extraction
of the τ value from comparison to a theoretically calculated attenuation curve based
upon Ref. [73].
CINDY) of the angular distribution coefficients for γ ray decays to and from various
spin-parity combinations (see Section 3.2). Such a comparison allows for the extrac-
tion of the multipole mixing ratio, δ, through the use of a χ2 minimization. Examples
of a fit to Eqn. 5.2 and the subsequent comparison to the theoretical calculations are
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shown in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5, respectively. Fig 5.5 shows that a spin assignment of J
= 2 is favored, but the proximity of another minimum for a J = 3 assignment means
that the J = 2 assignment should be regarded as tentative.
Figure 5.4: Angular distribution of the 727-keV γ ray from the 2515-keV level. The
fitted coefficients are A2 = 0.367(16) and A4 = −0.019(21).
The process of preparing the data for an angular distribution analysis involves
running the local codes adsort and adlegpol with all of the required input files;
the former organizes the fitted γ ray information and applies energy calibrations and
corrections (see Section 5.3.1) while the latter performs the calculations and outputs
plots.
5.3.4 Excitation Function Analysis
An excitation function analysis can provide information about the Jpi of a level and
is essentially a level population cross section as a function of the incident neutron
energy. The idea is to plot normalized γ ray intensity (cross section) as a function
of incident neutron energy. This data is then compared to calculation for each of the
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Figure 5.5: A χ2 minimization comparing the experimental angular distribution to
combinations of the calculated CINDY curves is used to find the multipole mixing
ratio, δ. The minima correspond to the best values for δ.
possible Jpi options. An example excitation function with relative cross sections is
shown in Fig. 5.6 for the 2170-keV level. The good agreement with the calculation
for a 0+ level led to a new spin-parity assignment of (0)+ when these data are coupled
with angular distribution information.
Similar to angular distribution analysis, excitation function analysis involves or-
ganizing, normalizing, and applying corrections to the fitted peaks using efsort and
its required inputs. Plots are then obtained when running exfplot or, more recently,
cindyexfplot (see Appendix B) to perform branching ratio calculations, subtract
feeding, and plot the excitation function data against the theoretical calculations.
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Figure 5.6: Excitation function of the 2170-keV level and comparisons to theoretical
calculations. This information, in addition to the angular distribution measurement,
led to a new spin-parity assignment of (0)+.
5.4 Description of Measured Quantities
Many quantities observed in the subsequent results section are closely related, as
γ-ray emission is a result of electromagnetic interactions. For electromagnetic transi-
tions, parity and angular momentum must be conserved. An immediate consequence
of this is that γ-ray decay between two 0+ states is strictly forbidden since the pho-
ton, carrying one unit of angular momentum, would violate the angular momentum
conservation. Instead, decays between 0+ states must occur by other means, such as
internal conversion.
A photon, represented by the wave function Ake
(ik·r), can be expanded in terms
of the spherical harmonics Ylm(θ, φ) that are each associated with a particular orbital
angular momentum (l). Such a multipole expansion sees a majority contribution from
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lowest order terms [82]. Spin-orbit coupling yields selection rules that determine the
type of radiation based on the total angular momentum L. The type of the radiation is
such that l = L corresponds to magnetic radiation and l = L±1 corresponds to electric
radiation. The parity of the radiation is given by (-1)L for electric radiation and (-
1)L+1 for magnetic radiation. The value of L determines the order of multipolarity,
such that L = 1 is dipole, L = 2 is quadrupole, and so on.
There exists a possibility for higher order multipolarities to mix. Thus, for a 4+ to
2+ transition, for example, L = 1 is forbidden, but other L values are possible meaning
quadrupole radiation can mix with octupole radiation. In general, such higher-order
mixing is extremely weak and a much more probable scenario is mixing between
electric quadrupole and magnetic dipole radiation. This is due to the observation
that, if EL and M(L+1) are both allowed by the parity selection rules, the EL
mode typically dominates while if ML and E(L+1) are allowed, the two modes have
transition rates of roughly the same order [5]. This mixing parameter, δ, is expressed
in terms of electric and magnetic moment operators as [39]:
δ =
〈Jf ||M (E(L + 1))||Ji〉
〈Jf ||M (ML)||Ji〉 (5.3)
Most commonly, δ refers to E2 and M1 mixing, as is the case in this work.
The reduced transition probabilites can be related to electric and magnetic mo-
ment operators by [39]:
B(L; i→ f) = 1
2Ji + 1
|〈Jf ||M (L)||Ji〉|2 (5.4)
where M is the appropriate operator for either electric or magnetic radiation. The
B(EL) have units of e2bL and B(ML) have units of e2µL−1N , where b is a barn (10
−28
m2) and µN is the nuclear magneton. Another unit typically used is the Weisskopf
unit or single-particle unit, which is an estimate the single-particle transition rates.
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The transition probabilities for electric and magnetic transitions, in Weisskopf units,





















The results from the analysis of the 76Se(n, n′γ) data, some of which was alluded to
in the preceding sections, are presented in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. Here, a summary of
the levels populated, observed transitions, measured spin and parities, experimental
attenuation factors, lifetimes, multipole mixing ratios, and reduced transitions prob-
abilities is presented. At this time, it is necessary to supply meaning behind the
presented values.
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Table 5.1: Level scheme and lifetimes for 76Se. Level and γ-ray energies are in keV and τ values are in fs. The level





f B.R. F(τ) τ
559.099(8) 559.098(4) 2+1 0
+
1 1.00
1122.287(11) 563.185(4) 0+2 2
+
1 1.00




1330.885(11) 771.780(5) 4+1 2
+
1 1.00





1787.667(11) 456.763(19) 2+3 4
+















1791.474(13) 575.296(5) (0+) 2+2 0.873(3)
1232.272(18) 2+1 0.127(3)
















f B.R. F(τ) τ
1568.126(11) 2+1 0.509(3)
2127.369(25) 0+1 0.085(2)




2262.660(68) 931.775(30) 6+1 4
+
1 1.00 0.095(51) 620
+780
−240















f B.R. F(τ) τ
1268.849(17) 2+2 0.210(4)


























f B.R. F(τ) τ









2805.149(41) 1474.264(18) 4+1 1.00 0.094(18) 600
+150
−100









f B.R. F(τ) τ
2253.077(48) 2+1 0.136(5)




2824.80(16) 798.77(10) 5− 4+
1493.92(10) 4+1
2859.779(36) 430.619(19) 4− 3− 0.391(11) 0.010(25) > 1700
1528.906(26) 4+1 0.609(11)










a Level energy calculations indicate the presence of an unresolved doublet at 665 keV, meaning that the branching ratio
calculations are incorrect by an unknown amount and too much strength is attributed to this branch.
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Table 5.2: Level scheme and lifetimes for 76Se. Level and γ-ray energies are in keV. The level scheme reflects only what





f δ B(E2) B(M1) B(E1)
559.099(8) 559.098(4) 2+1 0
+
1
1122.287(11) 563.185(4) 0+2 2
+
1







1330.885(11) 771.780(5) 4+1 2
+
1





















































1791.474(13) 575.296(5) (0+) 2+2
1232.272(18) 2+1










































































































































































f δ B(E2) B(M1) B(E1)

























































f δ B(E2) B(M1) B(E1)
2253.077(48) 2+1
2817.178(37) 1600.955(19) (2,3) 2+2
2258.172(31) 2+1
2824.80(16) 798.77(10) 5− 4+
1493.92(10) 4+1
2859.779(36) 430.619(19) 4− 3− -0.52+11−15
-1.31+95−38
1528.906(26) 4+1
2869.227(45) 1652.998(28) (1 to 4)− 2+2
2310.166(31) 2+1
2869.294(74) 0+1
2950.212(73) 2391.104(35) 1+,2+ 2+1
2950.28(10) 0+1
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a Level energy calculations indicate the presence of an unresolved doublet at 665 keV, meaning that the branching ratio
calculations are incorrect by an unknown amount and too much strength is attributed to this branch.
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Branching ratios are given in Table 5.1 under the column labeled B.R. These
values represent the fraction of decays from a particular level that occur via a given
transition. A similar quantity, the relative intensity (I), can often be found in place
of branching ratios. This value is the branching ratio normalized to the strongest
transition, where the intensity for that transition is typically given a value of 100.
The two columns adjacent to the branching ratio column show the experimental
attenuation factor, F(τ) and the level lifetime, τ . These values are explained in
Section 5.3.2.
Table 5.2 shows the multipole mixing ratio, δ, the reduced transition probabilities
for E2, M1, and E1 decays as presented in Section 5.4. In some cases, multiple δ
values are presented due to multiple minima in the χ2 minimization calculation.
5.5.1 Level Discussion
The following level discussion makes frequent references to the 76Se Nuclear Data
Sheets. Whenever data sheets are mentioned, the compilation in Ref. [27] is the
proper reference. Where levels in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 are not mentioned, good agree-
ment with the data sheets can be assumed.
2+ state at 1787.7 keV and the 1881.2-keV level
While all γ rays listed in the data sheets as originating from the 1787.7-keV state
were observed and their placements supported by this work, an attempt to place
the 665.4-keV γ ray based on the fitted values for the energies gave evidence of
an unresolved doublet. As such, the reported branching ratios are incorrect by an
unknown amount. Excitation function data shows an increase in intensity at En =
2.4 MeV, but no placement was determined for an additional 665-keV γ ray. The
data sheets list a 665-keV γ ray originating from an 1881.2-keV level, but this work
provided no observation of either the 665- or 1881.3-keV γ rays originating from this
level.
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(0)+ level at 1791.5 keV and the (2,3)+ level at 2363.0 keV
While the data sheets appear to question the existence of the level at 1791.5 keV,
this work lends support for its existence. In the data sheets, the 575.1-keV transition
from this level to the 2+2 shares a very similar energy to the 575.3-keV γ ray assigned
as belonging to the 2363.0-keV level. Excitation function spectra clearly show a
relatively intense γ ray at the inital incident neutron energy of En = 2.0 MeV and no
indication of any increase in this intensity at or above En = 2.4 MeV. In fact, none
of the reported γ rays originating from the 2363.0-keV level were observed. This is
by no means a definitive rebuttal of its existence, but rather a comment of its lack of
observation in this work.
For the case of the 575.3-keV γ ray, relocation of the γ ray to the 1791.5-keV level
is suggested. Further support of the existence of the 1791.5-keV level was observed
in the form of a newly observed γ ray with an energy of 1232.3 keV. The peak in the
spectrum had a normalized area of a few hundred counts at En = 2.0 MeV, which
indicates that the only state it can possibly decay to is the 559.1-keV 2+1 state.
A tentative spin-parity assignment of (0)+ was made based upon a combination
of comparison of the excitation function to statistical model calculations (CINDY), as
well as the nearly isotropic angular distributions of both the 575.3- and 1232.3-keV
γ rays. The assignment is tentative based on the moderately large uncertainties on
both of the angular distributions and the overall scatter of points for the 575.3-keV
γ ray in particular.
4+ state at 2026.0 keV
The 238.8-keV γ ray placed from this level could not be observed in this work due to
suspected contamination from the 239.0-keV ground state transition from the 3/2−
state in 77Se (the third excited state). While the two lower-lying states in 77Se (7/2+
and 9/2+) were not observed, the 249.8-keV ground state transition from the 5/2−
state in 77Se is observed. Flat excitation function spectra at all incident neutron
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energies suggest the existence of the originating levels are well below 2.0 MeV for both
the 238.8- and 249.8-keV γ rays, supporting claims that both are indeed contaminants
from 77Se.
(2)+ level at 2127.2 keV and a new level at 2485.0 keV
All γ rays attributed as belonging to the 2127.2-keV level in the data sheets were
observed in this work. However, the excitation function data indicates that the 796.1-
keV γ ray has a level threshold near 2.5 MeV. Newly observed γ rays at 1154.1 keV and
1268.8 keV both exhibit level thresholds below 2.6 MeV and have excellent agreement
for their lifetimes. Using Ritz combinations to place the 1154.1- and 1268.8-keV γ
rays as decaying to known, low-lying states (the 4+1 and 2
+
2 , respectively), a new
level at 2485.0 keV was suggested. This new level's energy and the above mentioned
excitation function favors placement of the 796.1-keV γ as originating from this level
and decaying to the 3+1 state at 1688.9 keV.
A newly observed γ ray with an energy of 1005.0 was found to have a level thresh-
old near 2.2 MeV from the excitation function data. Such a threshold for a γ ray
of that energy indicates that the only possible level of origin was the 2127.2-keV
level. Furthermore, strong quadrupole nature for the ground-state transition from
the angular distribution data led to a firm 2+ spin-parity assignment.
(0)+ level at 2170.6 keV and the level at 2812.0
The data sheets place a 382.9-keV γ ray as decaying out of the 2170.6-keV level.
However, the excitation function data shows a relatively clear threshold near 2.8 MeV
without much evidence for any intensity below this energy. Based on this information
and Ritz combinations, the 382.9-keV γ ray was placed as belonging to the 2812.0-keV
level. Newly observed γ rays at 1123.1 keV and 2253.1 keV were placed as decaying
from the 2812.0-keV level as well. These placements were based on level thresholds
of less than 2.9 MeV, Ritz combinations, and lifetime agreement, where in this case
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the agreement was that the 2812.0-keV level had no measurable lifetime.
For the 2170.6-keV level, the (0+) spin assignment was confirmed with an excita-
tion function plot, as shown in Fig. 5.6.
Level at 2346.9 keV
It is worth commenting that neither of the γ rays placed in this level (466.5 keV and
1130 keV) were observed in these data.
3− state at 2346.9 keV
This work observes all γ rays belonging to this level except for the two weakest
branches of 639.5 keV and 1098.2 keV. This serves merely as an explanation as to
why these two γ rays are not found in Tables 5.1 5.2 and nothing more. All observed
γ rays agree with the data sheets.
(2)+ level at 2514.7 keV
A new γ ray with an energy of 825.8 keV was placed in this level based on a level
threshold. This relatively weak branch finds excellent energy agreement as a transi-
tion decaying to the 3+1 state at 1688.9 keV.
Level at 2604.1 keV
Similar arguments as immediately above are found for the placement of a new γ ray
with an energy of 816.5 keV as belonging to the 2604.1-keV level, where the level
threshold is less than 2.8 MeV and a good energy agreement is observed when the γ
ray is considered as a transition to the 1787.6-keV level.
(4)+ level at 2617.8 keV
New transitions were placed in this level initially based on level thresholds obtained
from the excitation function data. The 830.4-keV γ ray was placed primarily on these
level threshold and energy considerations, but the 1401.7-keV γ ray had the additional
support of lifetime agreement with the 1287.7-keV γ ray. This newly observed lifetime
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resulted in a level lifetime of 600+113−84 fs.
In the data sheets, this 2617.8-keV level is listed as a 2619.2-keV level. There
appears to be a consistent shift in energies of both the 928.8-keV γ ray (listed in the
data sheets as 930.9 keV) and 1287.0-keV γ ray (listed in the data sheets as 1287.7
keV). The new energy assignment of 2617.8 keV is further confirmed by the newly
placed branches.
(1,2) level at 2630.8 keV
Neither the excitation function nor the angular distribution data can confirm the
existence of any γ rays placed from this level.
Level at 2655.4 keV
The majority of the γ rays attributed to this level from the data sheets were observed
and their placement confirmed. The weakest branches of 484.8 keV and 1324 keV
were not observed above background in either the excitation function or angular
distribution data. A new lifetime of 1.2+3−2 ps was measured, though it should be
mentioned that this is towards the upper end of our observable region.
2− state at 2669.9 keV
Similar to the above discussion, the two weakest branches were not observed. All
other γ rays were observed and their placements confirmed. A new lifetime of 1.32+31−21
ps was determined.
(4)+ level at 2805.1 keV
Observation of the strong 1474.3-keV transition and a level threshold of below 2.9
MeV supported its placement in the data sheets as belonging to the 2805.1-keV level.
In the data sheets, this γ ray is quoted to have an energy of 1473.9 keV, so a slight
shift in energy was observed. The data sheets also assigns a 1588.0-keV γ ray to
this level. This work observed a 1586.4-keV γ ray, which has a sharp level threshold
very near 3.0 MeV. Such a threshold is in disagreement with is originating from the
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2805.1-keV level, but no other placement could be made for the 1586.4-keV γ ray.
As such, it was left out of Tables 5.1 and 5.2 since it could not be placed without
introducing a new level based solely on the level threshold of the 1586.4-keV γ ray
and Ritz combinations.
A new lifetime of 600+150−100 fs was determined based on the Doppler shift of the
1473.9-keV γ ray. The lifetime determined using the 1586.4-keV γ ray is in agreement
with this value, but the level threshold introduced enough uncertainty to prevent
placement based on the findings of this work and, as such, information presented on
the 2805.1-keV level excludes the 1586.4-keV γ ray.
(2,3) level at 2817.1 keV
Both the 1601.0- and 2258.2-keV γ rays were observed and confirmed as belonging
to this level. Doppler shift measurements place a lifetime of 142+9−8 fs, while angular
distributions support a new (2,3) spin assignment.
5− state at 2824.8 keV
This level is discussed to mention that only the two strongest branches from this
level (798.8 keV and 1493.9 keV) were observed. This is most likely due to low-
energy inelastic neutron scattering only weakly populating 5− states, where such a
spin-parity assignment is confirmed by the angular distributions of the 798.8- and
1493.9-keV γ rays. As such, branching ratio information was not presented.
(1 to 4)− level at 2869.2 keV
In addition to the 1653.0- and 2310.2-keV γ rays assigned to this level in the data
sheets, a new, ground-state transition was found. The excitation function data sup-
port these placements, but unfortunately no further spin-parity clarification could be
determined from either the excitation function or angular distribution data. Doppler
shift analysis found good agreement in the level lifetimes determined by each γ ray,
and so a level lifetime was determined to be 123+8−7 fs.
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(1 to 4) level at 2911.0 keV
A 548.0-keV γ ray is the only member of this level in the data sheets. However,
neither the excitation function data nor the angular distribution data observe such a
γ ray.
1+, 2+ level at 2950.2 keV
The two strongest γ rays attributed to this level in the data sheets (2391.1- and
2950.3-keV) were observed and their placement confirmed. Doppler shift analysis
determined a newly observed lifetime of 70+12−10 fs
5.6 Conclusions
While much new information has been added in the form of lifetimes, mixing ratios,
and transition probabilities, there is no strong evidence for a paradigm shift in how
this nucleus is described. Indeed, the picture of both vibrational and rotational
structures existing in this nucleus remains as the most prevalent interpretation based
on this work. The new (0)+ assignment below 2 MeV could have interesting theoretical
interpretations in the future, but the lack of supporting information on the transition
probabilities makes it difficult to draw firm conclusions on its nature. Overall, the
suggested modifications to the level scheme and the additional information supplied
from this work should give a more comprehensive picture to theorists wishing to
better understand the nature of the levels in this transitional nucleus. In particular,
the newly added transition probabilities should add information for models to test
against, as reproduction of transition probabilities in transitional regions are typically
where most models break down.
Copyright© Benjamin P. Crider, 2014.
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Chapter 6 Lifetimes in 76Ge from Inelastic Neutron Scattering
Measurements
6.1 Introduction
Studies of the strucdture of 76Ge find many different motivations. Most recently, this
nucleus has garnered considerable interest due to its relevance to neutrinoless double
beta decay (0νββ). In large-scale experiments scientists are searching for the 0νββ
decay of 76Ge to 76Se [57], [58]. The goal of our studies is to provide information for
a better understanding of the nuclear matrix elements (NMEs) of the double beta
decay process [13], which depend on the ground-state wave functions of the parent
and daughter nuclei and are only attainable through theoretical calculations. Recent
efforts to supply information for these calculations has led to a characterization of
the valence proton and neutron occupancies [81], [83] of both 76Ge and 76Se. While
this data is undoubtedly useful to different model calculations of the NMEs, more
information about the excited states themselves can lead to a better understanding
of nucleon-nucleon correlations and additional single-particle orbitals that contribute
to the 0νββ decay operator.
In addition to the relevance of 76Ge to 0νββ, the even-Ge isotopes are in a struc-
turally feature-rich region of the nuclear chart. In particular, their low-lying levels
exhibit a variety of interesting features in nuclear structure. One such feature is a
change in nuclear shape across an isotopic chain. The apparent shape transition from
spherical to weakly deformed between N = 40 (72Ge) and N = 42 (74Ge) is made
evident by a discontinuity in the E(0+2 )/E(2
+




1 ) ratios near N = 40
[84]. Subsequent pickup and stripping reaction experiments on the even-Ge isotopes
[85], [86] indicated that there may be a subshell closure near N = 40. Another in-
teresting feature in this region of the nuclear chart is shape coexistence, which was
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first proposed in this region to explain an excited Kpi = 0+ rotational band mixing
with vibrational states in 72Se [35]. Furthermore, the relatively low-lying first-excited
0+ state in 72Ge, a state populated strongly by a one-proton stripping reaction [87],
helped motivate the above-mentioned pickup and stripping reactions [34], which gave
evidence for the coexistence of different shapes. The first two excited 0+ states show a
difference in the apparent shape of the nucleus, where the ground state and 0+3 state
exhibit a similar shape (either spherical or deformed) and the 0+2 state exhibits a
different shape (either deformed or spherical) [84]. The role of shape coexistence has
been further emphasized as recent systematic studies of stable, even-A Ge isotopes
indicate that the single-particle gap between the 1g9/2 and 2p1/2 orbitals is not large
enough to be considered a shell closure [88], [34].
Many recent explanations of the structure of the even-Ge nuclei move beyond de-
scribing the nucleus in terms of axially symmetric shapes and instead focus on triaxial
shapes. One such work focused on E2 matrix elements and found that 72−76Ge and
74−78Ge exhibited evidence for pronounced triaxiality when compared to other nuclei
[89]. Indeed, recent experimental evidence from the γ band in 76Ge is consistent with
predictions of a rigid-triaxial shape [66]. This work also considerably improved the
level scheme of 76Ge, but most noticeably for high-spin states. By offering information
on lifetimes for the currently accepted level scheme, data presented in the following
sections lays a foundation for a thorough examination of the 76Ge level scheme in
terms of transition probabilities.
6.2 Experimental Details
The 76Ge(n, n′γ) experiments were performed at the University of Kentucky Accel-
erator Laboratory (UKAL) using the 7-MV Van de Graaff accelerator. An angular
distribution measurement was performed with 3.0 MeV incident neutrons at angles
ranging from 40◦ to 150◦. The scattering sample was 19.5612 g of GeO2 (isotopically
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enriched to 85% in 76Ge) in a polypropylene vial with dimensions of 1.1 cm radius and
3.0 cm height. The experiment was performed in approximately 120 hours of beam
time. During the runs, a 24Na source was used to provide γ rays for energy calibra-
tions. A 226Ra source measurement was taken after the run for energy calibration,
ADC nonlinearity corrections, and detector efficiency corrections.
6.3 Data Analysis
The following sections reference analysis codes developed and maintained at UKAL.
A flow chart of the analysis process and analysis codes used is shown in Figure 3.14
in Section 3.8.
6.3.1 Calibration
The HPGe detector efficiency was determined using a 226Ra source and the local
program polyfit. Since some of the γ rays of interest have energies that lie outside
of the range of relatively intense 226Ra γ rays, extrapolation to these efficiencies was
performed. However, for lifetime measurements, accurate energy calibration is of
much greater importance.
Initial energy calibration was performed using the 226Ra source and internal peaks
(making sure to only use γ rays that do not shift due to short lifetimes). Final energies
produced using the 24Na source γ rays and the 563-keV 2+1 state in
76Ge were stored in
a .tab file for inclusion in the local program dssort. A correction for non-linearities
in the ADC was performed using the local program dsnonlin and the 226Ra source.
6.3.2 Lifetime Analysis
A level lifetime analysis of the angular distribution data was performed using the
Doppler-shift attenuation method [72]. For details, refer to Section 5.3.2.
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Table 6.1: Measured 76Ge level lifetimes. The levels presented are as they appear in
the data sheets, where the final column lists these values converted to mean lifetimes
[65].
Elevel F(τ) τ (fs) τ (fs) NDS
2204.9(4) 0.292(82) 161+84−47 14 ± 6
2654.51(21) 0.052(78) > 400
2692.40(8) 0.084(6) 656+58−48 400
+200
−120
2733.4(7) 0.057(14) 980+340−200 250
+260
−120
2747.76(8) 0.081(4) 681+42−40 480
+480
−170
2841.57(13) 0.272(19) 163+16−14 40 ± 12
2897.7(5) 0.044(13) 1250+560−300




The lifetimes measured in this work are shown in Table 6.1. The levels shown include
only those accepted in the most recently evaluated data sheets for 76Ge [65]. When
comparing the values in Table 6.1 to those in the data sheets, one finds only general
agreement.
Copyright© Benjamin P. Crider, 2014.
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and Future Work
The work presented in this dissertation contributes to the overall knowledge of the
structure of 76Se and 76Ge, supplying information that can be relevant for various
applications related to the search for 0νββ. For 76Se, the additional information
took the form of clarifying the level scheme and, most importantly, adding several
new lifetimes in the femtosecond region, where the data sheets [27] had previously
supplied only two lifetimes for levels below 3 MeV. These new lifetimes, coupled with
many newly extracted mixing ratios, result in calculated transition probabilities that
are critical testing grounds for nuclear structure model calculations of 76Se.
For 76Ge, we have carefully investigated the issue of potential interferences in the
observation of 76Ge 0νββ decay to 76Se. In addition to assigning a cross section to a
known 2040-keV γ ray from the 3952-keV level and improving upon a limit for this
cross section from recent work [63], our work also revealed potential contaminants
from newly observed levels near 3147 keV and, possibly, 3577 keV. Total γ-ray cross
sections were established for all observed intensity near 2040 keV for the 76Ge(n, n′γ)
reaction between 4 and 5 MeV. These values could aid in performing background
subtraction for the tonne-scale experiments even without indentification of all con-
tributors. The end result of these cross-section measurements indicates that there
is more spectral complexity near 2040 keV than was previously known. Such a find
certainly warrants further investigation.
While this dissertation provides vital information regarding both 76Se and 76Ge,
there is still more work to be done. In particular, further experiments on 76Ge with a
goal of resolving the questions left unaswered by this work are of critical importance.
Though we investigated the (n, n′γ) reaction, there are other competing reaction chan-
nels through which contaminants to the 2040-keV region of interest (ROI) may be
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produced, especially at higher neutron energies. One such reaction, the 76Ge(n,p)76Ga
reaction, was used by Camp and Foster [64] in 1971 to produce 76Ga and 76Ga study
levels in 76Ge. 76Ga undergoes β− decay to populate 76Ge up to energies near 6.5
MeV, thus allowing for population of each potential level discussed in this disserta-
tion. While the predicted neutron flux drops off at higher neutron energies [60], β−
decay may selectively populate levels that result in contaminants, warranting further
investigation. Additionally, acquiring a large data set with a high-efficiency coin-
cidence spectrometer should do much to resolve the nature of the newly observed
contaminants.
As a result of the above, we plan to submit a proposal to the Experimental
Evaluation Committee for TRIUMF. Here, we will propose a study on 76Ge via 76Ga
β− decay, where TRIUMF is capable of producing a highly enriched and intense
76Ga beam, which can then be implanted on a target and its decays observed using
high-purity germanium detectors in the GRIFFIN array. While providing valuable
information towards the ROI interferences and the β− branch populations, we can
also confirm and extend the low-lying, low spin level structure of 76Ge.
Copyright© Benjamin P. Crider, 2014.
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Appendix A Input files for gambit and efsort
A.1 Introduction
For a massive target, the gamma rays are absorbed in the target before they can
escape to a certain extent. If the target is extended in size (i.e. not point-like), the
effect is not isotropic. The gambit routines correct for this anisotropy.
The program gambit exists in two forms; as a standalone program and as part
of other programs (such as efsort). In the standalone program, a .inp file is used
as input, which references another .gmb file. Similar file extensions are used for the
usage of gambit within efsort, but what belongs in the files is different. Ideally, the
input should be similar for both programs, especially with the meaning of the input
parameters, and only varying when the particular use warrants it.
The following is focused on using the gambit correction appropriately for exci-
tation function analysis via the efsort program. An explanation of the standalone
gambit program will also be provided so as to make it easy for a user to highlight the
differences. In general, efsort runs gambit internally and applies the correction for
excitation functions, while for angular distributions the standalone program gambit
must first be run separately and its output included as input to adsort in order to
apply the correction.
One important disclaimer is that gambit corrections in either of these codes are
only valid for cylindrical samples due to the nature of the Engelbrecht approximation
in use. This is well documented in several places, but worth mentioning once again.
A.2 The Problem, circa 2004 to 9/17/2012
When using gambit as a standalone program, the input requires the total cross section
(in b), elastic cross section (in b), differential cross section at 0◦ (in mb/sr), and
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differential cross section at 180° (in mb/sr). gambit then uses these cross sections for















In the standalone gambit program, W is calculated using the inputs given. In
efsort, one would think to include the same inputs since the calculation should use
them in the same ways. However, it turns out that efsort, as it is currently written
(before 9/17/2012), does not calculate the asymmetry parameter on its own. Instead,
it requires the user to input this parameter into column 5 of the .gmb file's list of cross
sections for each neutron bombarding energy! Thus, inputting the differential cross
section at 180° into this column, as you would for the standalone gambit program,
gives erroneous results and, in some extreme cases, may even lead to negative areas
after the gambit correction has been applied.
A.3 The Solution as of 9/18/2012 (efsort-4)
As of 9/18/2012, when efsort is run, columns 4 and 5 of the .gmb input file are now
appropriately assigned as the differential cross sections at 0° and 180°, respectively.
Thus, the asymmetry parameter, W, is calculated from these inputs and used within
the program. This brings the input closer to what is used in the standalone gambit
program and is in line with the previously expected usage of efsort. The example
.gmb file given in Section A.5.1 reflects this change.
A.4 Fortran Format Specifiers
It is very important to note that, in Fortran, the format specifiers are very strict.
So, if a format says 5F10.4 only the first 10 columns of input for that line are used
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as the first input field. If any part of the input goes out of the first 10 columns (for
example, in column 11), it now belongs to the next field and is subsequently not
found in the first field. Thus, be very careful when setting up the files!
See Table A.1 for a quick legend on what the particular format specifiers mean.
Note, any number in front of a specifier indicates a repetition of the same specifier.
Hence, 5F10.4 indicates 5 floating point numbers in total, each with a maximum of
10 numbers long and 4 decimal places. In this case, the fields would start at columns
1, 11, 21, 31, and 41 in the input file. Similary, 80a indicates 80 characters, one after
the other with no spaces separating them. This would be called a character string.
Spaces are, of course, allowed in a character string, but they actually show up in the
string and don't indicate a separation between two different strings.
Table A.1: Fortran format specifiers
Specifier Meaning Example Translation
a or A Characters 80a 80 characters max
i or I Integers I3 An integer -99 to 999
f or F Floats F10.4 10 numbers, 4 decimal places max
x or X Blank Spaces 45X 45 blank spaces
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A.5 Input Files for efsort Program
The following are example input files for the efsort version of the gambit calculation.
The input files are for a metallic sample of 106Pd. After each file, a line-by-line
explanation will be provided.
A.5.1 efsort .gmb file example - pd106.gmb
Line-by-line Explanation of efsort .gmb input file
Table A.2: Line-by-Line explanation of efsort .gmb input file




4 to 7 6F11.10 FENOR
8 F10.4 DELNOR
9 to 27 5F10.4 EN(J),T(J),E(J),DS0(J),DS180(J)
28 blank blank line at the end
The program variables listed in Table A.2 are as follows:
Title = title of file
RC = radius of sample (in cm)
H = height of sample (in cm)
DI = distance of center of sample to the center of gas cell (in cm)
WT = weight of sample (in g)
WMOL = molecular weight of sample (in amu)
NONEU = number of neutron bombarding energies
FENOR = iron normalization factor (always set to 1, or .99999999)
DELNOR = ?? - not used
EN(J) = neutron energy
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T(J) = total neutron cross section (in b)
E(J) = elastic neutron cross section (in b)
DS0(J) = differential neutron cross section at 0° (in mb/sr)
DS180(J) = differential neutron cross section at incident energy at 180° (in mb/sr)
As a note about all of the 0.99999999's, these are a relic of a past iteration of
the gambit correction that used an iron normalization. This is no longer used, and
so it is safe to always set these equal to 1. Why not just set FENOR to 1 instead of
0.99999999? Well, I'm not sure, but this is how it has been done for a long time.
I can't seem to see anything in the code that says you can't, so it may be worth
trying! In practice, there should be no difference. You need to have at least as many
0.99999999's as you have neutron energies. So, if you set NONEU to 19, you should
have 19 0.99999999's. Be sure not to add more lines of 0.99999999's than you need.
The loop reading those goes from 1 to NONEU, thus once it has reached NONEU, the
code goes to the next line and will look for FENOR.
A.5.2 efsort .inp file example - photon.inp
Line-by-line Explanation of efsort .inp input file
Table A.3: Line-by-line explanation of efsort .inp input file. Note that line 1 has no
specified format, but the variable is an integer. Thus, care should be taken to make
sure that an integer is given. Anything else would cause anomalous behavior. This
file is valid in all cases where the gamma rays of interest are below 5 MeV.
Line Number(s) Format Content
1 * ng
2 to 18 6F10.4 XI(I),C(1,I),D(1,I),wf1,wat1,wat2
19 blank blank line at the end
The program variables listed in Table A.3 are as follows:
ng = number of gamma-ray energies
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XI(I) = energy of the gamma ray (in keV)
C(1,I) = photon cross section of primary element (in b per atom)
D(1,I) = photon cross section of additional element (in b per atom)
wf1 = weight fraction of primary element
wat1 = atomic weight of primary element (in amu)
wat2 = atomic weight of additional element (in amu)
The gamma-ray energies listed here are the energies for which the photon absorp-
tion calculation will occur using the corresponding cross sections found on the same
line. This is a standard list of gamma-ray energies, so in most cases (e.g., 106Pd) it
is appropriate to use exactly the energies listed in this example. It is important to
remember not to go below the K-edge of the sample nucleus when inputting photon
absorption cross sections (see Table of Isotopes, Vol. 2, 8th ed., pg. F-37). This is be-
cause of the sharp increase in photon absorption at the K-edge that heavily influences
the spline performed in the gambit calculation. As a result, the spline would have
non-physical absorption cross sections below the K-edge since the spline originates
at zero and it would also be incorrect for a bit of energy beyond the K-edge as the
spline tries to fit the more gently trending data after the K-edge.
As a note about a last line of 0.0 inputs that can be found in some older photon
absorption input files, this input does have some code attached to finding it. However,
the code appears to do little more than reset a few variables that are not subsequently
used and may once again be a relic of an older version of the gambit correction code.
Thus, this line of 0.0's is not necessary. One can further convince oneself by running
efsort once with a .inp file that has these 0.0's and again with a .inp file that does
not have them. The outputs will be identical (I tested this for fun).
A comment on the additional elements is also worth mentioning. The gambit
corrections are capable of handling samples with multiple elements, such as oxides
(e.g. GeO2) which are quite common sample types for our lab. The weight fraction
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wf1 is then just the fraction of the total molecular weight of the sample that the
primary element has (in this example, Ge). The total, elastic, and differential cross
sections for the input file should be a sum of that for Ge plus the O multiplied by
two. For tertiary compounds, e.g. BaCO3, treat Ba as the primary element, and
CO3 as the additional element. The photon absorption cross sections for C and O
should be summed. The total, elastic, and differential cross sections should be a sum
of Ba + C + 3×O. Additionally, the molecular weigh, WMOL, should also reflect
this difference between a monatomic sample and a polyatomic sample.
A.6 Input Files for Standalone gambit Program
The following are example input files for the standalone version of the gambit calcu-
lation. The input files are for 76Se. After each file, a line-by-line explanation will be
provided.
A.6.1 gambit .gmb file example - 76Se_37.gmb
Line-by-line Explanation of gambit .gmb input file
Table A.4: Line-by-Line explanation of gambit .gmb input file. Line 3 reads 7 floats,
but only stores numbers in the first 5. Thus, be sure your input is in the first 5 fields
of 10 spaces each.





5 to 23 6F10.4 XI(I),C(1,I),D(1,I),wf1,wat1,wat2
24 6F10.4 unnecessary line of 0's (example)
25 blank blank line at the end
The program variables listed in Table A.4 are as follows:
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TITLE = title of gambit file
EN = neutron bombarding energy (in MeV)
RC = radius of sample (in cm)
H = height of sample (in cm)
D = distance of center of sample to the center of gas cell (in cm)
WT = weight of sample (in g)
WMOL = molecular weight of sample (in amu)
T = total neutron cross section at incident energy (in b)
E = elastic neutron cross section at incident energy (in b)
DS0 = differential neutron cross section at incident energy at 0° (in mb/sr)
DS180 = differential neutron cross section at incident energy at 180° (in mb/sr)
XI(I) = energy of the gamma ray (in keV)
C(1,I) = photon cross section of primary element (in b per atom)
D(1,I) = photon cross section of additional element (in b per atom)
wf1 = weight fraction of primary element
wat1 = atomic weight of primary element (in amu)
wat2 = atomic weight of additional element (in amu)
This file contains the majority of the information of both of the input files for
efsort, including the sample parameters and photon absorption parameters. The
primary difference is that here, no information is needed for multiple energies since
only a single energy is used for a given angular distribution.
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A.6.2 gambit .inp file example - 76Se_37_gambit.inp
Line-by-line Explanation of gambit .inp input file
For this input file, no specific formats are indicated. Instead, I will list the variable
types used to store the information and a sensible, valid input format in parentheses.
This is by no means the only input you can use, but following the format in the
parentheses should give satisfactory results in most cases.
Table A.5: Line-by-Line explanation of gambit .gmb input file.
Line Number(s) Format Content
1 character*476 (80a) filename
2 integer*4 (I3) nangles
3 to 13 real*4 (F4.3) angle_list(i)
14 integer*4 (I3) nenergies
15 to 39 real*4 (F4.3) energy_list(i)
40 blank blank line at the end
The program variables listed in Table A.5 are as follows:
filename = name of the .gmb input file
nangles = number of angles in the angular distribution
angle_list(i) = list of angles in the angular distribution
nenergies = number of gamma-ray energies for calculation
energy_list(i) = gamma-ray energies for calculation
The gamma-ray energies here are simply the energies at which you want to calcu-
late the photon absorption correction. Having several listed in your region of interest
will help to improve the accuracy of the correction since less interpolation from points
far away from each other will occur. This is a feature the standalone gambit program
has that efsort does not. Instead, efsort just uses the same energies given in the
photon absorption list for its interpolation energies (which is completely fine).
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A.7 Looking Up Cross Sections
The following are short descriptions on the steps involved when looking up cross
section information for the various inputs of gambit.
A.7.1 Photon Absorption Cross Sections
For finding photon absorption cross sections, we use a program named xcom. When
typing xcom into the command line of a terminal window, the following responses to




Options for characterization of substance:
1 (Elemental substance, specified by atomic number)
Enter atomic number of element:
32
Options for output quantities:
1 (Cross sections, in barns/atom)
Options for energy list for output data:
1 (Standard energy grid only)
Specify file for output:
Ge.xcom
Options for further output:
1 (No more output)
The column labeled total cross section without coherent scatt. is the information
that is needed when supplying photon absorption information to gambit.
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A.7.2 Total Neutron Cross Sections
To look up the total neutron cross sections, follow these steps:
1. Go to the website: www.nndc.bnl.gov/endf
2. Click on advanced retrieval
3. Enter the following:
Target nucleus (76Se, for example)
MT # = 1 → (N, TOT) - neutron total cross sections
MF # = 3 → (SIG) - Cross sections
4. Submit
5. Click on the σ
6. Search the file for the values at the desired energies. Alternatively, enter the
neutron energy in the box at the top right and click calculate.
A.7.3 Elastic Neutron Cross Sections
To look up the elastic neutron cross sections, follow these steps:
1. Go to the website: www.nndc.bnl.gov/endf
2. Click on advanced retrieval
3. Enter the following:
Target nucleus (76Se, for example)
MT # = 2 → (Z,EL)-L0 - Elastic scattering cross section for incident particles
MF # = 3 → (SIG) - Cross sections
4. Submit
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5. Click on the σ
6. Search the file for the values at the desired energies. Alternatively, enter the
neutron energy in the box at the top right and click calculate.
A.7.4 Differential Neutron Cross Sections
To look up the differential neutron cross sections, follow these steps:
1. Go to the website: www.nndc.bnl.gov/sigma
2. Click on desired element, then isotope
3. Enter the following:
Select Angular distributions: → (n,elastic) → Plot (only actually clicking
on Plot)
4. Click to check and uncheck the top box to deselect all incident energies, then
check the desired energy or energies and click Update Plot.
5. Click Plot Differential Cross Sections
6. Again, click to check and uncheck the top box to deselect all incident energies,
check the desired energy, and then click View Evaluated Data.
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Appendix B User's Manual for cindyexfplot
B.1 Introduction
Excitation functions are a common type of experiment performed at the University
of Kentucky Accelerator Laboratory, hereafter referred to as UKAL. By keeping the
detection angle fixed and incrementally changing the incident neutron beam energy,
information about level thresholds, level spins and parities, and potentially branching
ratios for transitions from a given level (depending on the angle of detection and the
nature of the state) can be determined through careful analysis of the excitation
function data and subsequent comparison of results with theoretical calculations.
The program cindyexfplot was developed to help users visualize the results of an
excitation function analysis without needing to plot all of the data by hand, especially
where there are hundreds of transitions coming from dozens of levels for a given
nucleus up to the energies typically studied at UKAL. cindeyxfplot is compatible
with the analysis codes currently in use at UKAL, namely efsort for sorting and
applying corrections to the fitted gamma rays in the spectra, CINDY for performing
optical model calculations to predict cross sections of levels in a given nucleus, and
levener for compiling level scheme information in a usable format. Using the output
of the above programs, cindyexfplot searches through each of the different inputs
and matches fitted gamma rays to their levels in the level scheme and then further
matches these levels to the appropriate theoretically calculated cross sections for
various spins. Using all of this information, plots are generated in a variety of user
selectable manners along with other information that will be explained later in this
manual.
The following is focused on the correct usage of cindyexfplot and the output
that can be expected. Additionally, information about the limitations of what can
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be done and how to avoid confusion as a result of said limitations is provided.
B.2 Computer Requirements to Run cindyexfplot
cindyexfplot was programmed in Python and requires version 2.7 or higher. Slight
modifications to the code can (and have) been made to make the program compatible
with Python version 2.6 that currently is integrated within the CentOS 6 operating
system in use on the computer cluster at UKAL. As a note, Python3 is a major re-
working of the Python language and, as such, cindyexfplot in its current form is not
compatible with Python3. Additionally, cindyexfplot uses a Python plotting pack-
age known as matplotlib and requires version 1.1 or higher. More about matplotlib
can be found at http://matplotlib.org/. In order to supplement argument pars-
ing as a form of the program's command line interface (CLI), something that will be
explained later, cindyexfplot also requires python-argparse. On the UKAL com-
puting cluster, this is installed using python-argparse-1.2.1-2.el6.noarch.rpm.
Finally, to be able to select PNG as an output format for the created plots, dvipng
is required. To summarize, the system requirements are:




As one last comment on system requirements, the UKAL computer cluster system
admistrator, Brian Doyle, mentioned that he ran into a bug where he had to remove
∼/.matplotlib/fontList.cache in order to successfully run cindyexfplot. I have not




cindyexfplot can be run in two ways. The first, and simplest, way to execute the
program is to type cindyexfplot into the terminal window. Doing this will then start
a series of questions where cindyexfplot will prompt the user for various inputs, as
detailed in Section B.3.1. A second way to run cindyexfplot is to simply supply
each answer in the command line when cindyexfplot is executed. While quicker, this
second mode of execution requires an understanding of the correct answer for each
prompt and cindyexfplot will default to the command-line-prompt mode if any
supplied answer in the space-delimited execution command is missing or does not
make sense. Supplying all execution parameters within one command line statement
is covered in detail in Section B.3.2
B.3.1 Command Line Prompts Issued by cindyexfplot
All together, there are 18 prompts that must be answered when cindyexfplot is run
from the terminal. No questions can be skipped, but supplying answers is a relatively
short process. The following is an example of how to run cindyexfplot on a test
case involving data from 132Xe.
[terminal]$ cindyexfplot
Enter name of cindy output file (#.cex): 132Xe_exf_0b.cex
Enter name of excitation function file (#.exf): all.exf
Enter name of levener output file (#.dec): 27_nng_only_brs.dec
Are you using a normalization factor file? (y/n): y
Enter name of the normalization factor file: norm_factors.txt
Enter gamma-ray separation number (in keV).
If 'A' is entered, the uncertainties in the level scheme energies are
used.
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If 0 is entered, 0.5 keV is used: 1.3
Branching ratio calculation:
1: Use calculated branching ratios from excitation function data
(.exf) file
2: Use branching ratios in level scheme (.dec) file
Enter 1 or 2: 1
Would you like to subtract feeding? (y/n): y
Would you like to produce .dat files? (y/n): y
Would you like to produce the all jpi plots? (y/n): y
Would you like to produce the positive parity plots? (y/n): y
Would you like to produce the negative parity plots? (y/n): y
Would you like to produce the calculated branching ratio plots?
(y/n): y
Enter the energy range you would like to plot (min,max): 1.8,3.6
Would you like individual .pdf files for each plot? (y/n): y
Would you like individual .eps files for each plot? (y/n): y
Would you like individual .png files for each plot? (y/n): y
Would you like individual .jpg files for each plot? (y/n): y
Upon running cindyexfplot, the first few prompts are straightforward and are
simply asking for the input files to be used for the subsequent calculations and plots.
When the program asks if you are using a normalization factor file, this is referring to
the normalization of fitted areas to cross sections. For this, we typically use a strong,
unfed transition with a well-known spin and parity to then match the areas to the
CINDY calculated cross section for that level. If no levels meet the above requirements,
just pick one as close to matching the requirements as possible. If you choose not
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to use a normalization factor file (by answering n), you will then be prompted to
input a single normalization factor that will be applied to all energies without any
additional uncertainty added. If you use a normalization file, this file is a 3-column
file that contains, in each column, energy (matching the lab energy units used in
all of the other input files, which are typically in MeV), normalization factor, and
uncertainty on the normalization factor, respectively. An important note is that if an
energy is not given, the normalization factor is assumed to be zero in this case. So,
if you do want to include an uncertainty on your normalization factor, but only want
a single factor, you need to just repeat the same factor and uncertainty for every
energy you want to plot.
The following is an example input file for the normalization factor file (named
norm_factors.txt in the above example program execution). In this file, all cross

















The gamma-ray separation number is the energy window with which cindyexfplot
will try to match all transition and level energies. This separation energy will be used
to match fitted transition energies (from the .exf file) to the level scheme transition
energies (from the .dec file) as well as level energies from the CINDY calculation (from
the .cex file) to the level scheme level energies (.dec file). Thus, selection of this
number should be made as small as possible in order to match as many transitions
and levels as possible but also to not allow for doublets to occur in the matching pro-
cess. In general, the cindyexfplot is not designed to handle multiple transition or
level matches within a single energy window and as such defaults to just selecting the
first match in a given window. This can be circumvented by artificially matching
transition (in .exf) and level energies (in .cex) to their correct level scheme transition
and level energies (in .dec). Then, an arbitrarily small separation energy can be used
and a proper match is guaranteed.
The branching ratio calculation will occur every time cindyexfplot is run. How-
ever, selecting 1 or 2 when prompted will tell cindyexfplot to either use the
calculated branching ratios when plotting CINDY calculated cross sections for each
transition or to use branching ratios given as part of the level scheme file (.dec).
For a detailed example and explanation of a levener input and output files with
branching ratios, see Section B.6.
Upon selecting y when asked if you would like to subtract feeding,
cindyexfplot will use the information in the supplied level scheme file (.dec), and the
transition matches it has made, to automatically subtract feeding from each level and
appropriately propagate the resultant uncertainties. This will then produce _unfed
variants of both level and transition plots and .dat files, which will be explained in
Section B.4. All remaining questions correspond to the output that cindyexfplot
produces and will be discussed in detail in Section B.4.
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B.3.2 Command Line Execution of cindyexfplot Using a Single Com-
mand
Instead of answering each question individually, you can simply supply answers to
each question in a single line when executing cindyexfplot. Essentially, once you
know how you would like to answer each question and are familiar with the order
in which they need to be answered, you can skip answering each question one at a
time and supply them all in a single command. The following would be a single-line
execution of cindyexfplot using all of the answers supplied in Section B.3.1.
[terminal]$ cindyexfplot 132Xe_exf_0b.cex all.exf 27_nng_only_brs.dec
y norm_factors.txt 1.3 1 y y y y y y 1.8,3.6 y y y y
As a note, if any of the required input is missing or answered inappropriately, the
single question prompt mode as detailed in Section B.3.1 will begin.
B.4 cindyexfplot Output
cindyexfplot has the capability of producing two forms of output. First, by an-
swering y to the .dat file production prompt, .dat files will be created for both the
transitions and levels matched (from .dec file) to experimentally fitted data (.exf file)
as well as the theoretically calculated cross sections (.cex file). Second, by answering
y to any or all of the various plot production prompts, plot files of various for-
mats can be created. These outputs and their directory structure are detailed in the
following sections.
B.4.1 Output .dat Files
The .dat files created by cindyexfplot all have the same 3-column format used for
the normalization factor input file shown in Section B.3.1, where column 1 is the lab
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energy, column 2 is the relevant data depending on the type of .dat file, and column
3 is the uncertainty on the data in column 2.
From the parent directory where cindyexfplot is run, a subdirectory named
dat_files is created when y is answered to the .dat file production prompt. Within
this sub-directory are two more sub-directories, exp_dat and cindy_dat.
B.4.1.1 exp_dat Directory
Within the exp_dat directory, there are once again many sub-directories. These sub-
directories are calculated_branching_ratios, level_areas, level_areas_unfed,
level_normalized_cs, level_normalized_cs_unfed, transition_areas,
transition_areas_unfed, transition_normalized_cs, and
transition_normalized_cs_unfed. The contents of these directories are as follows,
noting that each energy for levels and transitions is given 3-decimal-place precision
with a %.3f format specifier (see Appendix B.5) and, in the following, will be labeled
LEV and TRANS, respectively:
 calculated_branching_ratios = branching ratios calculated within
cindyexfplot (LEV_TRANS_trans_exp_br_calc.dat)
 level_areas = fitted areas summed for all transitions in a given level
(LEV_level_exp_area.dat)
 level_areas_unfed = feeding subtracted area for a given level
(LEV_level_exp_area_unfed.dat)
 level_normalized_cs = level areas normalized to cross sections using the sup-
plied normalization factor(s) (LEV_level_exp_cs.dat)
 level_normalized_cs_unfed = feeding subtracted cross sections for a given level
(LEV_level_exp_cs_unfed.dat). As a note, if constituent transitions are fitted
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at different energies, there may be multiple files (denoted with _2, etc.) for a
given level reflecting these differences.
 transition_areas = fitted areas for each transition
(LEV_TRANS_trans_exp_area.dat)
 transition_areas_unfed = unfed level cross sections multiplied by either the
calculated or supplied branching ratio. Usually, the shape of this excitation
function will be identical to the level's.
(LEV_TRANS_trans_exp_area_unfed.dat)
 transition_normalized_cs = cross sections for each transition
(LEV_TRANS_trans_exp_cs.dat)
 transition_normalized_cs_unfed = unfed level cross sections multiplied by ei-
ther the calculated or supplied branching ratio. Usually, the shape of this
excitation function will be identical to the level's, but this data gives you an
idea of the cross section of the transition itself.
(LEV_TRANS_trans_exp_cs_unfed.dat)
B.4.1.2 cindy_dat Directory
Within the cindy_dat directory are two more directories, named level_cs and tran-
sition_cs. These directories contain the CINDY calculated cross sections for both the
levels, as extracted directly from the .cex file, and the transitions, multiplied by either
the calculated branching ratio or a supplied branching ratio as per the mode selected
in the program command prompt input (see Section B.3.1), found in calculated_BRs
or levener_BRs, respectively. In each of these directories, there are directories la-
beled by the energy of the level (using the %.3f format specifier) or by both the
transition and level energies (each with the %.3f format specifier). This is done so
that each calculation can be separated by the spin of the calculated cross sections
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for the particular level or transition and each .dat file of a given spin from the same
level/transition can be grouped within the same directory. The contents of the afore-
mentioned directories are as follows, labeling the spin as SPIN and again labeling the
energies of the levels and transitions as LEV and TRANS, respectively:
 level_cs/LEV_level_cindy = CINDY calculated level cross sections for selected
spin ranges (LEV_level_SPIN.dat)
 transition_cs/calculated_BRs/LEV_TRANS_trans_cindy_calc_BR = CINDY
calculated level cross sections for selected spin ranges, multiplied by the calcu-
lated branching ratio for a given transition
(LEV_TRANS_trans_SPIN_calc_BR.dat)
 transition_cs/levener_BRs/LEV_TRANS_trans_cindy_levener_BR = CINDY
calculated level cross sections for selected spin ranges, multiplied by the sup-
plied levener branching ratio (in .dec file) for a given transition
(LEV_TRANS_trans_SPIN_levener_BR.dat)
Figure B.1 shows a block diagram of the dat_file directory structure, summarizing
all of the above.
B.4.2 Output Plot Files
Upon choosing to have any type of plot file created during the
cindyexfplot prompts (see Section B.3.1), a sub-directory named exf_figures will
be created. Within this directory, all_jpi, pos_jpi, neg_jpi, and
calculated_branching_ratios directories will be created if you answered y to the
prompts asking if you would like to create the all jpi, positive parity, negative parity,
and calculated branching ratio plots, respectively. The plots in a particular directory
will only contain plotted theoretical curves based on the directory's name (e.g., only
positive parity CINDY curves will be found in plots in the pos_jpi directory). The
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Figure B.1: Block diagram of the dat_file directory structure.
experimental data is plotted in every plot. Figure B.2 shows a block diagram of the
exf_figures directory structure, summarizing the directories within which the above
files can be found.
Figure B.2: Block diagram of the exf_figures directory structure.
Within each of the all_jpi, pos_jpi, neg_jpi, and calculated_branching_ratios
directories, there are PDF files that are always created containing every plot made
in a single file. Each plot will be on a single page of the PDF and their names are as
follows:













 calculated_branching_ratios = calculated_BR_plots.pdf
The naming conventions are very similar to those described in Section B.4.1, where
plots for levels or transitions are denoted by either level or trans in the plot title,
and unfed denotes the use of feeding subtraction in creating the plots.
In addition to the above PDF files that are always created, you can choose to
create individual plot files using PDF, EPS, PNG, or JPG format. By answering y
to producing individual .pdf, .eps, .png, or .jpg files, plots will be generated
in each of all_jpi, pos_jpi, neg_jpi, and as follows, labeling the the file format as
FORMAT, and the level and transition energies as LEV and TRANS, respectively:













 calculated_branching_ratios = LEV_TRANS_calculated_BR.FORMAT
Figure B.3: Plot produced by cindyexfplot. This plot is for a newly identified 0+
state in 132Xe and uses the automatic feeding subtraction within cindyexfplot.
Figure B.3 shows a plot produced by cindyexfplot, including the automatic
feeding subtraction. Figure B.4 shows the same level, where all of the points and
curves were calculated by hand by E.E. Peters. A small discrepancy in the error bars
on the plots was shown to be caused by a slight overestimation of the uncertainties
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in the hand-calculated plot. The plot by E.E. Peters was created using xmgrace and
the data contained in it was published in [90].





























Figure B.4: Plot produced by E.E. Peters calculating all points by hand for the newly
identified 0+ state in 132Xe. The plot was created using xmgrace and a similar plot
using the same data can be found in [90].
B.4.3 The cindyexfplot.log File
There are many factors that can contribute to cindyexfplot producing misleading
plots, especially if it is your first time running cindyexfplot. In general, when
run completely properly, you can trust that the output produced by cindyexfplot
is accurate. However, to help the user identify when and where there are issues,
cindyexfplot outputs a great deal of information to both the terminal window and
to a file named cindyexfplot.log.
cindyexfplot.log is a text file that is produced within the directory from which
cindyexfplot was run. It contains all of the information that cindyexfplot writes
to the terminal, in addition to a bit more useful information that is not printed
to the terminal. The first line in the file is a standard title of Information about
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cindyexfplot execution and the next line with text states the separation energy, or
gamma separation number used. In addition to this, there are three basic types of
information found in cindyexfplot.log, which are all explained in the following sections.
B.4.3.1 Energy Doublets in Fit (.exf) File and Level Scheme (.dec) File
cindyexfplot uses the gamma separation number to separate out fitted gamma
rays in the fit (.exf) file and transition energies in the level scheme (.dec) file. Ad-
ditionally, cindyexfplot uses this number to match the fitted gamma rays to their
level scheme equivalents.
When multiple gamma rays are found within the gamma separation number
in either the .exf or .dec files, there is no further way for cindyexfplot to distin-
guish the gamma rays. Essentially, at this point, the gamma rays are identical to
cindyexfplot. Thus, cindyexfplot just uses the first, lower-energy match. This
may or may not result in the correct match and, as such, may or may not yield an
accurate excitation function plot. Since this is not an ideal situation, steps have been
taken so that cindyexfplot alerts you to whenever this is happening. Whenever
an energy doublet is found in the fit (.exf) file, cindyexfplot will report a message
similar to the following:
***Multiple fitted energies found (806.21, 807.588, 807.588) in the experimental
data (.exf) file that match the 806.803-keV gamma ray given in the level scheme
(.dec file) within the given energy separation (1.00-keV). Taking the first match only
(806.210-keV).
In this case, cindyexfplot found 3 fitted gamma rays (806.21 keV, 807.588 keV,
and 807.588 keV) that were within ±1.00 keV (the gamma separation number) of a
transition energy in the level scheme (806.803 keV). Since there is no way of knowing
which fitted energy is the proper match for the transition, cindyexfplot simply
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chooses the first, or lowest-energy, match. The user should be aware of all instances
of these warnings, since a bit of work will be required to confirm whether or not the
excitation function plot for either the transition or the level are accurate.
The second case of an energy doublet message occurs when there are two tran-
sitions in a level scheme whose energies are within the gamma separation number.
The message for this case is similar to the following:
***In level scheme (.dec file), duplicate gamma-ray energy match found for the
854.528-keV gamma ray from the experimental fit (.exf file). The level scheme
matches are the 854.993-keV gamma from 2059.504-keV level and 854.303-keV
gamma from 3150.634-keV level. Using first match (854.993000 from 2059.504000
level).
Here, the message informs the user about the fact that there were duplicate
gamma-ray energies found for a fitted gamma ray (854-528 keV). These matches
are then described as the 854-993-keV transition from the 2059.504-keV level and the
854.303-keV transition from 3150.634-keV level. As stated previously, cindyexfplot
has no way of knowing which is the correct match, so it just accepts the first match
(the 854-993-keV transition from the 2059.504-keV level).
All messages of the type described in this section can be found towards the top of
the cindyexfplot.log files, as they are determined while cindyexfplot is parsing and
sorting the input files. One way to ensure that none of these messages occurs is to
artificially adjust the energies in the fit (.exf) file. Once you have determined which
fit is a particular transition in the level scheme, you can just change all of the fitted
energies to be exactly the same energy as the transition in the level scheme since, in
general, we do not assign energies from excitation functions but rather from angular
distributions. Doing this for every single transition in your level scheme means that
you can make the gamma separation number arbitrarily small (but greater than
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zero), preventing any energy doublets from occurring.
B.4.3.2 Plotted Transition and Level Status
Based on the supplied level scheme information in the .dec file, as well as the de-
termination of doublets as described in Section B.4.3.1, cindyexfplot tries to in-
form the user of the transitions and levels whose plots it considers good and ones
that it knows could be bad. These determinations are listed in the cindyexfplot.log
file under TRANSITION INFO (GOOD TRANSITIONS), LEVEL INFO (GOOD
LEVELS), and LEVEL INFO (POTENTIALLY BAD LEVELS).
For listing TRANSITION INFO (GOOD TRANSITIONS), the only requirement
is that no energy doublets were found in either the fitted gamma ray or the level
scheme transition. Thus, if there was no message about an energy doublet particular
energy gamma ray (see Section B.4.3.1), then that gamma ray should be listed in
TRANSITION INFO (GOOD TRANSITIONS).
For a level to be placed in LEVEL INFO (GOOD LEVELS), the requirements
are a bit more stringent. To be placed in LEVEL INFO (GOOD LEVELS), every
transition listed in the level scheme (.dec) file both must have been matched to a
gamma ray in the fit (.exf) file and not had any energy doublets for each transition.
Essentially, levels in this category can be assumed accurate, though independent
confirmation is always recommended for at least one output plot (as a check).
For a level to be placed in LEVEL INFO (POTENTIALLY BAD LEVELS),
the requirements are exactly the negative for a level to be placed in LEVEL INFO
(GOOD LEVELS). That is, if any level has an energy doublet in either the fit (.exf)
file or the level scheme (.dec) file, or if any level has a transition that was not fit for
any energy, said level will be placed in the LEVEL INFO (POTENTIALLY BAD
LEVELS) list. Thus, when summing the total numbers of levels in these two lists, it
should equal the total number of levels defined in the level scheme file. For each level
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in this list, it does not necessarily mean that the plot is wrong. It does, however, mean
that if the plot is correct, it was a bit by chance and should be carefully reviewed
before trusting the results.
Lastly, there is an output titled, FITTED GAMMAS IN .EXF FILE NOT
MATCHED TO LEVEL SCHEME TRANSITIONS (.DEC) FILE. This list simply
contains all of the fitted gamma rays from the fit (.exf) file that were not matched
to any transitions from the level scheme (.dec) file. This does, however, exclude
transitions that were not matched properly due to doublets.
B.4.3.3 Plotting Information
The final piece of information contained in cindyexfplot.log is information about the
plotting of the transitions. Since level plots are created in the midst of the transition
plots, specific information is not given about the level plots. For the plotting of the
transitions, a different types of information could be given when a particular situation
is encountered during the creation of the plots.
First, a message will be displayed when there is are theoretical calculations within
the selected plot energy range (given during the command prompts, see Section B.3.1).
Similarly, there will also be a message displayed when there are not experimental data
within the selected plot energy range. Finally, a message will be displayed when there
is no theoretical calculation (in the .cex file) for a level in the level scheme file. For
each of these warnings, the gamma ray and level where the problem occurred are
identified. The following is an example of a plot message with a missing theoretical
calculation:
Plotting 305.100-keV gamma from 3277.402-keV level in exf_plots/all_jpi
No theoretical data (in .cex file) for 3277.402-keV level (305.100-keV transition)
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B.5 Fortran Format Specifier Review
Table B.1 shows a quick reference to some commonly used Fortran format specifiers,
including all relevant specifiers used in cindyexfplot and levener.
Table B.1: Fortran format specifiers
Specifier Meaning Example Translation
a or A Characters 80a 80 characters max
i or I Integers I3 An integer -99 to 999
f or F Floats F10.4
10 numbers, 4
decimal places max
x or X Blank Spaces 45X 45 blank spaces
/ Vertical Space / Move down one line
* Any Format *
Accept whatever
format present
B.6 Levener Input File (.dat)
The following is an example of an input file (.dat) that levener uses to create the
output (.dec) file that is used in cindyexfplot. This example file contains all of the
NNDC's adopted transitions and levels in 76Se up to 3.7 MeV.
1LEVEL ENERGY CALCULATION
0NUMBER OF TRANSITIONS=163
OF KNOWN LEVEL ENERGIES= 1
OF UNKNOWN LEVEL ENERGIES=53
ENERGY VARIENCE I J
559.10 0.100 2 1 559.102 0.000 1.0 0.0
563.18 0.100 3 2 1122.283 559.102 .999 2.0
1122.30 0.100 3 1 1122.283 0.000 .001 0.0
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657.04 0.100 4 2 1216.147 559.102 .629 2.0
1216.10 0.100 4 1 1216.147 0.000 .371 0.0
771.76 0.100 5 2 1330.860 559.102 1.0 2.0
358.10 0.100 6 5 1688.962 1330.860 .043 4.0
471.81 0.100 6 4 1688.962 1216.147 .248 2.0
1129.85 0.100 6 2 1688.962 559.101 .709 2.0
456.79 0.100 7 5 1787.648 1330.860 .018 4.0
571.50 0.100 7 4 1787.648 1216.147 .059 2.0
665.36 0.100 7 3 1787.648 1122.283 .188 0.0
1228.60 0.100 7 2 1787.648 559.102 .588 2.0
1787.68 0.100 7 1 1787.648 0.000 .147 0.0
575.10 0.100 8 4 1791.200 1216.147 2.0
665.00 0.100 9 4 1881.200 1216.147 .976 2.0
1881.30 0.100 9 1 1881.200 0.000 .024 0.0
238.80 0.100 10 7 2025.994 1787.648 2.0
695.14 0.100 10 5 2025.994 1330.860 .318 4.0
809.83 0.100 10 4 2025.994 1216.147 .649 2.0
1467.00 0.100 10 2 2025.994 559.102 .032 2.0
335.00 0.100 11 8 2127.215 1791.200 2.0
339.57 0.100 11 7 2127.215 1787.648 .090 2.0
438.25 0.100 11 6 2127.215 1688.962 .141 3.0
796.10 0.100 11 5 2127.215 1330.860 .068 4.0
910.70 0.100 11 4 2127.215 1216.147 .028 2.0
1567.98 0.100 11 2 2127.215 559.102 .565 2.0
2127.10 0.100 11 1 2127.215 0.000 .107 0.0
382.90 0.100 12 7 2170.554 1787.648 .162 2.0
954.60 0.100 12 4 2170.554 1216.147 .162 2.0
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1611.60 0.100 12 2 2170.554 559.102 .676 2.0
931.50 0.100 13 5 2262.400 1330.860 1.0 4.0
466.50 0.100 14 9 2346.900 1881.200 .200 2.0
1130.00 0.100 14 4 2346.900 1216.147 .200 2.0
575.31 0.100 15 7 2362.955 1787.648 .968 2.0
1030.60 0.100 15 5 2362.955 1330.860 .013 4.0
1805.00 0.100 15 2 2362.955 559.102 .019 2.0
302.20 0.100 16 11 2429.095 2127.215 .005 2.0
403.09 0.100 16 10 2429.095 2025.994 .014 4.0
639.50 0.100 16 8 2429.095 1791.200 .002 2.0
740.17 0.100 16 6 2429.095 1688.962 .071 3.0
1098.20 0.100 16 5 2429.095 1330.860 .002 4.0
1212.94 0.100 16 4 2429.095 1216.147 .854 2.0
1870.00 0.100 16 2 2429.095 559.102 .033 2.0
2429.00 0.100 16 1 2429.095 0.000 .019 0.0
800.60 0.100 17 6 2489.300 1688.962 .667 3.0
1158.40 0.100 17 5 2489.300 1330.860 .333 4.0
727.01 0.100 18 7 2514.663 1787.648 .676 2.0
1393.00 0.100 18 3 2514.663 1122.283 0.0
1955.80 0.100 18 2 2514.663 559.102 .324 2.0
2046.60 0.100 19 2 2605.700 559.102 1.0 2.0
930.90 0.100 20 6 2619.200 1688.962 .200 3.0
1287.70 0.100 20 5 2619.200 1330.860 .800 4.0
942.30 0.100 21 6 2630.800 1688.962 .323 3.0
2071.30 0.100 21 2 2630.800 559.102 .461 2.0
2627.00 0.100 21 1 2630.800 0.000 .217 0.0
484.80 0.100 22 12 2655.320 2170.554 .006 0.0
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867.64 0.100 22 7 2655.320 1787.648 .124 2.0
1324.00 0.100 22 5 2655.320 1330.860 .016 4.0
1439.10 0.100 22 4 2655.320 1216.147 .248 2.0
1532.80 0.100 22 3 2655.320 1122.283 .024 0.0
2096.40 0.100 22 2 2655.320 559.102 .539 2.0
2655.30 0.100 22 1 2655.320 0.000 .043 0.0
498.00 0.100 23 12 2669.880 2170.554 .036 0.0
882.17 0.100 23 7 2669.880 1787.648 .101 2.0
980.71 0.100 23 6 2669.880 1688.962 .077 3.0
1453.70 0.100 23 4 2669.880 1216.147 .190 2.0
2110.90 0.100 23 2 2669.880 559.102 .595 2.0
2669.70 0.100 23 1 2669.880 0.000 .001 0.0
1473.90 0.100 24 5 2804.500 1330.860 .599 4.0
1588.00 0.100 24 4 2804.500 1216.147 .401 2.0
1596.34 0.100 25 4 2812.400 1216.147 1.0 2.0
1600.10 0.100 26 4 2816.800 1216.147 .649 2.0
2258.00 0.100 26 2 2816.800 559.102 .351 2.0
335.50 0.100 27 17 2824.762 2489.300 .029 5.0
395.67 0.100 27 16 2824.762 2429.095 .176 3.0
562.30 0.100 27 13 2824.762 2262.400 .109 6.0
798.82 0.100 27 10 2824.762 2025.994 .418 4.0
1493.98 0.100 27 5 2824.762 1330.860 .268 4.0
430.64 0.100 28 16 2859.750 2429.095 .363 3.0
1528.97 0.100 28 5 2859.750 1330.860 .637 4.0
1653.30 0.100 29 4 2869.700 1216.147 .351 2.0
2310.90 0.100 29 2 2869.700 559.102 .649 2.0
548.02 0.100 30 15 2910.980 2362.955 1.0 2.0
151
1161.00 0.100 31 8 2950.530 1791.200 .013 2.0
2391.25 0.100 31 2 2950.530 559.102 .385 2.0
2950.53 0.100 31 1 2950.530 0.000 .602 0.0
713.80 0.100 32 13 2976.200 2262.400 .083 6.0
950.00 0.100 32 10 2976.200 2025.994 .917 4.0
2450.50 0.100 33 2 3009.400 559.102 1.0 2.0
221.00 0.100 34 27 3045.700 2824.762 .535 5.0
1714.90 0.100 34 5 3045.700 1330.860 .465 4.0
399.50 0.100 35 23 3069.750 2669.880 .017 2.0
897.00 0.100 35 12 3069.750 2170.554 .009 0.0
942.30 0.100 35 10 3069.750 2025.994 .010 4.0
1280.00 0.100 35 8 3069.750 1791.200 .004 2.0
1380.53 0.100 35 6 3069.750 1688.962 .125 3.0
1853.67 0.100 35 4 3069.750 1216.147 .738 2.0
2510.79 0.100 35 2 3069.750 559.102 .096 2.0
3072.00 0.100 35 1 3069.750 0.000 .002 0.0
2525.30 0.100 36 2 3084.400 559.102 1.0 2.0
2547.00 0.100 37 2 3105.700 559.102 1.0 2.0
489.90 0.100 38 23 3160.070 2669.880 .062 2.0
505.00 0.100 38 22 3160.070 2655.320 .039 1.0
730.50 0.100 38 16 3160.070 2429.095 .097 3.0
1032.60 0.100 38 11 3160.070 2127.215 .097 2.0
1372.10 0.100 38 7 3160.070 1787.648 .093 2.0
1471.10 0.100 38 6 3160.070 1688.962 .389 3.0
1944.20 0.100 38 4 3160.070 1216.147 .082 2.0
2601.25 0.100 38 2 3160.070 559.102 .117 2.0
3159.00 0.100 38 1 3160.070 0.000 .025 0.0
152
2653.60 0.100 39 2 3212.600 559.102 .938 2.0
3212.60 0.100 39 1 3212.600 0.000 .062 0.0
963.30 0.100 40 13 3225.700 2262.400 1.0 6.0
414.20 0.100 41 27 3239.000 2824.762 1.0 5.0
402.70 0.100 42 28 3262.300 2859.750 .101 4.0
437.60 0.100 42 27 3262.300 2824.762 .373 5.0
999.90 0.100 42 13 3262.300 2262.400 .153 6.0
1007.20 0.100 43 13 3269.800 2262.400 .373 6.0
2738.20 0.100 44 2 3297.400 559.102 1.0 2.0
266.10 0.100 45 34 3312.000 3045.700 .541 5.0
487.10 0.100 45 27 3312.000 2824.762 .459 5.0
399.50 0.100 46 31 3351.540 2950.530 .037 2.0
681.40 0.100 46 23 3351.540 2669.880 .047 2.0
695.90 0.100 46 22 3351.540 2655.320 .054 1.0
836.40 0.100 46 18 3351.540 2514.663 .042 2.0
923.00 0.100 46 16 3351.540 2429.095 3.0
1179.00 0.100 46 12 3351.540 2170.554 .010 0.0
1224.30 0.100 46 11 3351.540 2127.215 .031 2.0
1661.00 0.100 46 6 3351.540 1688.962 .016 3.0
2135.60 0.100 46 4 3351.540 1216.147 .105 2.0
2227.70 0.100 46 3 3351.540 1122.283 .011 0.0
2792.69 0.100 46 2 3351.540 559.102 .620 2.0
3351.80 0.100 46 1 3351.540 0.000 .028 0.0
942.80 0.100 47 17 3432.100 2489.300 .807 5.0
1169.60 0.100 47 13 3432.100 2262.400 .194 6.0
179.20 0.100 48 41 3441.500 3262.300 .064 6.0
465.30 0.100 48 32 3441.500 2976.200 .052 6.0
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616.80 0.100 48 27 3441.500 2824.762 .803 5.0
1179.10 0.100 48 13 3441.500 2262.400 .080 6.0
789.10 0.100 49 23 3459.400 2669.880 .183 2.0
803.50 0.100 49 22 3459.400 2655.320 .206 1.0
1029.90 0.100 49 16 3459.400 2429.095 .224 3.0
1288.00 0.100 49 12 3459.400 2170.554 .020 0.0
1672.40 0.100 49 7 3459.400 1787.648 .094 2.0
1769.90 0.100 49 6 3459.400 1688.962 .166 3.0
2900.50 0.100 49 2 3459.400 559.102 .107 2.0
3530.00 0.100 50 1 3530.000 0.000 1.0 0.0
886.20 0.100 51 23 3556.460 2669.880 .186 2.0
901.00 0.100 51 22 3556.460 2655.320 .085 1.0
1429.10 0.100 51 11 3556.460 2127.215 .149 2.0
2338.00 0.100 51 4 3556.460 1216.147 .048 2.0
2997.34 0.100 51 2 3556.460 559.102 .532 2.0
934.20 0.100 52 23 3604.080 2669.880 .043 2.0
2483.00 0.100 52 3 3604.080 1122.283 .078 0.0
3045.00 0.100 52 2 3604.080 559.102 .012 2.0
3603.98 0.100 52 1 3604.080 0.000 .867 0.0
3093.00 0.100 53 2 3651.200 559.102 2.0
3652.00 0.100 53 1 3651.200 0.000 0.0
254.50 0.100 54 47 3696.300 3441.500 .395 7.0
384.20 0.100 54 44 3696.300 3312.000 .136 6.0
434.10 0.100 54 41 3696.300 3262.300 .089 6.0




B.6.1 Line-by-line Explanation of levener .dat Input File






TITLE - read until a blank
line
2 blank
the blank line needed from
Line 1
3 & 4
23X, I3, /, 25X,
I3
NT, NK
5 27X, I3 N
6 /
LABELS - read until a blank
line
7 blank














END LEVELS - read until a
blank line
172 blank









The program variables listed in Table B.2 are as follows:
TITLE = Not relevant, always prints same thing
NT = Number of transitions
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NK = Number of known level energies
N = Number of unknown level energies
LABELS = Not relevant, will always print same thing
ET(I) = Transition energy (for list of unknown transitions)
SET(I) = Uncertainty on transition energy (for list of unknown transitions
IT(I) = Initial level number (for list of unknown transitions)
JT(I) = Final level number (for list of unknown transitions)
adum1 = Initial level energy (for list of unknown transitions)
adum2 = Final level energy (for list of unknown transitions)
br(i) = Branching ratio (for list of unknown transitions)
cspinf(i) = Final level spin (for list of unknown transitions)
cspini(i) = Initial level spin (for list of unknown transitions)
END LEVELS = Not relevant, will always print same thing
EK(I) = Transition energy (for list of known transitions)
SEK(I) = Uncertainty on transition energy (for list of known transitions)
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Appendix C User's Manual for ecisplot
C.1 Introduction
Angular distributions of γ rays or neutrons are common forms of experimental results
obtains at the University of Kentucky Accelerator Laboratory, hereafter referred to
as UKAL. For gamma-ray measurements, angular distributions lead to information
about the electromagnetic properties of nuclear transitions, level lifetime information
(using the Doppler-shift attenuation method here at UKAL) and, subsequently, to
transition probabilities. For neutrons, angular distribution information is equally
important to test reaction mechanisms.
Neutron reactions can take place over a wide range of energies (approximately
10−3 eV or 1 meV to 107 eV or 10 MeV). We refer to these energy ranges using
terms such as, in order of increasing energy, thermal, epithermal, resonance, and fast.
Neutron reactions can take the form of fission, charged particle emission, radiative
capture, or elastic and inelastic scattering. Here at UKAL, using monoenergetic
fast neutrons and varying detection angles, we can accurately determine angular
distributions of elastically and inelastically scattered neutrons for materials relevant
to next generation reactors. This is important because multiple elastic scattering,
where an incident neutron gives energy to target nuclei in the form of recoil energy,
is the primary means by which neutrons lose energy in reactors.
Since there is a great deal of importance in neutron cross-section data, there
are also many models that can be used to try to fit experimental data in order to
offer physical explanations behind the processes at hand. Two such models include a
coupled-channel model and Distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA) model that
use numerical optical model waves as incident waves in the scattering calculation.
In the collection of nuclear reaction model codes known as EMPIRE, a code named
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ECIS performs scattering cross section calculations based on the above-mentioned
model. For more information on ECIS and EMPIRE, see https://ndclx4.bnl.
gov/gf/project/empire/.
Since we were especially interested in just a part of the entire EMPIRE suite of
codes, I stripped ECIS out of the EMPIRE collection and packaged it as ecis_06
on the cluster, where the _06 indicates the year (2006) of the latest version of the
code at the time. ECIS itself is quite old, and as such only supported text-based
plotting. Thus, the program ecisplot was developed to help users visualize the
results of an ECIS angular distribution calculation without needing to plot all of the
results by hand. ecisplot also gives the ability to plot experimental cross-section
data on the same plots as the calculated results. Furthermore, each calculation has
plots that are split into its constituent components of direct (coupled channel) and
compound processes, allowing the user to visualize how each component contributes
to the combined (total) cross section over the range of interest, for comparison to
measurements.
The following is focused on the correct usage of ecisplot and the output that
can be expected.
C.2 Computer Requirements to Run ecisplot
ecisplot was programmed in Python and requires version 2.6 or higher and, as such,
is compatible with Python version 2.6 that currently is integrated within the CentOS
6 operating system in use on the computer cluster at UK. As a note, Python3 is a
major reworking of the Python language and, as such, ecisplot in its current form is
not compatible with Python3. Additionally, ecisplot uses a Python plotting package
known as matplotlib and requires version 1.1 or higher. More about matplotlib
can be found at http://matplotlib.org/.
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C.3 Running ecisplot
ecisplot can be run by opening a terminal window and typing ecisplot at the
command line. Upon typing the command, the user will then be prompted with a
series of questions that supplies the necessary information to ecisplot.
C.3.1 Command Line Prompts Issued by ecisplot
All together, there are only three prompts that need to be answered when ecisplot
is run from the terminal. No questions can be skipped, but supplying answers is a
relatively short process. The following is an example for running ecisplot while
supplying and ECIS angular distribution calculation and experimental data.
[terminal]$ ecisplot
Enter the name of the ecis angular distribution file (.ang):
ecis01r357_4_26_2013.ang
Would you like to include experimental data in your plots? (y/n): y
Enter the name of the experimental angular distribution file:
dsdw_23Na.txt
If you choose not to plot any experimental data, the third prompt will not be
presented. Since running ecisplot is pretty simple, the only difficulty then lies in
making the input files possess the proper format.
C.3.2 ECIS Angular Distribution File (.ang)
The angular distribution information that ecisplot takes as input is simply the
output of the ECIS calculation itself. In order to output angular distribution infor-
mation, the ECIS input file must have LO(64) set to T (true). This would be the
fourteenth value on the second line of logical values at the top of the ECIS input file.
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By setting this value to true, ECIS will create a file with an extension of .ang that
has the same name as the input file you gave. This .ang file is the same file that
ecisplot takes as input. See Appendix C.5 for an example .ang file.
C.3.3 Experimental Data Input File
The format of the experimental data input file is the format used by Jeff Vanhoy
(contact Jeff at vanhoy@usna.edu), who supplied me (and Marcus McEllistrem) with
the data used for plotting. Appendix C.6 contains an example of the input file itself.
To plot the information in this file, ecisplot will automatically match the energy
used in the calculation to one of the energies found in a data set energy header line
in the experimental data input file.
C.4 ecisplot Output
ecisplot produces output in the form of PDF files and data files. In order to help
organize the files, as well as make it easier to know which output plot file is associated
with which input files, ecisplot stores the files within a series of directories. From the
directory in which you ran ecisplot, directories named ecis_plots/ and dat_files/
are created. In both of these directories there will be directories each with a name
of an energy for which you have run ecisplot on an ECIS calculation. That is,
there will be directory named 3.57-MeV-lab-energy/ if you ran ecisplot with a
.ang file that contains a calculation for 3.57 MeV incident neutrons. In this way, each
energy data set will be placed in a separate directory, allowing for easier comparison
of calculations to data for multiple different ECIS calculations.
Within the dat_files directory, each directory labeled with an energy will contain
two column data files of the angle and theoretically calculated values. These files
will be titled with the properties of the state, including spin, parity, and number of
state defined in ECIS, as well as the type of calculation performed (total, direct, or
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compound cross sections). These directories will only contain the files for the most
recent calculation, so the user should move these files elsewhere if he or she would
like to save them.
Within the ecis_plots/ directory, in each subdirectory labeled with an energy,
there will be a PDF file that shares the name of the ECIS calculation .ang file name.
This file will contain all of the theoretical plots for each level in the ECIS calculation
overlayed with any experimental data, if it was provided. Also in this directory will
be two more directories, individual_plots/ and individual_plots_theory/. These
directories will then contain another directory with the name of the input .ang file,
which then contains the PDF plots. Each PDF plot in these directories will have
a name that contains the name of the input .ang file, the spin and parity of the
nuclear state, and the type of plot contained in the PDF (where all means all of
total, direct, and compound calculations are overlayed and total means only the total
calculation is displayed). The only difference between the individual_plots/ and
individual_plots_theory/ directories is whether or not experimental data is plotted
in the PDF files contained within. Figure C.1 shows a diagram of the directory
structure created by ecisplot.
An example output plot from ecisplot using the input files found in Appendices
C.5 and C.6 is shown in Figure C.2.
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Figure C.1: Diagram of the directory structure created by ecisplot.
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Figure C.2: Plot produced by ecisplot from the example files found in Appendices
C.5 and C.6. The data is for 3.57 MeV incident neutron energy.
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C.5 ECIS .ang File Example
The following example file is the .ang file used in Section C.3.1 and referred to in
Section C.3.2. The file contains angular distribution calculations for the first four
excited states of 23Na at an incident neutron energy of 3.57 MeV.
<ANG.DIS.> 1.01 3.57000000D+00 22.99 0 4
1 1.5+ 1 19
0.00000D+00 5.42461D+02 CROSS-SECTION
0.00000D+00 4.82244D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
0.00000D+00 4.94236D+02 DIRECT
1.00000D+01 5.16400D+02 CROSS-SECTION
1.00000D+01 4.71382D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.00000D+01 4.69262D+02 DIRECT
2.00000D+01 4.45950D+02 CROSS-SECTION
2.00000D+01 4.42511D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
2.00000D+01 4.01699D+02 DIRECT
3.00000D+01 3.50701D+02 CROSS-SECTION
3.00000D+01 4.04643D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
3.00000D+01 3.10237D+02 DIRECT
4.00000D+01 2.53548D+02 CROSS-SECTION
4.00000D+01 3.67287D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
4.00000D+01 2.16819D+02 DIRECT
5.00000D+01 1.72155D+02 CROSS-SECTION
5.00000D+01 3.36462D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
5.00000D+01 1.38509D+02 DIRECT
6.00000D+01 1.14605D+02 CROSS-SECTION




7.00000D+01 2.98560D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
7.00000D+01 5.02598D+01 DIRECT
8.00000D+01 6.27877D+01 CROSS-SECTION
8.00000D+01 2.89598D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
8.00000D+01 3.38279D+01 DIRECT
9.00000D+01 5.55554D+01 CROSS-SECTION
9.00000D+01 2.86607D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
9.00000D+01 2.68947D+01 DIRECT
1.00000D+02 5.27002D+01 CROSS-SECTION
1.00000D+02 2.89598D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.00000D+02 2.37405D+01 DIRECT
1.10000D+02 5.07705D+01 CROSS-SECTION
1.10000D+02 2.98560D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.10000D+02 2.09145D+01 DIRECT
1.20000D+02 4.85164D+01 CROSS-SECTION
1.20000D+02 3.13832D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.20000D+02 1.71333D+01 DIRECT
1.30000D+02 4.63164D+01 CROSS-SECTION
1.30000D+02 3.36462D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.30000D+02 1.26703D+01 DIRECT
1.40000D+02 4.52647D+01 CROSS-SECTION
1.40000D+02 3.67287D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.40000D+02 8.53607D+00 DIRECT
1.50000D+02 4.61109D+01 CROSS-SECTION




1.60000D+02 4.42511D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.60000D+02 4.25528D+00 DIRECT
1.70000D+02 5.10435D+01 CROSS-SECTION
1.70000D+02 4.71382D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.70000D+02 3.90537D+00 DIRECT
1.80000D+02 5.21219D+01 CROSS-SECTION
1.80000D+02 4.82244D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.80000D+02 3.89753D+00 DIRECT
2 2.5+ 1 19
0.00000D+00 2.69372D+01 CROSS-SECTION
0.00000D+00 2.43506D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
0.00000D+00 2.58667D+00 DIRECT
1.00000D+01 2.70187D+01 CROSS-SECTION
1.00000D+01 2.43253D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.00000D+01 2.69342D+00 DIRECT
2.00000D+01 2.72726D+01 CROSS-SECTION
2.00000D+01 2.42397D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
2.00000D+01 3.03282D+00 DIRECT
3.00000D+01 2.77136D+01 CROSS-SECTION
3.00000D+01 2.40756D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
3.00000D+01 3.63805D+00 DIRECT
4.00000D+01 2.83359D+01 CROSS-SECTION




5.00000D+01 2.35236D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
5.00000D+01 5.57533D+00 DIRECT
6.00000D+01 2.99339D+01 CROSS-SECTION
6.00000D+01 2.32107D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
6.00000D+01 6.72322D+00 DIRECT
7.00000D+01 3.07534D+01 CROSS-SECTION
7.00000D+01 2.29452D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
7.00000D+01 7.80819D+00 DIRECT
8.00000D+01 3.14517D+01 CROSS-SECTION
8.00000D+01 2.27703D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
8.00000D+01 8.68140D+00 DIRECT
9.00000D+01 3.19021D+01 CROSS-SECTION
9.00000D+01 2.27097D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
9.00000D+01 9.19248D+00 DIRECT
1.00000D+02 3.19743D+01 CROSS-SECTION
1.00000D+02 2.27703D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.00000D+02 9.20396D+00 DIRECT
1.10000D+02 3.15792D+01 CROSS-SECTION
1.10000D+02 2.29452D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.10000D+02 8.63401D+00 DIRECT
1.20000D+02 3.07222D+01 CROSS-SECTION
1.20000D+02 2.32107D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.20000D+02 7.51151D+00 DIRECT
1.30000D+02 2.95253D+01 CROSS-SECTION




1.40000D+02 2.38285D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.40000D+02 4.36955D+00 DIRECT
1.50000D+02 2.69672D+01 CROSS-SECTION
1.50000D+02 2.40756D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.50000D+02 2.89164D+00 DIRECT
1.60000D+02 2.60078D+01 CROSS-SECTION
1.60000D+02 2.42397D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.60000D+02 1.76801D+00 DIRECT
1.70000D+02 2.54133D+01 CROSS-SECTION
1.70000D+02 2.43253D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.70000D+02 1.08805D+00 DIRECT
1.80000D+02 2.52139D+01 CROSS-SECTION
1.80000D+02 2.43506D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.80000D+02 8.63359D-01 DIRECT
3 3.5+ 1 19
0.00000D+00 1.33227D+01 CROSS-SECTION
0.00000D+00 1.20544D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
0.00000D+00 1.26834D+00 DIRECT
1.00000D+01 1.34138D+01 CROSS-SECTION
1.00000D+01 1.20876D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.00000D+01 1.32625D+00 DIRECT
2.00000D+01 1.36814D+01 CROSS-SECTION
2.00000D+01 1.21827D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
2.00000D+01 1.49869D+00 DIRECT
3.00000D+01 1.41062D+01 CROSS-SECTION




4.00000D+01 1.25025D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
4.00000D+01 2.14801D+00 DIRECT
5.00000D+01 1.52561D+01 CROSS-SECTION
5.00000D+01 1.26860D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
5.00000D+01 2.57005D+00 DIRECT
6.00000D+01 1.58472D+01 CROSS-SECTION
6.00000D+01 1.28552D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
6.00000D+01 2.99201D+00 DIRECT
7.00000D+01 1.63414D+01 CROSS-SECTION
7.00000D+01 1.29907D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
7.00000D+01 3.35073D+00 DIRECT
8.00000D+01 1.66620D+01 CROSS-SECTION
8.00000D+01 1.30778D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
8.00000D+01 3.58420D+00 DIRECT
9.00000D+01 1.67523D+01 CROSS-SECTION
9.00000D+01 1.31079D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
9.00000D+01 3.64443D+00 DIRECT
1.00000D+02 1.65865D+01 CROSS-SECTION
1.00000D+02 1.30778D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.00000D+02 3.50867D+00 DIRECT
1.10000D+02 1.61770D+01 CROSS-SECTION
1.10000D+02 1.29907D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.10000D+02 3.18628D+00 DIRECT
1.20000D+02 1.55738D+01 CROSS-SECTION




1.30000D+02 1.26860D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.30000D+02 2.17076D+00 DIRECT
1.40000D+02 1.41199D+01 CROSS-SECTION
1.40000D+02 1.25025D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.40000D+02 1.61731D+00 DIRECT
1.50000D+02 1.34537D+01 CROSS-SECTION
1.50000D+02 1.23273D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.50000D+02 1.12636D+00 DIRECT
1.60000D+02 1.29311D+01 CROSS-SECTION
1.60000D+02 1.21827D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.60000D+02 7.48333D-01 DIRECT
1.70000D+02 1.26005D+01 CROSS-SECTION
1.70000D+02 1.20876D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.70000D+02 5.12890D-01 DIRECT
1.80000D+02 1.24877D+01 CROSS-SECTION
1.80000D+02 1.20544D+01 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.80000D+02 4.33275D-01 DIRECT
4 4.5+ 1 19
0.00000D+00 4.96492D+00 CROSS-SECTION
0.00000D+00 4.71440D+00 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
0.00000D+00 2.50514D-01 DIRECT
1.00000D+01 4.97449D+00 CROSS-SECTION
1.00000D+01 4.72737D+00 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.00000D+01 2.47111D-01 DIRECT
2.00000D+01 5.00209D+00 CROSS-SECTION




3.00000D+01 4.82233D+00 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
3.00000D+01 2.22197D-01 DIRECT
4.00000D+01 5.09679D+00 CROSS-SECTION
4.00000D+01 4.89328D+00 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
4.00000D+01 2.03514D-01 DIRECT
5.00000D+01 5.15251D+00 CROSS-SECTION
5.00000D+01 4.96923D+00 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
5.00000D+01 1.83283D-01 DIRECT
6.00000D+01 5.20461D+00 CROSS-SECTION
6.00000D+01 5.04104D+00 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
6.00000D+01 1.63565D-01 DIRECT
7.00000D+01 5.24604D+00 CROSS-SECTION
7.00000D+01 5.09990D+00 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
7.00000D+01 1.46131D-01 DIRECT
8.00000D+01 5.27069D+00 CROSS-SECTION
8.00000D+01 5.13848D+00 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
8.00000D+01 1.32204D-01 DIRECT
9.00000D+01 5.27423D+00 CROSS-SECTION
9.00000D+01 5.15191D+00 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
9.00000D+01 1.22320D-01 DIRECT
1.00000D+02 5.25482D+00 CROSS-SECTION
1.00000D+02 5.13848D+00 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.00000D+02 1.16342D-01 DIRECT
1.10000D+02 5.21352D+00 CROSS-SECTION




1.20000D+02 5.04104D+00 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.20000D+02 1.13190D-01 DIRECT
1.30000D+02 5.08333D+00 CROSS-SECTION
1.30000D+02 4.96923D+00 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.30000D+02 1.14101D-01 DIRECT
1.40000D+02 5.00881D+00 CROSS-SECTION
1.40000D+02 4.89328D+00 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.40000D+02 1.15531D-01 DIRECT
1.50000D+02 4.93926D+00 CROSS-SECTION
1.50000D+02 4.82233D+00 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.50000D+02 1.16930D-01 DIRECT
1.60000D+02 4.88280D+00 CROSS-SECTION
1.60000D+02 4.76479D+00 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.60000D+02 1.18005D-01 DIRECT
1.70000D+02 4.84603D+00 CROSS-SECTION
1.70000D+02 4.72737D+00 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.70000D+02 1.18653D-01 DIRECT
1.80000D+02 4.83327D+00 CROSS-SECTION
1.80000D+02 4.71440D+00 COMPOUND NUCLEUS
1.80000D+02 1.18867D-01 DIRECT
C.6 Experimental Data Input File Example
The following example file is the experimental input data file used in Section C.3.1
and referred to in Section C.3.3. The file contains experimental angular distribution
values for multiple energies, with uncertainties on each value. The first two lines are
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comment lines and are used to explain (to someone reading the file) the format of
the columns and the units used. After these first two lines, the rest of the contents
of the file are the data sets. Each data set's beginning is signaled by a line with only
a single value; the incident neutron energy at which the data was taken. The rest
of the lines in between the lines with the incident neutron energies are data related
to the above energy value. Table C.1 shows a guide as to how the data should be
input into the file. An important note is that each column must be separated by at
least a single white space. Data on more than a single elastic peak is accommodated
in ecisplot by simply adding two more values (a data value and its uncertainty) to
each angle value. This way, each line should contain 2n+ 1 data values; an angle and
then two values for each level of the nucleus (elastic, first inelastic, second inelastic,
etc.).
Table C.1: Layout of the data lines in the experimental input data file.
Col. 1 Col. 2 Col. 3 Col. 4 Col. 5 ...




30 0.3339 0.011708769 0.0348 0.0014033
40 0.2558 0.0089901 0.028 0.001045677
50 0.1603 0.006506924 0.0304 0.004197662
60 0.1202 0.004255577 0.0286 0.002222147
70 0.07833 0.003761749 0.023 0.001792431
80 0.05462 0.002694865 0.029 0.00147724
90 0.04196 0.001654726 0.026 0.001413227
100 0.03461 0.001440008 0.0289 0.001131879
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110 0.02696 0.001077135 0.0269 0.001036024
120 0.02658 0.000981871 0.0269 0.000991788
130 0.02818 0.001032832 0.024 0.000886597
140 0.02879 0.001054239 0.0192 0.000757095
3.6
30 0.2521 0.0159 0.0219 0.001396576
40 0.1913 0.0121 0.0208 0.001325681
50 0.1463 0.0092 0.0193 0.00123627
60 0.08985 0.0057 0.0199 0.001270035
70 0.06875 0.0043 0.0222 0.001416506
80 0.05534 0.0035 0.026 0.001653854
90 0.04213 0.0027 0.0263 0.001674828
100 0.0373 0.0024 0.0284 0.001805138
110 0.03049 0.0019 0.0257 0.001632021
120 0.02643 0.0017 0.0257 0.001635736
130 0.02134 0.0014 0.0218 0.001392772
3.57
30 0.3839 0.014872499 0.02843 0.001133677
40 0.3177 0.012314985 0.03316 0.001317458
60 0.1539 0.005976539 0.03239 0.001280211
80 0.08102 0.003199798 0.03279 0.001332918
90 0.06395 0.00250557 0.03661 0.001448056
120 0.0362 0.001436297 0.03789 0.001500152
130 0.03191 0.001270795 0.03381 0.001342626
150 0.03037 0.001210681 0.02318 0.000930941
3.5
30 0.3822 0.016764246 0.02053 0.000933874
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40 0.3129 0.013733801 0.02694 0.001216039
50 0.2508 0.011023312 0.03268 0.001472519
60 0.09025 0.003981542 0.02197 0.000990925
70 0.06435 0.002845567 0.02471 0.001108502
80 0.05279 0.002355471 0.02745 0.001242466
90 0.06063 0.002695105 0.04175 0.001865559
100 0.03529 0.001575036 0.02796 0.001252046
110 0.04593 0.002045497 0.04016 0.001790726
120 0.02901 0.001299516 0.02432 0.001092451
130 0.02867 0.001284615 0.022 0.000991064
140 0.04029 0.001819724 0.02564 0.001175155
147 0.02653 0.001187281 0.01595 0.000723012
3.4
30 0.3863 0.014933125 0.029 0.001153292
40 0.2803 0.01084863 0.0283 0.001129089
50 0.2117 0.008198976 0.0329 0.001303435
60 0.1445 0.005609928 0.033 0.001309843
70 0.1104 0.004305127 0.03585 0.00142908
80 0.09512 0.003714328 0.03838 0.001524482
90 0.0811 0.00316777 0.03927 0.001552623
110 0.04947 0.00195084 0.03454 0.001373938
120 0.03265 0.001295461 0.03213 0.001276391
140 0.02638 0.001047856 0.02814 0.001116819
150 0.0362 0.001439406 0.0199 0.000808303
3.2
30 0.3669 0.016469194 0.0322 0.001479888
40 0.2809 0.012616796 0.0414 0.001890631
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50 0.2083 0.009364987 0.0453 0.002064438
60 0.1475 0.006648448 0.0468 0.002137046
70 0.1106 0.004989813 0.0505 0.002296849
80 0.0827 0.00374801 0.0509 0.002321664
90 0.06682 0.003026993 0.0511 0.002321181
100 0.0534 0.002434563 0.0465 0.002123075
110 0.05031 0.002286404 0.0447 0.002033182
120 0.04413 0.002005362 0.0391 0.00177827
130 0.04027 0.001827232 0.031 0.001410562
140 0.03982 0.0018186 0.0276 0.001268859
150 0.03506 0.00159753 0.0206 0.000947992
3.19
30 0.3388 0.033423315 0.0314 0.003054267
40 0.2837 0.02760708 0.0428 0.004162821
50 0.2246 0.02186416 0.0443 0.004308895
60 0.1514 0.01474916 0.0466 0.004532794
70 0.1059 0.010319202 0.0461 0.004483997
80 0.08013 0.007812572 0.0477 0.004639622
80 0.07964 0.007766521 0.0482 0.004688323
90 0.06084 0.005939438 0.0462 0.004493853
110 0.04328 0.004225737 0.0416 0.004046206
120 0.03728 0.003647323 0.037 0.003598967
130 0.03315 0.003239749 0.0339 0.003297251
140 0.02984 0.002922933 0.032 0.003112604
147 0.0297 0.00290814 0.0274 0.002665139
3.07
30 0.2552 0.009622245 0.0417 0.001572287
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40 0.2021 0.007618881 0.0356 0.001342069
50 0.1726 0.00650819 0.0355 0.001338591
60 0.1252 0.004720031 0.0353 0.001330807
70 0.0989 0.003728212 0.0355 0.001338236
80 0.08686 0.003274725 0.036 0.001357243
90 0.06865 0.002588271 0.0363 0.001368598
100 0.05284 0.001992039 0.0362 0.00136472
120 0.03027 0.001141052 0.0327 0.001232652
130 0.02655 0.001001004 0.031 0.001168781
140 0.01862 0.000701904 0.0272 0.001025337
2.89
35 0.336 0.023550309 0.0359 0.002516238
40 0.3179 0.022280833 0.0379 0.002656318
50 0.2382 0.016694012 0.0327 0.002291747
60 0.181 0.012688603 0.0449 0.003147615
70 0.1396 0.009784293 0.0431 0.003020795
80 0.1015 0.007114643 0.0405 0.002838848
90 0.08115 0.005687656 0.0393 0.002754465
100 0.0693 0.004862004 0.0318 0.00223105
110 0.05801 0.00406595 0.0281 0.001969543
120 0.5723 0.040109247 0.0288 0.002018428
130 0.04813 0.003374227 0.0242 0.001696578
140 0.0397 0.002783054 0.0273 0.001913788
150 0.02355 0.001696404 0.034 0.002416451
2.8
30 0.4191 0.014134441 0.0658 0.002265445
51 0.2495 0.008412997 0.566 0.019344193
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66 0.169 0.005712692 0.0591 0.002019558
80 0.1015 0.003440732 0.0532 0.001815917
94 0.06157 0.002096087 0.0335 0.001150553
107 0.06831 0.00232841 0.0305 0.001054939
128 0.05741 0.001962505 0.0279 0.00096761
143 0.0345 0.001195028 0.0402 0.001382134
2.05
30 0.4801 0.036638075 0.33 0.02518343
40 0.4571 0.034920172 0 0
50 0.3612 0.02756239 0.0497 0.003792499
60 0.2971 0.022687298 0.0536 0.00409303
70 0.2244 0.017135311 0.0552 0.004215103
80 0.1648 0.01257938 0.0585 0.004465375
90 0.1351 0.010309658 0.066 0.005036547
100 0.09387 0.007163352 0.0599 0.004571054
110 0.07144 0.005451749 0.0579 0.004418481
120 0.05895 0.004498609 0.0513 0.00391482
130 0.07358 0.005615233 0.062 0.004731509
140 0.06783 0.005176273 0.0504 0.003846147
1.48
30 0.3289 0.030082596 0.045 0.004126678
40 0.3102 0.028869749 0.0593 0.005440049
54 0.2416 0.022109588 0.0381 0.003503629
71 0.1821 0.016664039 0.04 0.003673043
90 0.1384 0.012672288 0.0354 0.003302295
103 0.1308 0.011969033 0.0379 0.003476994
120 0.1274 0.011660238 0.0395 0.003625627
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140 0.1126 0.010313216 0.0339 0.003120413
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Appendix D UK Kmax-based Data Acquisition System
D.1 About the Acquisition System
D.1.1 Introduction to the UK Kmax-based Data Acquisition System
Software development of the Kmax-based data acquisition system was performed us-
ing Kmax 9, a complete environment for data acquisition and instrument control built
upon a Java framework. Using the tools available in Kmax 9, several features have
been implemented for the current UK data acquisition system that were not present
in any previous system at UK. These features include online simultaneous visualiza-
tion of multiple spectra, an online peak-fitting routine for quickly identifying peaks of
interest, and automatic saving and backup features that can be user-customized, in
addition to the fundamental features expected of any data acquisition system. Fur-
thermore, the output data is fully backwards compatible with all UK data analysis
programs, requiring no intermediate steps to begin careful, oine analysis of the data.
The Kmax-based data acquisition system at UK runs on Linux (Fedora 15 as of
this writing) and utilizes the Wiener CC-USB CAMAC controller. Supporting full
24-bit data transfers, the CC-USB allows for maximum transfer efficiency of the 24-
bit data words generated by the Ortec HM413 Histogramming Memory Module in use
in our CAMAC setup. Furthermore, its USB connectivity and continually updated
drivers ensure that our computers can stay up-to-date for many years to come.
Information about Kmax can be found at http://www.sparrowcorp.com. Buz
Piercey developed Kmax and has been a good contact throughout the develop-
ment of the UK acquisition system. He may be reached by contacting him through
info@sparrowcorp.com.
The singles system has recently undergone an upgrade to utilize Kmax 10 and
Java 7. While this upgrade is mostly invisible to the user, some bugs have already
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been found and ironed out. If you find a bug, please do not hesitate to contact me
at bpscrider@gmail.com
D.1.2 Introduction to Kmax
The acquisition system is a Kmax toolsheet whose name follows a Linux change
significance versioning scheme, followed by the number of monitors the toolsheet
should run on and a .tlsh extension. Currently, the most recent version is named
UKDAQ_v2_1_0_2Screen.tlsh.
The Kmax toolsheet used for the UK data acquisition has either 4 tabs (2 Screen)
or 5 tabs (1 Screen). These tabs are Device Panel, Editor Panel, Acquisition,
Histogram Properties (1 Screen only), and About this Toolsheet. Much of the
information in this manual can be found in the About this Toolsheet tab, albeit in
a less organized fashion.
D.1.3 Kmax Device Panel
The Kmax Device Panel shows the user a view of a 25-slot CAMAC crate. The user
can place any CAMAC module whose driver has been defined in Kmax into a slot in
the CAMAC crate. Hundreds of modules have already been defined, including all of
the modules used for the setup of this acquisition system. If a driver has not been
previously defined, Kmax gives you the necessary tools to define your own drivers
as you need them. The device panel also allows you to edit the Kmax device. In
this acquisition system, a CAMAC panel was selected and named UKCAMAC1. The
Bus ID and Device ID were chosen to be -1 and 5, respectively. However, since only
one CAMAC crate will be run at any given time (Kmax allows you to run multiple
crates), these can be set to anything. Device polling has also been disabled, as it is
not necessary for this acquisition system.
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D.1.4 Kmax Editor Panel
The Kmax Editor Panel is where all of the coding has been placed. When the
toolsheet is compiled, the code in this panel is what is being executed. Whenever the
acquisition performs an action or responds to user input (e.g., a button press), the
code that defines the behavior can be found in the editor panel. The code found here
is all written in Java, and each method can be found in the Java API or the Kmax
help files, unless otherwise commented.
Throughout the development of the system, code was continually being added to
solve the problem at hand. Thus, it may be a little cumbersome to read for now.
Development of the system will continue for some time with focus on adding new
features and making the code easier to read. If you have any suggestions on how a
method is implemented or would like to see some feature added, please do not hesitate
to email me at ben.crider@uky.edu or bpscrider@gmail.com.
D.1.5 Acquisition Panel and Histogram Properties Panel
These panels contains the user interface for the data acquisition system. In the 2
Screen toolsheet, the acquisition panel also contains the histogram properties and
reports on the second screen. On the first screen, the two display histograms can be
seen, along with several options for online analysis of the spectra including spectrum
calibration, peak find, FWHM, centroid, sum, area, and min/max channels. For the
most part, during a run, anything you need to do in the acquisition system can be
found on these two panels (or 1 panel for the 2 Screen toolsheet).
D.1.6 About this Toolsheet Panel
This panel contains much of the information that can be found in this manual.
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D.2 Starting the Acquisition System
In order to run the toolsheet, you need to be the root user. This is due to the
fact that the drivers for the USB communication from the computer to the CC-USB
(libusb) can only be accessed by the root user. There are two ways to become the
root user. The first way is when first logging into Fedora 15, instead of selecting
the primary account, select Other and type root and then the root password.
Alternatively, you can log into the primary account, open up a terminal, and type
su - followed by the root password.
In order to get started, several files must be present on the computer in addition to
the acquisition toolsheet. If you know that these files are already on your computer,
skip to Running the Toolsheet for instructions.
D.2.1 Installing Kmax for the First Time
If you are installing the acquisition system for the first time, there are several things
that must be done before you can begin acquiring data. One of the first things
that needs to be done is downloading the CC-USB libraries. These can be found
at www.wiener-d.com → Support → Downloads. If you do not have an account
with Wiener, you will need to register on their site to have access to the CC-USB
drivers. Once you have access, click on CC-USB and VM-USB and then enter your
registration info.
Once the CC-USB drivers have been downloaded, unzip them into a directory
that you create (you can name it whatever you like). In this directory, path to Linux
and then untar one of the tar balls that are found. As of this writing, the most recent
version of the Linux CC-USB drivers was version 3.16. Thus, untarring this involved
typing:
[bcrider@ben-work-laptop Linux]# tar xvf xxusb_3.16.tar
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Now that the files have been untarred, copy libxxusb.h to /usr/include and libxx_usb.so
to /usr/lib (you will need to be root to do this). As a note, if the permissions on
libxxusb.h or libxx_usb.so are not -rw-rr (you can see the permissions by using
ls -l on the file) you need to chmod and change the permission. This can be done
with the following commands:
[bcrider@ben-work-laptop Linux]# chmod 644 libxxusb.h
[bcrider@ben-work-laptop Linux]# chmod 644 libxx_usb.so
The default location of the most recent version of the acquisition system was
chosen to be /root/ukdataq. In order to run the acquisition system, the Kmax.jar
file must be present in this directory. Additionally, the Extensions and External
Classes directories are required for Kmax to run properly. If these files are not
present, you can download Kmax 9 from sparrow at http://www.sparrowcorp.com.
Unzip the Kmax zip file downloaded from the site and copy the files to /root/ukdataq
(as of the writing of this manual, all of the necessary files are present). In order to
run Kmax, the Java Development Kit (JDK) is needed to compile the Kmax.jar
file. If you do not have this, open up a package manager for your operating system
and download the most recent version of the JDK.
D.2.2 Running the Toolsheet
Once the above is completed, you may run Kmax from the terminal in the /root/ukdataq
directory using the following command:
[root@ukdataqpc ukdataq]# java -jar Kmax.jar
This will bring up Kmax and from here you can select Open File to open the
acquisition toolsheet (UKDAQ_v2_0_3_2Screen.tlsh, for example). If you know
what toolsheet you would like Kmax to open by default, you can set this in Edit →
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Kmax Preferences→ Open the Current Toolsheet and then typing in the path to the
desired toolsheet. From this point on you should be able to compile and run the data
acquisition toolsheet.
To compile the toolsheet, click the Compile button (two arrows forming a circle)
or press Ctrl+K. In order for the compilation to proceed correctly, the CAMAC crate
must be turned on. If you see an error about not being able to communicate properly
to the CAMAC crate, check three things:
 The CAMAC crate is ON and powered up
 The USB cable is connected to both the computer and the CC-USB module
 The libxxusb files mentioned in Section D.2.1 are in their proper locations
Barring any of these problems, the compilation should proceed smoothly. Thus
far, any other CAMAC crate communication issues have been resolved by rebooting
the computer and cycling the crate off and then back on. Next, you can click the
GO button (triangle facing right). Once this is done, the acquisition system is
running and the HALT button (square beside GO) should not be pressed. If it
is mistakenly pressed while running, the acquisition system has a built-in safeguard
that will do a final update to get the remaining data in the CAMAC crate and close
the file that was running before halting the toolsheet.
With the GO button clicked, the data acquisition system is running and you
can proceed with taking data. For a description of the functions of the acquisition
system, please see Section D.5.
D.2.3 Making Kmax Dual Screen and the Desktop Icons
If you log in as the root user, there are two Desktop icons relating to Kmax. One
icon will execute Kmax from the /root/ukdataq directory and open up the default
toolsheet. The other icon will expand Kmax to fit both screens, provided that you
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first moved the window so that at least some part of the window sat on each screen.
Thus far, I could not find a one-step process for making Kmax use both screens. This
is due to the fact that normal behavior for maximizing an application dictates that
the application completely fill a single screen, not both. Thus, the two Desktop icons
serve as a workaround. To make the data acquisition dual screen, do the following:
1. Double-click the UKDATAQ Desktop icon
2. Drag the Kmax window so that it sits on both screens simultaneously (This is
not resizing... that is much more tedious).
3. Double-click the Make Dual Screen Desktop icon (This will automatically
resize the dimensions).
If you need to recreate the icons, the UKDATAQ icon is a launcher that runs
an application (as opposed to an application in a terminal) and has the following
command:
bash -c "cd /root/ukdataq ; java -jar Kmax.jar"
If you need to recreate the Make Dual Screen icon, I stored a single command
in a launcher that runs an application and has the following command:
wmctrl -F -r "Kmax Version 9.4.2.1" -e 0,0,0,3840,1080
In order to be sure that the correct window gets sized, I have used the -F option of
wmctrl to look only for the exact matching string in quotations. Thus, if the Kmax
version is updated, be sure to right click on the Make Dual Screen icon, select
Properties, and change the string to match the new title exactly. The numbers at the
end of the command indicate the total resolution of the 2 screens (in pixels).
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D.3 Setting up the Hardware
For any data acquisition system, there must be some hardware that digitizes detector
output. This digitized information is what the data acquisition collects and plots in
some fashion. For the UK Kmax-based data acquisition system, the modules used to
digitize detector output are located in a CAMAC crate.
D.3.1 Overview
The modules used for this acquisition system are 6 Ortec AD114 16K ADC's, 3 Ortec
HM413 Histogramming Memory Modules, 1 LeCroy 2551 12-Channel Scaler, and 1
Wiener CC-USB CAMAC controller. The modules are hard-coded to belong to a
particular slot. To change the slots that the modules are in, you must make changes
on the acquisition toolsheet in two places:
1. The Device Panel (drag and drop the modules into a new slot)
2. The Editor Panel in the red comment box near the top of the code (change
the numbers to correspond to the slot chosen in the Device Panel)
The system was designed originally to include an Ortec AD413 4-input 8K ADC
as well, though this module was replaced by 2 AD114's. The code for the AD413 will
continue to be explained in this manual should it ever be reinserted. As of the most
recent version, all code for the AD413 is present in the Editor Panel, but commented
out. As a note, the CC-USB must stay in slot 25. This slot is always reserved for a
CAMAC controller. The modules have initially been defined as shown in Table D.1.
The slots correspond to the back plane slot with which the module interfaces.
Most of the time, this also corresponds to the position of the screw on the front side
of the module that locks it into place in the CAMAC crate. I say most of the time
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Table D.1: Initial setup of CAMAC crate slots and their respective modules.
Slot Number Module
6 LeCroy 2551 12-Channel Scaler
9 Ortec AD114 16K ADC
11 Ortec AD114 16K ADC
12 Ortec HM413 Histogramming Memory Module
14 Ortec AD114 16K ADC
16 Ortec AD114 16K ADC
17 Ortec HM413 Histogramming Memory Module
19 Ortec AD114 16K ADC
21 Ortec AD114 16K ADC
22 Ortec HM413 Histogramming Memory Module
25 Wiener CC-USB CAMAC Controller
because we have a couple of home-made modules where this is not the case. Be sure
to check whenever placing a new module in the system.
D.3.2 Cabling the ADC's
Figure D.1 shows a photograph of the ADC cabling taken during a run. The following
sections explain in detail what can be seen in Figure D.1.
Figure D.1: Photo of the position and wiring of modules in the CAMAC crate.
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D.3.3 2 AD114 16K ADC setup with HM413
In the following, we will refer to the AD114's and HM413 in slots 14, 16, and 17, as
listed in the table above. The same will follow for any 2 AD114 setup with an HM413,
just switch the slot numbers accordingly. One thing to note is that the HM413 has a
maximum capacity of 32K channels. Thus, you cannot put more than 2 AD114's in
a single HM413 (16K × 2). Similarly, only 1 AD413 may connect to an HM413 (8K
× 4).
When chaining the 2 AD114's, the AD114 in slot 14 must have the jumper packs
in place (as indicated by the LED labeled PD glowing red), while the AD114 in slot
16 must have the jumper packs removed. Using a 2 pin twisted wire cable, connect
the REO of the HM413 in slot 17 to the REN of the AD114 in slot 16. Using a
second 2 pin twisted wire cable, connect the PASS on the AD114 in slot 16 to the
REN on the AD114 in slot 14. Using a 16 pin cable and a 34 pin cable, each with 3
connectors, chain the ECL control and data buses, respectively.
As a note, for our singles setup, we need not connect the PASS from the AD114
in slot 14 back to the HM413 in slot 17. In some setups (such as coincidence mode),
this would be required.
D.3.4 AD413 8K ADC setup with HM413
In the following, we will refer to the AD413 in slot 19 and the HM413 in slot 20
as per the orinally coded slots. Once again, this would apply to the modules being
anywhere in the crate, just change the numbers accordingly.
When using a single AD413, be sure to have the jumper packs in. Thus, the
AD413 in slot 19 should have the LED labeled PD glowing red. Using a 2 pin
twisted wire cable, connect the REO of the HM413 in slot 20 to the REN of the
AD413 in slot 19. Using a 16 pin cable and a 2 pin cable, each with 2 connectors,
chain the ECL control and data buses, respectively.
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D.3.5 LeCroy 2551 Scaler (LRS2551)
The LRS2551 is a 24-bit scaler with 12 available channels. As of the time of this
writing, all channels are working properly except for channel 6, which double counts.
Additionally, channel 11 gives no output as it has been jumped to give a 48-bit scaler
for channel 10. Thus, channel 11 serves as the most significant 24-bits for the input
in channel 10. If this is changed and you want to use channels 10 and 11 as 24-bit
scalers, some of the code for updating the scalers will need to be reworked (in the
UpdateEvent() method). Ideally, the long counter would be put in channel 10 since
with large neutron yields, it is not uncommon to have more counts during a several
hour run than what can be held in a 24-bit number (max value = 16,777,216). In
summary, the scaler module functions as described in Table D.2.
As a quick note, the LRS2551 takes NIM (-800mV) pulses as input.













11 DO NOT USE
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D.4 Communication with the Hardware
Once the CAMAC crate is properly set up and the CC-USB is connected to the
computer via a USB cable, the data acquisition system can communicate to the
modules through commands issued to the CC-USB. In communicating to the CC-
USB, as well as to other modules, CAMAC-NAF codes are used, where N = slot
number, A = address, and F = function. These codes can be found in the instruction
manuals for the module of interest. While the exact N-A-F codes are module specific,
most follow a standard of having F(0-7) be a read and F(16-23) being a write. Kmax
gives the ability to read and write information the the CC-USB primarily through
readInt() and writeInt(). The exact form of these methods can be found in the Kmax
Java Interfaces (Kmax rightarrow Help rightarrow Show Kmax Java Interfaces),
under KmaxDevIO.
This section will be dedicated to listing some of the N-A-F's used for the various
CAMAC modules, as well as elaborating on the control register settings when initial-
izing the CAMAC crate. This is done to give the user a guide a quick reference to
easily decipher what is written in the code.
D.4.1 Communicating with the CC-USB
There are many N-A-F codes that perform actions in the CC-USB. A listing of all
of these can be found in the CC-USB manual that Wiener makes freely available
on the web. However, for this acquisition system, we only ask that the controller
initialize, clear, set the CAMAC inhibit, and remove the CAMAC inhibit. Figure
D.3 lists a table of the N-A-F's used. As a note, though the CC-USB itself is in slot
25, the module has pre-defined commands that use N's that are not its slot number.
These include the N-A-F's listed in Table D.3, as well as CC-USB software registers
and pseudo registers, which are N-A-F's that have special functions for the CC-USB.
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To find a list of these codes, see the About this Toolsheet panel in the acquisition
toolsheet itself.
Table D.3: N-A-F's used for communicating with the CC-USB via writeInt() in Kmax.
N A F Function
28 8 29 CAMAC Z (initialize)
28 9 29 CAMAC C (clear)
29 9 24 Set CAMAC I (inhibit)
29 9 26 Remove CAMAC I
D.4.2 Communicating with the Ortec AD114
The Ortec AD114 has many N-A-F's used in this acquisition system. Table D.4 shows
a table of these codes. As opposed to the special N's for the CC-USB, the N's for the
AD114 are all the relevant module's slot number and thus are not listed in the table.
Table D.4: N-A-F's used for communicating with the AD114 via writeInt() in Kmax.
A F Function
0 3 Read low 16-bits of live-time clock
1 3 Read higher 8-bits of live-time clock
0 9 Clear Module
0 12 Reset live-time clock to zero
0 16 Write into the Control Register
0 17 Write LLD value
1 17 Write ULD value
0 26 Enable the ADC
While most of these N-A-F codes are self-explanatory, setting the control register
warrants a more in-depth look. The ADC control register governs how the module
will function. By setting bits appropriately, the control register lets the ADC know
whether it is running in singles or coincidence mode, whether or not to ignore a
local/master gate, whether or not to enable ECL readout, and which suppression
modes should be used. In addition to these, the control register also assigns a virtual
station number (VSN) that is used to identify a particular ADC to the histogramming
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memory module. The AD114 manual describes what each bit means in detail, while
Table D.5 shows the settings used in this acquisition system. The first 8 bits all go
to assigning the virtual station number, which can be any integer 0-255. The only
difference between this setting and other AD114's would be the VSN number. Bit 1
corresponds to the least significant bit. The summed value is written to the ADC via
the writeInt() method in Kmax.
Table D.5: Bit settings used for setting one of the AD114 control register.
Bit
Number
0 or 1 Value Function
1 1 1 Bit 1 of VSN number
2 0 0 Bit 2 of VSN number
3 0 0 Bit 3 of VSN number
4 0 0 Bit 4 of VSN number
5 0 0 Bit 5 of VSN number
6 0 0 Bit 6 of VSN number
7 0 0 Bit 7 of VSN number
8 0 0 Bit 8 of VSN number
9 0 0 Enable Zero-suppression
10 0 0 Enable ECL Readout
11 0 0 Enable LOCAL GATE
12 1 2048 Disable MASTER GATE
13 1 4096 Select Singles Mode
14 0 0 Not used





D.4.3 Communicating with the Ortec AD413
The Ortec AD413 has typically been used for the forward monitor spectrum in the
old Linux data acquisition system. However, issues with cross-talk between input
channels and a channel-specific conversion priority mean that it often is not used
unless absolutely necessary. Since the maximum resolution is 8K channels, it is still
well-suited to take at least a single neutron spectrum, such as the forward monitor.
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Table D.6 shows the N-A-F codes used when initializing the AD413. Once again, the
N will refer to the slot number of the AD413.
Table D.6: N-A-F's used for communicating with the AD413 via writeInt() in Kmax.
A F Function
16 0 Write into control register 1
16 1 Write into control register 2
17 0 Write Channel 1 LLD value
17 1 Write Channel 2 LLD value
17 2 Write Channel 3 LLD value
17 3 Write Channel 4 LLD value
As can be seen in Table D.6, the majority of the work in initializing the AD413
is done in setting the control registers. Like the AD114, the AD413 control register
defines how the module will function. Unlike the AD114, the AD413 actually has two
control register that need to be written. Most of the bit settings in control register 1
are similar to the AD114, with full descriptions located in the AD413 manual. Table
D.7 shows the bit values and settings used in the CAMAC crate initialization. Again,
Bit 1 corresponds to the least significant bit. In Table D.7, VSN = 3 and the bits
are defined accordingly. The summed value is written to the ADC via the writeInt()
method in Kmax.
D.4.4 Communicating with the Ortec HM413
Since both of the ADC's used in the setup transfer data to the HM413 via the ECL
bus, only the HM413 itself needs to be accessed to retrieve said data. The HM413
histograms the data as it receives it on the ECL bus, meaning no histogramming has
to occur within the data acquisition itself. As in the ADC's, retrieving the data is a
matter of using the proper N-A-F code and using Kmax's writeInt() method to send
the code to the module. Figure D.8 shows the N-A-F codes used in communicating
with the HM413.
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Table D.7: Bit settings used for setting the AD413 control registers.
Bit
Number
0 or 1 Value Function
Control Register 1
1 1 1 Bit 1 of VSN number
2 1 2 Bit 2 of VSN number
3 0 0 Bit 3 of VSN number
4 0 0 Bit 4 of VSN number
5 0 0 Bit 5 of VSN number
6 0 0 Bit 6 of VSN number
7 0 0 Bit 7 of VSN number
8 0 0 Bit 8 of VSN number
9 0 0 Enable Zero-suppression
10 0 0 Enable ECL Readout
11 0 0 Not used
12 1 0 Not used










1 1 1 Enable GATE 1
2 1 2 Enable GATE 2
3 1 4 Enable GATE 3
4 1 8 Enable GATE 4
5 0 0 Disable MASTER GATE
Total Value 15
With a maximum of 32K channels, the HM413 can support up to 2 Ortec AD114's
or 1 Ortec AD413. The HM413 Configuration Register indicates to the HM413 how
the segments will be set up. Table D.9 shows the layout of the segment bit assignments
for the configuration register.
When writing to the VSN register, you need only identify the VSN's of the modules
themselves. Since there are two VSN registers, the HM413 can support a maximum
of two modules sending data. It does not matter which order you assign the VSN's,
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Table D.8: N-A-F's used for communicating with the AD413 via writeInt() in Kmax.
A F Function
0 0 Read Configuration Register/Memory Segment
9 0 Clear the contents of memory
16 0 Write memory address for subsequent read
17 0 Write to VSN1 Register
17 1 Write to VSN2 Register
17 2 Write to Configuration Register
17 3 Write to Segment Register
24 1 Stop Analyze mode
24 2 Disable Coincidence mode/Enable Singles mode
26 2 Start Analyze mode
Table D.9: Segment Assignments for the HM413.
Config. Reg. Bits Number Channels
5 4 3 of Segments per Segment
0 0 0 2 16,384
0 0 1 4 8,192
0 1 0 8 4,096
0 1 1 16 2,048
1 0 0 32 1,024
but the numbers must be consistent with the VSN's assigned in the control register
of the connected ADC(s). If you are only using a single ADC for an HM413, you
must disable one of the two VSN comparators. This is done by setting the first two
bits of the configuration register, where B1 enables (B1 = 0) or disables (B1 = 1)
VSN 1, and likewise for B2 and VSN 2.
In order to be able to read a memory segment (F(0)-A(0)), the segment register
must first be loaded using the F(17)-A(3) command. Similarly, to clear a memory
segment (F(9)-(A0)), the segment register must also be loaded, with segment 0 indi-
cating that all channels should be cleared.
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9 Clear all scaler channels
24 Disable LAM
D.4.5 Communicating with the LeCroy 2551 Scaler
The LRS2551 requires only a few N-A-F codes to initialize and retrieve data. These
codes are listed in Table D.10. In this case, the N is always the slot number, and
the A is always the desired channel when reading (0-11).
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D.5 Using the Acquisition System
The acquisition system was designed with ease of use in mind. Reading this section
and/or using the system itself for a short amount of time should be sufficient to learn
most, if not all, of what is needed to take data. This section will address the look
of the system as a whole and then go into depth about the individual parts of the
system.
D.5.1 Overview
The layout of the acquisition system was designed to present a logical flow of infor-
mation and settings that are used during data taking. Figures D.2 and D.3 show the
two screens in the dual screen acquisition system, or the Acquisition and Histogram
Properties tabs for the single screen system. In general, the layout of the system
has global control buttons and display histograms on screen 1 and the status report,
histogram properties, scaler information, and timer settings on screen 2.
Figure D.2: First screen of Acquisition tab of UK acquisition system.
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Figure D.3: Second screen of Histogram Properties tab of UK acquisition system.
D.5.2 Global Controls
The global controls refer to the buttons that directly give the system an instruc-
tion that it will perform. These controls appear in the form of buttons and refer to
the Start/Stop button, Save/Close File button, Clear Text button, Clear His-
togram button, Initialize Crate button, and AD114 Live Time button. Figure
D.4 shows the buttons as they appear on the acquisition screen. The background
color is, at least to a first approximation, meant to indicate to the user what kind
of action is taking place. The Start/Stop, Save/Close File, and Clear Text buttons
have a green background, indicating that they can be used frequently. The Clear
Histograms, Initialize Crate, and AD114 Live Time buttons have a red background,
indicating that these should be used only with thought as to the current status of the
acquisition system (i.e. Clear Histograms only after data has been saved, Initialize
Crate once at the start of an experiment, and AD114 Live Time only when taking
data).
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(a) Start/Stop, Save, and Clear Text but-
tons
(b) Clear Hist, Initialize CAMAC, and
Live Time buttons
Figure D.4: The global control buttons
D.5.2.1 Initialize Crate
This button initializes the CAMAC crate and loads the proper control register set-
tings into each module used by the acquisition system. This action must be performed
at least once before data can be taken. In order to load the control register settings,
a CAMAC clear (C) must be issued, meaning that all information previously in the
module is erased. Thus, this button need only be pressed once during the very be-
ginning of an experiment and, in normal operation, never pressed again. Essentially,
each time the acquisition toolsheet is compiled, this button should be pressed im-
mediately after hitting the Kmax GO (the play button) and not again after that.
However, apart from the additional CAMAC clear issued, no damage is done if you
press this button after the data has been saved.
During the initialization, the acquisition system will explain the initialization
step it is performing in the Status Report text widget. Any errors will similarly be
reported, indicating which step failed. This should all occur quite quickly and maybe
be done in as little as a few tenths of a second.
Upon successful completion of the crate initialization, Toolsheet Initialized should
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appear in the Status Report text widget. Additionally, all LED's on the CAMAC
modules should be red, indicating that each module is responding to the CAMAC
Inhibit (I) command that is given to the entire crate at the end of the initialization.
As a safety measure, this button is disabled after the acquisition has been started
by the Start/Stop button and is only re-enabled after the acquisition has been
stopped by again pressing the Start/Stop button.
D.5.2.2 Start/Stop
Once the CAMAC crate has been initialized and histograms have been defined (see
Histogram Properties section for details on defining histograms), the data acquisi-
tion may be started by pressing this button. Upon pressing the button, a file browser
will appear. Use this file browser to path to the desired directory and enter in the file
name for the DAF file. If the file chosen already exists, a prompt will ask if you are
sure that you want to overwrite the existing file. Choosing cancel here, or at any time
before, will result in no changes occurring. If you hit OK to overwrite an existing
file, or if a new file was chosen, a message with the file path and name will be sent
to the Status Report text widget and the Start/Stop button's label text should
switch from Start to Stop, indicating that the run has been successfully started
and that pressing this button again will stop the acquisition. Another indicator that
the run has been successfully started is that the LED's on the Ortec ADC modules
should no longer be red. Depending on whether or not the modules have input, the
LED's should be either blinking green (or solid yellow/red if count rates are quite
high) or they should be unlit (indicating they are receiving no input). Whenever a
run is started or stopped, a message will be sent to the Status Report text wid-
get indicating that acquisition has started or stopped and the time at which each
occurred. Also, stopping a run automatically issues a CAMAC update, acquiring
any data that may be present in the HM413 that hasn't been acquired since the last
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automatic CAMAC update (see Section D.5.7.1.
While the data acquisition is running, many other buttons are disabled to prevent
interruptions to the data being collected (e.g., accidental deletion of a histogram
while taking data). Table D.11 shows a listing of all of the buttons on the screen and
whether or not they are disabled while acquiring data. Detailed explanation of each
button can be found in this section.
Table D.11: Status of buttons while data is being collected.






AD114 Live Time Enabled
All Display Histogram Buttons Enabled
New Histogram Disabled
Delete Histogram Disabled
Set Parameters (Histogram) Disabled
Save Parameters to File Enabled




Set Parameters (Scaler) Disabled
Set Update Interval Enabled
Set Run Duration Enabled
Set Autosave Interval Enabled
The Start/Stop button has its function bound to the F1 key on the keyboard.
Thus, pressing the F1 button has the same effect as clicking the Start/Stop button
on the screen.
D.5.2.3 Save/Close File
The Save/Close File button saves the data and writes the final file of a run. This
final file will have the name given when the Start/Stop button was initially used
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to begin a run and will be stored in the directory chosen at that time as well. Upon
successful closing of a file, a message will be sent to the Status Report that the file
selected when starting the run was saved (using full path name) and closed. Once a
file is closed, the next time the Start/Stop button is used, a file browser will once
again ask for a new file name.
D.5.2.4 Clear Text
The Clear Text button simply erases all text in the Status Report text widget.
This has no other consequences and primarily exists to make reading the text easier
in the event that the widget gets cluttered with other report messages.
D.5.2.5 Clear Histograms
The Clear Histograms button will erase all histogram data in all of the histograms
defined. In order not to lose any data, be sure to use the Save/Close File button
to save the data before clearing histograms. If you try to clear the histograms before
saving the data, a prompt will ask if you are sure you want to erase the data before
saving. Pressing OK will proceed with clearing the histograms, while pressing
Cancel will exit without clearing.
Upon clearing the histograms, both of the display histograms will be blank, indi-
cating a successful clearing of the data.
D.5.2.6 AD114 Live Time
The AD114 Live Time button will send a command to each AD114 defined in the
module and return their live times in the Status Report text widget. The live times
are reported for each AD114 even if they have not been defined as histograms. If
an AD114 has no input, then the live time of this module is an accurate measure of
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the elapsed time and can be compared to the live time of a module that is receiving
input.
D.5.3 Display Histograms
The data retrieved from the ADC's can be seen in one of the two histograms on
screen 1. The display histograms are capable of displaying any histogram defined
in the Histogram Properties, selectable by the adjoining combo box that lists the
name of each histogram defined, and will be automatically re-sized to fit the size of
each histogram.
Along with displaying the histograms, there are several buttons that will allow
for online analysis of the spectra. These buttons are Use Calibration, Don't Use
Calibration, Find Peaks, Remove All Markers, Get 1D Sum, Get 1D Area,
Get 1D Centroid, Get 1D FWHM, and Get 1D MIN/MAX. There are also two
sliders, FWHM, and Sigma, supplement the Find Peaks. Figure D.5 shows the
two display histograms and their respective buttons for analysis. Further details of
each of these functions follows.
On each display histogram there are two cursors, one on the far left and one on
the far right. These cursors serve as a way to view different parts of the spectra,
as well as selecting regions for analysis using the buttons mentioned above. These
options can be brought up by right clicking on the display histogram and selecting
from the pop-up menu.
D.5.3.1 Use Calibration
The Use Calibration button applies a linear energy calibration to the spectrum being
shown in its respective display histogram. The calibration applied is determined by
the channel numbers and energies input into the histogram calibration box. The
calibration used is specific to the defined histogram and not the display window,
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Figure D.5: Display Histograms on Screen 1
meaning that if a different histogram is selected to be viewed, pressing this button
will apply the selected histogram's calibration.
D.5.3.2 Don't Use Calibration
The Don't Use Calibration returns the display histogram to its original calibration
showing counts vs. channels.
D.5.3.3 Find Peaks
The Find Peaks button uses a fitting routing to automatically fit peaks within the
cursors. While not extremely robust, the FWHM and Sigma of the normal distri-
bution used in the peak find routine can be adjusted by the sliders found under the
button. Getting the method to fit the desired peaks may involve adjusting the sliders
and pressing the button again to refit using the new parameters. Once peaks are fit,
a marker will be placed on the display histogram that indicates the channel number
of the centroid of the peak (or the energy if an energy calibration is being used). Ad-
ditionally, each peak fit in the region has its centroid displayed in the Status Report
text widget. This method is useful for fitting peaks that can be used for calibration,
as well as a quick look at what peaks are present in the spectrum.
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D.5.3.4 Remove Markers
The Remove Markers button removes any markers that the Find Peaks button
may have placed on the histogram.
D.5.3.5 Get 1D Sum
The Get 1D Sum button sums all of the counts for every channel in between the two
cursors on the display histogram. The result is reported in the Status Report text
widget. This method is simply an integration and does no background subtraction.
D.5.3.6 Get 1D Area
The Get 1D Area button will attempt to get the area of a peak that is within the
display histogram's cursors. This method is best used when the cursors surround a
single peak, but may be able to handle a doublet (I haven't had the opportunity to
test this yet, though). The method will fit the peak using an automatic peak fitting
routine and subtract an average of all of the channels within the cursors but not
within the peak as background. The resultant number of counts is reported to the
Status Report text widget.
D.5.3.7 Get 1D Centroid
The Get 1D Centroid button works much like the Get 1D Area method above,
but instead of reporting the area of the background subtracted peak, the method will
report the centroid to the Status Report text widget.
D.5.3.8 Get 1D FWHM
The Get 1D FWHM button again works like the Get 1D Area method, but this
time reports the full-width at half maximum of the peak to the Status Report text
widget.
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D.5.3.9 Get 1D MIN/MAX
The Get 1D MIN/MAX button finds the minimum and maximum counts for chan-
nels with the region of the display histogram's cursors. The result is reported to the
Status Report text widget.
D.5.4 Status Report
The Status Report text widget is the primary hub for information related to the
running of the data acquisition system. Figure D.6 shows the appearance of the
Status Report in the acquisition system and some of the typical text that can be
found as a result of using the various features of the system. Information regarding
file operations, button interactions and results, and any error reporting can all be
found here. All new messages sent to the widget will appear in the last unused line.
The user can write text and insert white space into this widget as well. If white space
is inserted at the end of the widget, new messages will appear after this whitespace.
If the text gets too cluttered, the Clear Text button will clear all text found in this
widget. Text can be copied from this widget using standard text editor procedures.
Unfortunately, the text in the Status Report is a little small and I haven't found
any built-in way to permanently increase the font size. I will look into developing a
way to fix the font-size to a larger value in the code.
D.5.5 Histogram Properties
The Histogram Properties section on screen 2 or the Histogram Properties tab of
the toolsheet is where the user sets parameters that define which data goes into a
particular histogram. In order for acquisition to begin by pressing the Start/Stop
button, at least one histogram must be defined. Figure D.7 shows how the Histogram
Properties section of the toolsheet appears to the user.
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Figure D.6: Status Report text widget
Figure D.7: Histogram Properties section of toolsheet.
In general, in order to set up a histogram for data acquisition, the histogram
must be added to the toolsheet and have its parameter fields set. Once this is done,
the histogram can be fully modified or deleted as long as data acquisition is not in
progress. The following sections serve as an in-depth explanation as to what each part
of the Histogram Properties does. The histogram being added/modified is always
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the histogram that has the name shown in the combo box underneath the Histogram
to Modify text.
D.5.5.1 Adding a Histogram
Adding a histogram to the toolsheet is as simple as clicking the New Histogram
button. Once the button has been clicked, the text in every histogram combo box (the
boxes beside the display histograms and the box to select the histogram to modify)
should change from No Histogram Defined to Histogram 1, or whichever number
histogram was most recently added. This indicates that the acquisition system is
aware of the histogram, but its parameters still need to be set.
D.5.5.2 Setting Histogram Parameters
Setting the histogram parameters involves filling in the text fields beside the His-
togram Name, ADC Slot Number, ADC Subaddress, HM413 Slot Number, and
Width fields. The histogram name is used to label each histogram. Once a name
is given and the Set Parameters button is pressed, the histogram combo boxes will
show the given name instead of the standard Histogram 1 name given by defualt.
Additionally, the input name will appear at the top of the display histogram (in-
dicating which histogram is being shown) and in the DAF file as the histogram's
name.
Each slot number input should correspond to the CAMAC crate slot number that
the respective module connects to on the back plane. Often, this number corresponds
with the location of the fastening screw on the front of the CAMAC module that locks
the module into the crate. Thus, ADC Slot Number refers to the slot number of
the ADC whose data should be input into the histogram, and HM413 Slot Number
refers to the slot number of the HM413 Histogramming Memory module that the
ADC is connected to via its ECL port (See Section D.3.2 for details). The ADC
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Subaddress is only valid for an ADC which has more than one input channel (i.e.
the AD413). If only AD114's are in the crate, this number has no meaning and is
ignored. If the AD413 is being used, the subaddress corresponds to the number beside
the input written on the module (for the AD413, this can be 1 to 4).
Finally, the width can be selected for a 4K, 8K, or 16K channel histogram. Typ-
ically, the histogram should maximize its resolution by taking the maximum number
of channels the ADC can output. However, sometimes in neutron data, peaks are so
broad that compressing a 16K spectrum to 4K channels aids in viewing peak forma-
tion. As a note, choosing a width less than the maximum width of the ADC does not
cause any loss of data, only a compression of the channels histogrammed.
Once all parameters have been input into their appropriate fields, the Set Pa-
rameters button must be pressed for the settings to be loaded into the toolsheet.
After setting the parameters, the settings can be changed at any time the acquisition
is stopped by changing the text in the desired field and pressing Set Parameters
once again. To save the parameters to a text file that can be loaded in at a later
time, press the Save Parameters to File button. This will bring up a file browser
just as if the Start/Stop button was pressed for the first time. Using this browser,
the user can path to a directory and name the definition file accordingly (typically,
an extension of .def is used). The output file is a text file whose format can be
seen in Section D.6.3. As a note, all of the settings on scalers (see Section D.5.6) are
also saved when this button is pressed. Loading the definition file is performed by
pressing the Load Parameters from File button. Again, a file browser appears and
the user must path to the open the desired definition file. If the wrong type of file is
selected, the acquisition system will warn about invalid input and nothing will have
been changed. Upon opening a valid file, all previous parameters will be overwritten
and only those in the definition file will appear.
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D.5.5.3 Calibrating a Histogram
To apply a linear energy calibration to a histogram, the text fields next to the Chan-
nel 1, Energy 2, Channel 2, and Energy 2 fields should contain their correspond-
ing peak centroids in both channels and energies. Once this has occurred, pressing the
Set Calibration button will load this information to the histograms, so that pressing
the Use Calibration button next to a display histogram will apply the calibration
(see Section D.5.3.1).
D.5.5.4 Deleting a Histogram
To delete a histgoram from the toolsheet, select a histogram from the combo box
below the Delete Histogram button and press said button. This will remove the
entire histogram and all of its references from the toolsheet. If all histograms need
to be deleted, select the All Histograms option from the combo box. As a note of
caution, if a histogram is deleted while it contains data and this data is not saved,
the data will be lost.
D.5.6 Scaler Information
The Scaler Information section on screen 2 or the Histogram Properties tab of
the toolsheet is where the user sets parameters that define which scaler information
will be recorded from the LeCroy 2551 Scaler. The process of adding and defining
a scaler is similar to defining a histogram in that onnce again, the general process
involves adding a scaler object to the toolsheet and setting its parameters so that the
acquisition system knows which input data is attached to a particular scaler object.
The primary difference is that adding a scaler is a little easier since there is only one
LRS2551 module and thus no need to define its slot number. Figure D.8 shows how
the Scaler Information appears on the toolsheet.
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Figure D.8: Scaler Information section of toolsheet.
D.5.6.1 Adding a Scaler
Adding a scaler to the toolsheet involves clicking the New Scaler button. Doing this
will make the acquisition system aware that a scaler is present. In order for any scaler
data to appear, its parameters must be set. Upon adding the first scaler, the scaler
combo box underneath the Scaler to Modify/View text should change from No
Scalers Defined to Scaler 1. Subsequent scaler additions can be seen by clicking on
the combo box. Any action taken on a scaler will occur on the scaler whose name is
shown in the scaler combo box.
D.5.6.2 Setting Scaler Parameters
In order to set the scaler parameters, the user must fill in the text fields beside the
Scaler Name and Subaddress text. Assigning the scaler name will change how
the scaler appears in the scaler combo box and how the scaler is named when it is
saved in the DAF file. Assigning the subaddress lets the acquisition system know
which channel of the LRS2551 the scaler object is associated with. Once these fields
are complete, clicking the Set Parameters button will set the parameters in the
toolsheet. At any time data is not being acquiried, the parameters can be changed
by entering new information into either field and pressing Set Parameters again.
The scaler parameters set will be written to the definition file if the Save Parameters
to File button is clicked (see Section D.5.5.2).
If the scaler has been properly defined, and if there is valid input coming into the
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module once the run has been started, the Scaler Value field will be updated each
time the histograms are updated. You can see this number for an individual scaler,
though it is a bit repetitive since the same information is given in the Scaler Report
discussed in Section D.5.6.4.
D.5.6.3 Deleting a Scaler
Deleting a scaler from the toolsheet involves selecting the desired scaler from the
scaler combo box and clicking the Delete Scaler button. This can only be done
while data acquisition is stopped and will both delete any data in the scaler object
and remove all references to it in the toolsheet.
D.5.6.4 Scaler Report
The Scaler Report text widget will show each scaler defined and its corresponding
value as retrieved from the LRS2551 module. Figure D.9 shows how the Scaler
Report text widget appears on the toolsheet. In addition to showing the scaler
values of the run in progress, this text widget also shows the values of the most
recent completed run. In the event that an automatic run restart was used, having
the previous run's values allows the user to record these at any time during the
following run.
D.5.7 Timer Settings
This data acquisition system has user-adjustable timers that control when actions
critical to data acquisition can occur. These settings are Set Update Interval, Set
Run Duration, and Set Autosave Interval. Additionally, as a supplement to the
functionality of the timers, there are two check boxes labeled Automatic Restart
and Last Run of Energy/Angle. The text boxes labeled Run Time Elapsed, Run
Time Remaining?, and Run Duration Progress also supply the user with information
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Figure D.9: Scaler Report text widget.
about how much time has passed (and is left) for a run. The following sections will
describe these timers in depth. Figure D.10 shows how the timer settings appear on
the toolsheet.
The timers can be set to a maximum value of 1/1000th of the maximum value for
a 32-bit integer in seconds (that is, 4,294,967 seconds). The reason for this odd value
is that the timers must be handled in milliseconds and requiring the number as an
integer prevents any potential conversion problems in the code. The suggested units
are labeled to the far right of each timer settings, indicating that the input should be
given in increments of the units shown. While the data is being acquired, both the
update interval and autosave interval settings may be adjusted on the fly. The Set
Run Duration button may be clicked, but for now it displays a message indicating
that this setting cannot be altered during a run. This will hopefully be changed in a
future version to allow for adjusting this setting on the fly.
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Figure D.10: Timer Settings section of toolsheet.
D.5.7.1 Set Update Interval
The Set Update Interval determines how often the acquisition system communicates
with the CAMAC crate to acquire the data from the HM413 modules and LRS2551
scaler. When an update occurs, all histograms will have their data updated and
those being displayed will have their displays updated as well. Additionally, the
scaler values in the Scaler Report and will be updated as well.
An update introduces approximately 50ms of dead time due to the time it takes for
the computer to interact with the modules. This team will be slightly altered based
on the number of histograms being read and whether or not a data compression will
be used (by selecting a non-native width for a particular ADC). To change the update
interval, simply click the Set Update Interval button. At this point, a prompt will
appear asking the user to input the amount of time between CAMAC updates. In
the previous acquisition system, this value was always 10 seconds. Now, with the
flexibility to choose, it can be set to any amount of time greater than or equal to 1
second, though shorter update intervals cause more dead time. If frequent updates
are not required, it does not hurt to set the update interval to be longer, though 10
seconds is, in general, an adequate amount of time.
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If the user inputs anything other than a number greater than 1 second, the timer
will be set to 1 second by default. If too large of a number is chosen (see Section
D.5.7), the user will be informed. The update timer cannot be turned off, as this
would be counter-intuitive towards data acquisition.
D.5.7.2 Set Run Duration
The Set Run Duration determines how long a run will last before the acquisition
system automatically stops data acquisition. The unit of this timer is set to hours,
and entering any number greater than zero but smaller than 1193 hours (see Section
D.5.7) will result in the timer being set for that amount of time. If 0 or any non-
number is input, the run duration timer will be turned off and the text field will read
Run Duration OFF, indicating that the timer is off and any stopping of the data
acquisition must be performed by the user.
If the Automatic Restart check box is checked, the run will be automatically
restarted once the preset duration is complete. Details on this process can be found
in Section D.5.7.4.
D.5.7.3 Set Autosave Interval
The Set Autosave Interval determines how long will pass before the acquisition
performs an automatic save of the data. The unit of this timer is set to minutes, and
entering any number great than zero but smaller than 71,582 minutes (see Section
D.5.7) will result in the timer being set for that amount of time. If 0 or any non-
number is input, the save interal will be turned off and the text field will read Save
Interval OFF, indicating that no autosaves will be created.
If the autosave timer is on, the autosaved files are created in the backup_files
directory. For more information on this, see Section D.6.2.
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D.5.7.4 Automatic Restart
The Automatic Restart check box supplements the use of the run duration timer (see
Section D.5.7.2). When this box is checked and the run duration timer is on, the DAF
file will be saved and automatically closed at the end of the assigned run duration.
Additionally, a new file will be opened and data acquisition will automatically begin
anew. All files that are automatically saved using automatic restart are stored in the
same directory as the original file, as well.
The new file that is opened has a base file name identical to the name selected the
first time a file was opened when the Start button was first pressed. The extension,
however, is incremented according to how many automatic restarts have occurred.
Thus, if the original name was filename.df1, the file name after an automatic restart
will be filename.df2. Subsequent file names will have the extension .df3, .df4,
and so on. If the filename's extension does not originally have a number in it, (e.g.
.daf), the automatically restarted file name will have an extension of .daf2, .daf3,
and so on. If the extension ends with any number other than 1, the new file will be
started with with that number being incremented.
D.5.7.5 Last Run of Energy/Angle
The Last Run of Energy/Angle check box also supplements the run duration timer
and the Automatic Restart check box (see Sections D.5.7.2 and D.5.7.4). If the run
duration is off, the Last Run of Energy/Angle check box has no effect. In the event
that the run duration timer is set and the Automatic Restart is checked, checking
the Last Run of Energy/Angle check box will allow for continuation of the run
past the preset run duration. The run can be stopped at any time while this check
box is checked. If the run is stopped prior to the preset duration, the run will stop
normally and the Last Run of Energy/Angle check box will be unchecked. If the
run is stopped after the preset run duration, the file will automatically be saved and
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closed while the Last Run of Energy/Angle check box will be unchecked.
The reason for this check box is to allow for continuation of data acquisition
without needing to turn off the run duration timer before the run is started, since
this timer cannot yet be turned off during a run. Once the run duration timer can
be turned off during a run, there will be no need for this check box.
D.5.7.6 Run Time Elapsed, Run Time Remaining, and Run Duration
Progress
The Run Time Elapsed text box informs the users about how much time has passed
during a particular run. If a run duration has been set, the Run Time Remaining
will display the number of seconds that remain until that run is finished. The Run




This section is designed with the goal of giving the user an explanation of various files,
directories, and features that may be present but not necessarily of huge importance
to the user.
D.6.1 The blank_hist Directory
The blank_hist directory is created in the same directory level from which the tool-
sheet is run. This directory gets created during the compilation phase of the toolsheet
and is thus always present once a toolsheet is in use. In the directory are 3 blank
histograms, one that is 16k channels long, one that is 8k channels long, and one that
is 4k channels long. The reason for these histograms is that Kmax does not allow
one to resize the histogram widgets once a size has been defined upon creation of the
widget. However, it does automatically resize to fit the maximum number of channels
in a spectrum that is loaded in. Thus, a workaround to allow for resizing a histogram
is to create blank spectra that get loaded in whenever a particular size is desired.
This could be made more flexible by creating a spectrum of any size the user chooses,
but for now the sizes have been hard-coded to be 16K, 8K, and 4K (the only sizes
typically used in our lab).
D.6.2 Automatic Saving and the backup_files Directory
Whenever the Set Autosave Interval button is selected and its label says anything
other than Save Interval OFF, the acquisition system will automatically create
backup files in the backup_files directory. On the first autosave, the backup_files
directory is created in the same directory level as the DAF file when starting a run.
For each file chosen in the same level, all of the automatic saves for both the CHO
files (for Kmax) and the DAF files (for UK analysis) are stored in this directory.
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An automatic save occurs at a fixed amount of time that is determined by the Set
Autosave Interval button. After each interval, the automatic saving will save both
the CHO files for each histogram defined as well as the DAF file. For a filename of
file.extension, the relevant CHO and DAF files are stored in:
backup_files/CHO_files/file_extension/file%counter.extension and
backup_files/DAF_files/file_extension/file%counter.extension,
where counter indicates the number of automatic save intervals that have occurred.
For example, a file name of test1.df1 would have its automatically saved DAF
backup files stored in:
backup_files/DAF_files/test1_df1/test1%1.df1,
backup_files/DAF_files/test1_df1/test1%2.df1,
and so on. Since we don't analyze the CHO files at this point, the final CHO files
are saved in the same backup_files/CHO_files/file_extension directory given in the
above example, but without the %counter included.
One important thing to note is that the automatic backup files contain all data
up to the point in time determined by (counter × Autosave Interval). So, if the
automatic save interval is 5 minutes, then test1%12.df1 would contain the entire first
hour of data. In this way, if there is ever a problem, one need only find out at
which point the problem occurred and take the automatic save file just prior to the
problem without any further need to sum backup files. The autosave feature has been
updated so that it does initiate a CAMAC update just prior to saving the files. Thus,
if the autosave interval and update intervals line up so that they should occur at the
same time, Java places these timers in a queue so that both with execute. In this
case, one additional, unnecessary read will occur. The dead time caused by this is at
most 50ms over the span of autosave interval (and less than this time if the autosave
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interval and the update intervals do not overlap). For now, this did not seem like a
big enough issue to invest a lot of time in resolving, though it may be worth looking
into later. The reason that the autosave pings the CAMAC crate at all is so that a
timer priority issue doesn't result in the autosave missing the most recent CAMAC
update. That is, prior to making the autosave feature do a CAMAC update, if your
autosaves occurred every 60 seconds with 10 second CAMAC updates, your autosave
files would contain only 50 seconds worth of data, though the ADC live times (which
must be pinged to read out) would read 60 seconds.
D.6.3 Definition File Format
The format for the definition files is new for this acquisition system. Thus, old
definition files from the previous acquisition system cannot be loaded. The file has
the following format:
line 1: Number of histograms defined
line 2: Title of first histogram
line 3: Number of channels
line 4: ADC slot number
line 5: ADC subaddress
line 6: HM413 slot number
line 7: Calibration channel 1
line 8: Calibration energy 1
line 9: Calibration channel 2
line 10: Calibration energy 2
line 11: Calibration coefficient 0 (y-intercept)
line 12: Calibration coefficient 1 (slope)
line 13: Calibration coefficient 2 (not used)
.
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. (lines 2-13 repeated for each histogram defined)
.
line (# of histograms×13 + 1): Title of first scaler
line (# of histograms×13 + 2): Address of first scaler
line (# of histograms×13 + 3): Title of second scaler





D.6.4 A Note about Daylight Savings Time
It is worth mentioning that all of the timers in this system are relative times (in
milliseconds) to a initial time of January 1, 1970 (this is how Java handles the system
clock). Thus, having the system clock done in this manner continuously counts the
number of seconds independently of a 24 hour day and so Daylight Savings Time
should never be an issue. Thus, there is no need to not be taking data that weekend!
Copyright© Benjamin P. Crider, 2014.
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Appendix E UKAL Kmax-based Coincidence Data Acquisition System
E.1 About the Acquisition System
E.1.1 Introduction to the UKAL Kmax-based Coincidence Data Acqui-
sition System
The University of Kentucky Acceleratory Laboratory (UKAL), a facility that pos-
sesses unique experimental capabilities for the scattering and detection of monoener-
getic fast neutrons, has recently invested in updating its data acquisition capabilities.
Starting with a new system for high-precision singles measurements, where subse-
quent analysis leads to the extraction of lifetimes in the femtosecond region via the
Doppler-shift attenuation method, we have developed an event-mode coincidence data
acquisition system with capabilities that allow for a new range of experiments to be
performed. The need for such a system was directly motivated first by detector tests
that required software gating, then later by a large parameter experiment involving
high trigger rates (see Section E.10).
Software development of the Kmax-based data acquisition system was performed
using Kmax 10 [53], a complete environment for data acquisition and instrument
control built upon a Java framework. Using the tools available in Kmax 10, sev-
eral features have been implemented for the current UK coincidence data acquisition
system that were not present in any previous system at UK.
One major upgrade with this system over the previous one is the use of the FERA
(Fast Encoding and Readout ADC) bus for data transfer to the in-crate memory
buffer. Previously, the system read every gate triggered coincidence event from the
CAMAC back plane to the computer without any in-crate buffering. The current
acquisition utilizes the 100-ns-per-word FERAbus and in-crate, 1 MWord buffering
within the Cheesecote Mountain CMC203 FERA-driver. By implementing these fea-
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tures, with a 14.5 kHz gate trigger rate (16.3 kHz raw input), the system dead time
is ' 15% in an 8 parameter setup. With a 0.7 kHz gate trigger rate, the system
dead time is < 1%. Compared to the nearly 90% dead time at a 3 kHz gate trigger
rate with the old system, the improvement is substantial. More recent testing has
seen 80,000 accepted triggers per second perform such that the major bottle neck
was readout time using the USB 2.0 connection from the Wiener CC-USB to the
computer itself. In this setup, a 200 parameter system was requiring readouts after
1 second of acquisition.
Improvements have also been made to the user interface. Along with many high-
resolution histograms for online visualization of single-parameter projections, there
are also two displays for 2-D matrices. The user can view any combination of two
parameters (e.g. ADC input, summed TDC hits, etc.) in either of these two matrices.
Additionally, online gating allows the user to place a 2-D gate and project the results
on either the x- or y-axis. This feature aids in determining the origins of certain
spectral properties while an experiment is underway, allowing experimental problem
diagnosis, separation of backgrounds such as Compton scattering, and a preliminary
online analysis.
This acquisition system also includes several other usability improvements. Full
readout timer control is included in the coincidence acquisition system, meaning the
user can select how often to read out the FERA driver's memory buffer or let the sys-
tem automatically service the module whenever its buffer gets half full. Additionally,
the system utilizes Kmax's automatic saving feature which closes a Kmax event data
(.evnt) file every 40 MB (a number selectable in Toolsheet Properties in Kmax). in
order prevent files from becoming too large and minimizes the risk of significant data
loss from file corruption. Status and error reporting are also available to the user, as
well as data packet monitoring that allows the user to check that there are no issues
in the setup that may prevent smooth data transfers. The option to turn off readout
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status is given to further optimize data transfer efficiency in the event that all data
transfers appear to be proceeding smoothly.
Finally, the coincidence system outputs event-mode data files. Thus, analysis can
be completed using the most common software packages in the field (e.g. ROOT [91]).
The raw data buffer (from the CMC203) that has not been pre-sorted by this system
can also be output. In comparison, the raw buffer file is a much more compressed
data output and allows for the user to perform their own data translation if they
prefer.
The Kmax-based coincidence data acquisition system at UK runs on Linux (Fe-
dora 19 as of this writing), currently requires Java 7 or newer, and utilizes the Wiener
CC-USB CAMAC controller [54]. Supporting full 24-bit data transfers, the CC-USB
allows for maximum transfer efficiency of the data words generated in the CMC203
1MWord buffer. Furthermore, its USB connectivity and continually updated drivers
ensure that our computers can stay up-to-date for many years to come.
Information about Kmax can be found at http://www.sparrowcorp.com. Buz
Piercey developed Kmax and has been a good contact throughout the development
of the UK acquisition systems. He may be contacted at
info@sparrowcorp.com. I would also just to like to say thank you to Buz, as his help
on both this system and the singles system was invaluable.
E.1.2 Introduction to Kmax
The acquisition system is a Kmax toolsheet whose name follows a Linux change
significance versioning scheme, followed by the number of monitors the toolsheet
should run on and a .tlsh extension. Currently, the most recent version is named
UKDAQ_Coinc_v1_0_0_2Screen.tlsh.
The toolsheet itself has 10 tabs. These tabs are Device Panel, Editor Panel,
Control Panel/2-D Histograms, Singles Projections 1, Singles Projections 2,
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TDC Projections, Scalers, Parameter / Histogram Definitions, CAMAC Con-
figuration, and Info. These panels are summarized in Sections E.1.3, E.1.4, E.1.5,
E.1.6, and E.1.7.
E.1.3 Kmax Device Panel
The Kmax Device Panel shows the user a view of a 25-slot CAMAC crate. The user
can place any CAMAC module whose driver has been defined in Kmax into a slot in
the CAMAC crate. Hundreds of modules have already been defined, including all of
the modules used for the setup of this acquisition system. If a driver has not been
previously defined, Kmax gives you the necessary tools to define your own drivers as
you need them. The device panel also allows you to edit the Kmax device. In this
acquisition system, a CAMAC panel was selected and named DEV1. The Bus ID
and Device ID were chosen to both be -1. However, since only one CAMAC crate
will be run at any given time (Kmax allows you to run multiple crates), these can be
set to anything. Device polling has been enabled for this system and set to 100 µs.
This then requires that the SRQ() method be present within the Kmax Java code.
E.1.4 Kmax Editor Panel
The Kmax Editor Panel is where all of the coding has been placed. When the
toolsheet is compiled, the code in this panel is what is being executed. Whenever
the acquisition system performs an action or responds to user input (e.g., a button
press), the code that defines the behavior can be found in the editor panel. The code
is written in Java, and each method can be found in the Java API or the Kmax help
files, unless otherwise commented.
Throughout the development of the system, code was continually being added to
solve the problem at hand. Thus, it may be a little cumbersome to read. Feel free to
contact me at ben.crider@uky.edu or bpscrider@gmail.com with any ideas or recom-
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mendations for the systems, or for assistance with it. As a note, all code is currently
contained within the Editor Panel. Creating methods to replace or generalize code
and removing code out of this panel and into the Kmax Extensions folder would be
a project well-worth the time invested.
E.1.5 Control Panel/2-D Histograms, Singles Projections (1 and 2), TDC
Projections, and Scalers Panels
These panels contain the user interface for the various histograms. For both 2-D
matrices and 1-D histogram projections, these panels contain options for online anal-
ysis of the spectra including spectrum calibration, FWHM, centroid, sum, area, and
min/max channels. Additionally, the ability to apply gates to the 2-D matrices and
display their projections can be found on the Control Panel/2-D Histograms panel.
For the most part, during a run, anything you need to do in the acquisition system
can be found on these four panels.
E.1.6 CAMAC Configuration
The CAMAC configuration panel is where modules being used in the system are
defined. Here, you can select which type of ADC is in each slot, as well as the
channels of the TDC and scaler that you wish to use. Selection of the number of
TDC hits occurs here as well. Any modifications in this tab will require a CAMAC
crate initialization in order for it to take effect. The system will not start without
first performing this CAMAC crate initialization (see Section E.5.4.2).
E.1.7 Input Parameters/Histogram Definitions
The Input Parameters/Histogram Definitions panel allows you to select the input
parameters for TDC channels, as well as histogram parameters for the 1-D histograms,
TDC histograms, and 2-D matrices. The number of different histograms available for
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online viewing is currently been limited to 36 2-D matrices, 24 1-D histograms, and
65 TDC histograms (one for each input channel of the LRS3377 TDC) due to memory
concerns. Furthermore, the 2-D matrices are compressed to 1024 × 1024 channels in
order to limit the amount of memory used by the toolsheet while it is running. There
is a block of code near the bottom of the init() method that allows you to view
these histograms (they have been shrunk considerably since you can only make them
invisible, meaning the user could still click them). If you need to add more, copy a
few histograms, change their names according to the naming conventions found in
the histograms themselves, and edit the code to indicate that the maximum number
of histograms has increased (∼ line 100 in the code).
By setting names and parameters on this panel, the combo boxes will be updated
to reflect the histogram titles and, when selected, the display histograms will reflect
both the title and parameters selected. Save and load buttons have been provided
to allow for quick saving and loading of parameters that have been previously set.
Loading parameters automatically initializes the CAMAC crate.
E.2 Starting the Acquisition System
In order to run the toolsheet, the DAQ computer has been configured so that you do
not need to be the root user. The account has been configured for:
ukdataqpc@vdgpc12.pa.uky.edu. As of this writing, this is a white Dell XPS PC. If
you need to set up an account with access to the USB drivers as this account has
been set up, see ReadMe_libusb.pdf file in the HelpFiles folder of a Kmax 10
installation (e.g. Kmax_Stuff_10.0_b50/HelpFiles/ReadMe_libusb.pdf)
In order to get started, several files must be present on the computer in addition to
the acquisition toolsheet. If you know that these files are already on your computer,
skip to Running the Toolsheet for instructions.
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E.2.1 Installing Kmax for the First Time
If you are installing the acquisition system for the first time, there are several things
that must be done before you can begin acquiring data. First, you should download
Kmax 10 from sparrow at http://www.sparrowcorp.com. Unzip the Kmax zip file
downloaded from the site and copy the files to /home/ ukdataqpc/ukdataq (as of the
writing of this manual, all of the necessary files are present).
The default location of the most recent version of the acquisition system was
chosen to be /home/ukdataqpc/ukdataq. In order to run the acquisition system, the
Kmax.jar file must be present in this directory. This requirement, is only in place in
order to make the current shortcuts work (see Section E.2.3). If you want to put the
.jar file elsewhere, you need to make sure the shortcut references point to the proper
place. Additionally, the Extensions directory is required for Kmax to run properly.
If these files are not present, you should re-download Kmax. In order to run Kmax,
the Java Development Kit (JDK... make sure you also get the -devel- files) is needed
to compile the Kmax.jar file. If you do not have this, open up a package manager
for your operating system and download the most recent version of the JDK.
Installing Kmax on a new computer or operating system will require a new pass-
word from Sparrow in order to unlock the save ability. We currently have two
licenses for Kmax 10. Please consult the lab's copy of this manual for the license
numbers.
To get a new password, simply write an email to support@sparrowcorp.com, citing
the relevant order number from above and asking for a new password. In this email,
you will also need to supply the Kmax machine ID, a number that can be found by
running Kmax and clicking Help → About Kmax... → the Privileges tab and
then viewing the Machine ID.
Finally, the computer needs additional configuring so that it can communicate
with the Wiener CC-USB module. This requires installation of the libusb libraries
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and adjustment of the ukdataqpc account USB privileges. As mentioned in E.2, you
should see the ReadMe_libusb.pdf file for instructions on how to do this. Com-
munication can be tested using an example spreadsheet supplied with the Kmax
download, which can be found in a subdirectory of the Kmax unzipped directory
using a path of /Toolsheet examples/7_DAC_Hardware/Wiener_CCUSB.
E.2.2 Running the Toolsheet
Once the above is completed, you may run Kmax from the terminal in the /root/ukdataq
directory using the following command:
[root@ukdataqpc ukdataq]# java -jar Kmax.jar
This will bring up Kmax and from here you can select Open File to open the
acquisition toolsheet (UKDAQ_Coinc_v1_0_0_2Screen.tlsh, for example). If you
know what toolsheet you would like Kmax to open by default, you can set this in
Edit → Kmax Preferences → Open the Current Toolsheet and then typing in the
path to the desired toolsheet. From this point on you should be able to compile and
run the data acquisition toolsheet.
To compile the toolsheet, click the Compile button (two arrows forming a circle)
or press Ctrl+K. In order for the compilation to proceed correctly, the CAMAC crate
must be turned on. If you see an error about not being able to communicate properly
to the CAMAC crate, check three things:
 The CAMAC crate is ON and powered up
 The USB cable is connected to both the computer and the CC-USB module
 The libusb files mentioned in Section E.2.1 are in their proper locations
Thus far, any other CAMAC crate communication issues have been resolved by
rebooting the computer and cycling the crate power. Next, you can click the GO
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button (triangle facing right). Once this is done, the acquisition system is running and
the HALT button (square beside GO) should not be pressed. If it is mistakenly
pressed while running, the acquisition system has a built-in safeguard that will do a
final update to get the remaining data in the CAMAC crate and close the file that
was running before halting the toolsheet.
With the GO button clicked, the data acquisition system is running and you
can proceed with taking data. For a description of the functions of the acquisition
system, please see Section E.5.
E.2.3 Making Kmax Dual Screen and the Desktop Icons
If you log in as the ukdataqPC user, there are two Desktop icons relating to Kmax.
One icon will execute Kmax from the /root/ukdataq directory and open up the default
toolsheet. The other icon will expand Kmax to fit both screens, provided that you
first moved the window so that at least some part of the window sat on each screen.
Thus far, I could not find a one-step process for making Kmax use both screens. This
is due to the fact that normal behavior for maximizing an application dictates that
the application completely fill a single screen, not both. Thus, the two Desktop icons
serve as a workaround. To make the data acquisition dual screen, do the following:
1. Double-click the UKDATAQ Desktop icon
2. Drag the Kmax window so that it sits on both screens simultaneously (This is
not resizing... that is much more tedious).
3. Double-click the Make Dual Screen Desktop icon (This will automatically
resize the dimensions).
If you need to recreate the icons, the UKDATAQ icon is a launcher that runs
an application (as opposed to an application in a terminal) and has the following
command:
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bash -c "cd /root/ukdataq ; java -jar Kmax.jar"
If you need to recreate the Make Dual Screen icon, I stored a single command
in a launcher that runs an application and has the following command:
wmctrl -F -r "Kmax Version 10.0" -e 0,0,0,3840,1080
In order to be sure that the correct window gets sized, I have used the -F option of
wmctrl to look only for the exact matching string in quotations. Thus, if the Kmax
version is updated, be sure to right click on the Make Dual Screen icon, select
Properties, and change the string to match the new title exactly. The numbers at the
end of the command indicate the total resolution of the 2 screens (in pixels).
Note: Fedora 19 makes showing Desktop icons considerably harder. In order to
do this, a program called MenuLibre was used to make the launcher itself. To install
MenuLibre, run the following commands (requires root privileges):
su - (enter root password) yum -y install
http://sourceforge.net/projects/postinstaller/files/fedora
/releases/19/x86_64/menulibre-13.04.17-1.fc19.noarch.rpm
Setting up the launchers involves entering the same information as provided
above. Then, you will need to run the Gnome Tweak Tool (sudo yum install
gnome-tweak-tool if it is not already installed) and enable the option through Gnome
Tweak Tool → Desktop → Have File Manager Handle the Desktop. Finally, in the
Desktop folder (/home/ukdataqpc/Desktop on vdgpc12 currently), you will need to





This assumes the launcher that you created in MenuLibre is named run-kmax0.desktop
and resides in what appears to be the default location of
/home/ukdataqpc/.local/share/applications/.
E.3 Setting Up the Hardware
For any data acquisition system, there must be some hardware that digitizes detector
output. This digitized information is what the data acquisition collects and plots in
some fashion. For the UK Kmax-based data acquisition system, the modules used to
digitize detector output are located in a CAMAC crate.
E.3.1 Overview
Currently, the modules used for this acquisition system are 1 LeCroy 3377 32 Channel
CAMAC TDC, up to 10 of Ortec AD413 4 Channel 8K ADC's and Ortec AD114 16K
ADC's in any combination, 1 LeCroy 2551 12 Channel Scaler, 1 Cheesecote Mountain
CMC203 FERA Driver, and 1 Wiener CC-USB CAMAC controller. All modules,
except for the ADC's, are hard-coded to belong to a particular slot. The ADC's can
be placed in any even number slot starting with slot 4 up to slot 22, so long as the
user indicates which modules are present on the CAMAC Configuration panel (see
E.5.2). To change the slots that non-ADC modules are in, you must make changes
on the acquisition toolsheet in two places:
1. The Device Panel (drag and drop the modules into a new slot)
2. The Editor Panel in the red comment box near the top of the code (change
the numbers to correspond to the slot chosen in the Device Panel)
Table E.1 shows the CAMAC slot numbers and their respective modules. The
slot number is defined by the back plane slot with which the module interfaces with
the CAMAC crate. In general, this also corresponds to the slot that the screw is in as
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a means of fastening the module to the front panel of the crate. The CC-USB must
stay in slot 25. This slot is always reserved for a CAMAC controller.
Table E.1: Initial setup of CAMAC crate slots and their respective modules.
Slot Number Module
1 LeCroy 2551 12 Channel Scaler
2 LeCroy 3377 32 Channel TDC
4 Ortec AD413 4 Channel 8K ADC or AD114 16K ADC
6 Ortec AD413 4 Channel 8K ADC or AD114 16K ADC
8 Ortec AD413 4 Channel 8K ADC or AD114 16K ADC
10 Ortec AD413 4 Channel 8K ADC or AD114 16K ADC
12 Ortec AD413 4 Channel 8K ADC or AD114 16K ADC
14 Ortec AD413 4 Channel 8K ADC or AD114 16K ADC
16 Ortec AD413 4 Channel 8K ADC or AD114 16K ADC
18 Ortec AD413 4 Channel 8K ADC or AD114 16K ADC
20 Ortec AD413 4 Channel 8K ADC or AD114 16K ADC
22 Ortec AD413 4 Channel 8K ADC or AD114 16K ADC
23 Cheesecote Mountain CMC203 FERA Driver
25 Wiener CC-USB CAMAC Controller
E.3.2 Module Resistor Packs in the FERA Chain
As with any FERA chain, the resistor packs in the CAMAC modules should only
be present in the last module of the chain. The manual for the LeCroy 3377 TDC
indicates that whenever the TDC is present in the crate, it should be at the end of
the FERA chain. Thus, resistor packs should be placed in this module and removed
from all others. Figures E.1 and E.2 shows a photograph of the CAMAC crate taken
during an experiment that utilizes the setup found in Table E.1. Here, you can see
that the PD LED's indicating the presence of the resistor packs in the CAMAC
module are only lit for the TDC in slot 2, which is the end of the FERA chain. If
there is no TDC in a setup (which would require some reconfiguration of the system's
code), then the resistor packs should go in the last ADC in the FERA chain.
Whenever resistor packs must be placed back in a module, they must be placed in
a certain manner. The resistance, placement, and orientation of the packs matters.
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Figure E.1: Position and wiring of modules in the CAMAC crate during a run for
the University of Guelph group in July, 2013.
This is all shown for an Ortec AD114, Ortec AD413, and LeCroy 3377 in Figures E.3
and E.4.
E.3.3 Cabling the ADC's and FERA Driver
Figures E.1 and E.2 show photos of the ADC cabling taken during coincidence runs.
As mentioned in Section E.3.2, the resistor packs are only present in the final ADC in
the FERA chain, which can be seen by the illumination of the PD LED's in ADC 8.
The FERA chain begins at the CMC203 and is connected to each ADC by two ribbon
cables. The 16 pin ribbon cable is connected into the ECL Control Bus connector at
the top of the FERA driver and ADC's. The 34 pin ribbon cable is connected to the
ECL Data Output.
In order to initiate a data read out (where all handshaking occurs on the ECL
Control Bus and the data is read through the ECL Data Output), 2 pin twisted wire
cables must be connected to each module in the FERA chain. The readout signal
begins in the CMC203 FERA Driver, so the first module to be read out will be the
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Figure E.2: Position and wiring of modules in the CAMAC crate during a run for
the University of Guelph group in December, 2013.
module whose REN is connected first along the chain to the REO output of the
CMC203. This signal must then be passed to every other module in the chain, always
connecting PASS from one ADC to the REN of the next. The readout order does
not matter, but it makes for good practice to connect the readout order the same as
the module order along the FERA chain. It is important to be aware of the CMC203
Control Register setting for Bit 3 (starting a count from Bit 0... so the 4th bit). One
difference that can occur by setting this bit to 1 is that the CMC203 FERA Driver's
clear signal is set to be pass along the ECL Control Bus after the module receives the
PASS signal from the final module in thevREN-PASS chain. This PASS signal
from the final module must go into the PSI input in the CMC203 via a 2 pin
twisted wire cable. The PSI input is located directly under the REO output on
the CMC203. If this bit is set to 0 in the control register, normal REN (Readout
Enable), REO output on front panel ends REN when REQ input ends. In this mode,
the final PASS does not need to come back to the PSI input on the CMC203, and
thus the behavior is similar to what occurs when using the singles data acquisition
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Figure E.3: Resistor pack placement and orientation in the Ortec AD114 and Ortec
AD413 modules.
system. As of this writing, the latter mode of operation is the one currently in use.
A valid event gate must be input into the G input of the CMC203 FERA Driver.
This gate input can be generated in any fashion, but needs be as wide (in time) as
the widest ADC signal input. In general, the peak-sensing circuit of the Ortec AD114
(and AD413) looks for the presence of a gate 100 ns after it detects the peak of the
input pulse. Thus, at a very minimum, the gate must be present for at least this
amount of time after the peak of the widest input pulse. In practice, we have seen
gate timeouts (when a gate arrives at the CMC203 but there is no input in any of the
ADC's) occur somewhat frequently when the gate does not encompass the entirety
of input pulse. This part of the setup will require a bit of care to make sure that the
signals and the gates are all properly aligned and the timeouts.
Finally, a busy signal is generated out of the S output on the CMC203 whenever
there is a gate present and up until a preset time after an event clear. This signal
can be used to veto the gate input, so that no gates are sent to the CMC203 while it
already has a gate input. As a note, the gate signal is always HIGH when the data
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LeCroy 3377 32 Channel TDC
Figure E.4: Resistor pack placement and orientation in the LeCroy 3377 TDCmodule.
acquisition is stopped. Thus, all input gates will be vetoed whenever the acquisition
system is stopped. Thus, if you want to inspect the gates with the acquisition stopped,
remove the busy veto. It should be noted that the use of this busy output is by no
means the only way to veto extra gates from reaching the system.
E.4 Communicating with the Hardware
Once the CAMAC crate is properly set up and the CC-USB is connected to the
computer via a USB cable, the data acquisition system can communicate to the
modules through commands issued to the CC-USB. In communicating to the CC-
USB, as well as to other modules, CAMAC-NAF codes are used, where N = slot
number, A = address, and F = function. These codes can be found in the instruction
manuals for the module of interest. While the exact N-A-F codes are module specific,
most follow a standard of having F(0-7) be a read and F(16-23) being a write. Kmax
gives the ability to read/write information from/to the CC-USB primarily through
readInt() and writeInt(). The exact form of these methods can be found in
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the Kmax Java Interfaces (Kmax → Help → Show Kmax Java Interfaces), under
KmaxDevIO.
This section will be dedicated to listing some of the N-A-F's used for the various
CAMAC modules, as well as elaborating on the control register settings when ini-
tializing the CAMAC crate. This is done to give the user a quick reference to easily
decipher what is written in the code.
E.4.1 Communicating with the CC-USB
There are many N-A-F codes that perform actions in the CC-USB. A listing of all
of these can be found in the CC-USB manual that Wiener makes freely available
on the web. However, for this acquisition system, we only ask that the controller
initialize, clear, set the CAMAC inhibit, and remove the CAMAC inhibit. A list of
the N-A-F's used can be found in Table E.2. As a note, though the CC-USB itself
is in slot 25, the module has pre-defined commands that use N's that are not its slot
number. These include the N-A-F's listed in Table E.2, as well as CC-USB software
registers and pseudo registers, which are N-A-F's that have special functions for the
CC-USB. To find a list of these codes, see the About this Toolsheet panel in the
acquisition toolsheet itself.
Table E.2: N-A-F's used for communicating with the CC-USB via writeInt() in Kmax.
N A F Function
28 8 29 CAMAC Z (initialize)
28 9 29 CAMAC C (clear)
29 9 24 Set CAMAC I (inhibit)
29 9 26 Remove CAMAC I
E.4.2 Communicating with the CMC203 FERA Driver
There are many options when initializing the CMC203 FERA Driver. As such, setting
up the module's control register, as well as all of its various options, is a lengthy
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process. Referencing the manual is highly recommended. The CMC203 FERA Driver
manual can be downloaded from www.cmcamac.com. A quick reference of all of the
N-A-F's used in communicating with the CMC203, as well as a short description
of their function, is presented in Table E.3. For every module except the CC-USB
CAMAC controller, the N's reference the slot number. Thus, the N's have been
excluded from this table, as well as all subsequent tables of N-A-F's that are not for
the CC-USB CAMAC controller.
Table E.3: N-A-F's used for communicating with the CMC203 FERA Driver via
writeInt() in Kmax. As a note, lsb stands for least significant bit, FIFO stands
for First In First Out and refers to the type of memory buffer used, and LAM
stands for Look-At-Me, a CAMAC flag that is set in the CAMAC back plane
A F Function
1 9 reset data FIFO and counters
4 9 Clear and reset all (like CAMAC C or Z)
0 10 Clear LAM
1 16 Write control register
2 16 Write request delay register (40 ns lsb)
3 16 Write test gate width register (10 ns lsb)
4 16 Write FERA clear width register (40 ns lsb)
5 16 Write histogram block size readout register
6 16 Write multi histogram register
7 16 Write gate timeout register (40 ns lsb)
8 16 Write rbusy end delay register (40 ns lsb)
9 16 Write 12-bit VSN for header and trailer
11 16 Write ping-pong register (40 ns lsb)
12 16 Write LED selection register
13 16 Write external output selection register
14 16 Write event time out register (640 ns lsb)
15 16 Write external input register
0 26 Enable LAM
1 26 Enable0 on, honors CAMAC inhibit
It is worth mentioning a few things about the configuration of a couple of impor-
tant options. First, the external output register has been configured such that a NIM
signal is output from channel S whenever the CMC203 is BUSY. This is very useful
for using as a veto on all gate inputs into the CMC203. By doing this, one can ensure
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that no gates are being sent to the module while it is processing a gate. This, coupled
with a control register setting that sends the clear at the end of an event (see Table
E.4), is helpful for making sure that all modules are cleared before another gate is
passed along the ECL control bus. Second, the busy end delay register has been set
to a microsecond. This means that the busy output isn't dropped until 1 microsecond
after the clear is received. This can be modified, but it is important that the value
is nonzero to help be sure that all modules have properly processed the clear signal
before the busy signal is released.
The CMC203 control register is not overly complicated, but it does have a partic-
ular configuration in this acquisition system. Table E.4 details the setting of control
register 0 as of the writing of this manual.
Table E.4: Bit settings used for setting one of the CMC203 control register. All
inserted headers refer to data word headers insert in the data stream.
Bit
Number(s)
0 or 1 Value Function
0-2 011 3 1M FIFO Mode
3 0 0 REN pass mode
4 1 16 Send clear at end of event
5 1 32
WST detection & deglitch
mode
6 0 0 Busy mode
7 1 128 End busy after clear
8 1 256
Insert gate header in data
stream
9 0 0 Insert request header
10 1 1024 Insert clear header
11 1 2048 Insert gate arrival time
Total Value 3507
E.4.3 Communicating with the Ortec AD114
The Ortec AD114 has many N-A-F's used in this acquisition system. Table E.5 shows
a table of these codes.
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Table E.5: N-A-F's used for communicating with the AD114 via writeInt() in Kmax.
A F Function
0 3 Read low 16-bits of live-time clock
1 3 Read higher 8-bits of live-time clock
0 9 Clear Module
0 12 Reset live-time clock to zero
0 16 Write into the Control Register
0 17 Write LLD value
1 17 Write ULD value
0 26 Enable the ADC
While most of these N-A-F codes are self-explanatory, setting the control register
warrants a more in-depth look. The ADC control register governs how the module
will function. By setting bits appropriately, the control register lets the ADC know
whether it is running in singles or coincidence mode, whether or not to ignore a
local/master gate, whether or not to enable ECL readout, and which suppression
modes should be used. In addition to these, the control register also assigns a virtual
station number (VSN) that is used to identify a particular ADC to the histogramming
memory module. The AD114 manual describes what each bit means in detail, while
Table E.6 shows the settings used in this acquisition system. The first 8 bits all go
to assigning the virtual station number, which can be any integer 0-255. The only
difference between this setting and other AD114's would be the VSN number. Bit 1
corresponds to the least significant bit. The summed value is written to the ADC via
the writeInt() method in Kmax.
It is important to note that the VSN shown in Table E.6 is just an example. The
VSN of all ADC's are automatically assigned based on the module selection boxes in
the CAMAC Configuration tab (see E.5.4.1).
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Table E.6: Bit settings used for setting one of the AD114 control register.
Bit
Number
0 or 1 Value Function
1 1 1 Bit 1 of VSN number
2 0 0 Bit 2 of VSN number
3 0 0 Bit 3 of VSN number
4 0 0 Bit 4 of VSN number
5 0 0 Bit 5 of VSN number
6 0 0 Bit 6 of VSN number
7 0 0 Bit 7 of VSN number
8 0 0 Bit 8 of VSN number
9 0 0 Enable Zero-suppression
10 0 0 Enable ECL Readout
11 0 0 Ensable LOCAL GATE
12 0 0 Enable MASTER GATE
13 0 0 Select Coincidence Mode
14 0 0 Not used





E.4.4 Communicating with the Ortec AD413
The setup for the Ortec AD413 is fairly straightforward and does not involve very
many N-A-F's. Even still, it is important to ensure that the setup has been performed
properly. Table E.7 shows a table of the codes used in communicating with this
module.
As with the AD114 ADC, the setting of the control registers for this module is
particularly important. Control register 1 has a 16-bit format and deals with setting
up the module as a whole while control register 2 is only 5 bits and deals only with
configuring the input gates for each channel. Tables E.8 and E.9 describe the values
and their representation for both control registers 1 and 2 in the AD413 module.
Again, it should be noted that the VSN shown in Table E.8 is just an example. The
VSN of all ADC's are automatically assigned based on the module selection boxes in
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Table E.7: N-A-F's used for communicating with the AD413 via writeInt() in Kmax.
A F Function
0 0 Read Control Register 1
0 1 Read Control Register 2
1 0 Read Channel 1 lower-level discriminator settings
1 1 Read Channel 2 lower-level discriminator settings
1 2 Read Channel 3 lower-level discriminator settings
1 3 Read Channel 4 lower-level discriminator settings
9 0 Clear Module
16 0 Write into Control Register 1
16 1 Write into Control Register 2
17 0 Write Channel 1 lower-level discriminator settings
17 1 Write Channel 2 lower-level discriminator settings
17 2 Write Channel 3 lower-level discriminator settings
17 3 Write Channel 4 lower-level discriminator settings
the CAMAC Configuration tab (see Section E.5.2).
E.4.5 Communicating with the LeCroy 3377 32 Channel TDC
The LeCroy 3377 32-Channel CAMAC TDC is a module that has a very particular
initialization sequence that depends on the mode in which you would like to use
the module. There are programs loaded into and on board EPROM that indicate
whether the module is to be used in common stop (single word - default), common
start (single word), common stop (double word), or common start (double word). As
of the writing of this manual, these programs have not been successfully loaded and,
subsequently, the module has never been used properly. But that will hopefully be
fixed soon. The sequence of N-A-F's that should get the module working properly is
pretty clear from the manual, and are as follows:
1. F30, any subaddress. This selects programming mode and resets the Xilinx
gate array, which is the FPGA that determines the mode of functionality for
the 3377.
2. To select a program mode other than the default (common stop, single word),
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Table E.8: Bit settings used for setting one of the AD413's control register 1.
Bit
Number
0 or 1 Value Function
1 1 1 Bit 1 of VSN number
2 0 0 Bit 2 of VSN number
3 0 0 Bit 3 of VSN number
4 1 8 Bit 4 of VSN number
5 0 0 Bit 5 of VSN number
6 0 0 Bit 6 of VSN number
7 0 0 Bit 7 of VSN number
8 0 0 Bit 8 of VSN number
9 0 0 Enable Zero-suppression
10 0 0 Enable ECL Readout
11 0 0 Not Used
12 0 0 Not Used









Table E.9: Bit settings used for setting one of the AD413's control register 2.
Bit
Number
0 or 1 Value Function
1 1 1 Disable GATE 1
2 1 2 Disable GATE 2
3 1 4 Disable GATE 3
4 1 8 Disable GATE 4
5 0 0 Enable master GATE
Total Value 15
perform an F21, F22, or F23 CAMAC operation (any subaddress). To reselect
common stop, single word, just skip this step.
F21, any subaddress, is the common start, single word program load.
F22, any subaddress, is the common stop, double word program load.
F23, any subaddress, is the common start, double word program load.
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3. F25, any subaddress. This begins the programming of the Xilinx chip using the
selected mode. The claim is that this takes less than 200 ms.
4. Wait for some time greater than 200 ms. The 3377 manual recommends checking
for the Q-bit to be set via an F13 code, but this acquisition system is not set
up to read in Q-bits (which are only used for various checks). A work-around
for this would be to simply wait for a long time (longer than 200 ms). This
wait is what is currently being done in the system.
5. F9, any subaddress. This is required after programming and resets the on
board PAL (programmed array logic device) which allows the Xilinx chip to be
programmed.
After loading the Xilinx gate array and using the F9 command to enable it, the
Xilinx chip should take control of the module and perform as you selected. Fol-
lowing this, there are then up to six control register that must be written, depend-
ing on the selected program load. Table E.10 details the N-A-F's used in initializ-
ing the 3377 TDC. Since the control registers written are dependent on the mode
of operation, it is best to refer to the LeCroy 3377 TDC manual for an explana-
tion on their function. The LeCroy 3377 TDC manual can be downloaded from
http://www.fnal.gov/projects/ckm/jlab/3377man.pdf. That said, comments describ-
ing the function of each line have been provided within the code in the Editor Panel
of the Kmax toolsheet.
Something worth noting is that the Lecroy 3377 TDC can be configured to accept
anywhere from 1 to 16 hits. This means that in whichever mode you are running
the module (common start or common stop), up to 16 times can be recorded based
on a received stop (common start) or start (common stop) by the module for any
given input channel. The number of hits defaults to 16 in this toolsheet, but can be
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Table E.10: N-A-F's used for communicating with the LRS3377 TDC via writeInt()
in Kmax.
A F Function
0 9 Clear all data and LAM
0 17 Write Control register 0
1 17 Write Control register 1
2 17 Write Control register 2
3 17 Write Control register 3
4 17 Write Control register 4 (common start only)
5 17 Write Control register 5 (common start only)
1 24 Disable Acquisition mode
1 26 Enable Acquisition mode
any 30 Begin Reprogramming Sequence
The following commands only valid after F30 and before next F9
any 21 Select EPROM mode 1 (common start, single word)
any 22 Select EPROM mode 2 (common stop, double word)
any 23 Select EPROM mode 3 (common start, double word)
any 25 Begin Xilinx programming sequence
any 9 Clear data buffers, enable Xilinx program
selected on the CAMAC Configuration panel. For more, see Sections E.5.2, E.5.2.2,
and E.5.2.4.
Finally, it should be mentioned that the translation of the data words from this
module assumes that the output is in the double word format. This adds complexity
to the translation, but now that the work has already been done there is not much
reason to ever use single word data output.
E.4.6 Communicating with the LeCroy 2551 12 Channel Scaler
The LRS2551 is a 24-bit scaler with 12 available channels. As of the time of this
writing, all channels are working properly except for channel 6, which double counts.
Additionally, channel 11 gives no output as it has been jumped to give a 48-bit scaler
for channel 10. Thus, channel 11 serves as the most significant 24-bits for the input
in channel 10. If this is changed and you want to use channels 10 and 11 as 24-bit
scalers, some of the code for updating the scalers will need to be reworked (in the
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TranslateEvent() method). In summary, the scaler module functions as described in
Table E.11.
As a quick note, the LRS2551 takes NIM (-800 mV) pulses as input.













11 DO NOT USE
There are only a few N-A-F's issued to the LRS2551 upon initialization. These
are outlined in Table E.12.
Table E.12: N-A-F's used for communicating with the LRS2551 via writeInt() in
Kmax.
A F Function
0 9 Clear all on any A
0 24 Disable LAM
0-11 0 Read Channel Register
E.5 Using the Acquisition System
The acquisition system was designed with ease of use in mind. Reading this section
and/or using the system itself for a short amount of time should be sufficient to learn
most, if not all, of what is needed to take data. This section will address the look
of the system as a whole and then go into depth about the individual parts of the
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system. As a reminder, the toolsheet must be compiled and the GO button must
be clicked before the following usage is applicable. See Section E.2.2 for details on
how to do this.
E.5.1 Overview
The layout of the acquisition system was designed to present a logical flow of in-
formation and settings that are used during data taking. Compared to the singles
acquisition system, there is a bit more to the coincidence acquisition system. Two
screens were no longer enough to fit all of the information required, and so the infor-
mation is on two screens but spread over multiple tabs (see Section E.1.2). As such, a
section will be devoted to describing the functionality and usage of each tab. Screen
shots will be provided and referenced to point out the various features and controls
that exist on the tabs.
E.5.2 CAMAC Configuration
The CAMAC configuration panel is the first panel you should interact with when
starting a new experimental setup. In fact, it is so necessary that, upon compilation of
the toolsheet, the toolsheet has been configured to show this panel after compilation
(though a checkbox in the upper left corner of this panel can prevent this from
happening). This panel, shown in Figures E.5 and E.6, allows the user to select the
ADC's, TDC channels, Scaler channels, and number of hits to be used in the current
experimental setup.
E.5.2.1 Configure CAMAC Crate Module Setup - ADC's
This section of the CAMAC Configuration panel is a series of ten combo boxes that
allow you to select which module you want to use in even numbered slots from slot 4 to
slot 22. The drop box allows you to select None, AD114, or AD413 depending
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Figure E.5: First screen of CAMAC Configuration tab of UK coincidence acquisition
system.
Figure E.6: Second screen of CAMAC Configuration tab of UK coincidence acqui-
sition system.
on which modules you would like to use in the CAMAC crate and in which slots.
The Parameter ID(s) column lists which parameter ID's (in Kmax) correspond to
a particular module. For instance, if you select an AD114 in slot 22, which is the
first slot listed in this section, the data for this module will automatically be assigned
a parameter ID of 1. Thus, any histogram displaying parameter 1 will display this
AD114's data. If an AD413 (4 channel ADC) is chosen to then be in slot 20 (in
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addition to the AD114 in slot 22), it will be assigned parameter ID's 2 through 5.
Parameter 2 will correspond to input channel 1 of this module, parameter 3 to input
channel 2, parameter 4 to input channel 3, and parameter 5 to input channel 4. Thus,
as with the AD114 mentioned above, any histogram displaying any parameter of 2
through 5 will be displaying the data from a channel in this AD413.
For any of the selections made in the combo boxes to take effect, the CAMAC
crate must be initialized. For convenience, an Initialize DAC button has been placed
on this panel that performs exactly the same function as the Initialize DAC button
found on the Control Panel / 2-D Histograms panel (see Sections E.5.4 and E.5.4.1).
E.5.2.2 Configure CAMAC Crate Module Setup - Lecroy 3377 TDC
This section of the the CAMAC Configuration panel is a series of 32 check boxes each
corresponding to a particular input channel in the Lecroy 3377 32-channel TDC. The
channel numbers listed adjacent to the check boxes directly correspond to the channels
in the module itself. As is the case with the ADC setup on the CAMAC Configuration
panel (see E.5.2.1), the Parameter ID will automatically be calculated based on the
input TDC channels being used as well as the number of TDC hits selected (see
E.5.2.4). Additionally, the parameter ID will be dependent on the number of ADC
channels in use, as the TDC will use the first parameter ID available after the ones
in use by the ADC's. For example, if the last parameter ID in use by an ADC is
21, then the first hit of the first channel selected (say, channel 0 for this current
example) in the TDC configuration will have a parameter ID of 22. Then, if 16 hits
were selected, parameter ID's 22 through 37 would be all of the hits for this channel
0, where parameter 22 is hit 1, parameter 23 is hit 2, and so on until parameter 37 is
hit 16.
There will be an additional parameter ID reserved for each TDC channel regardless
of the number of hits defined. This is used for the hit multiplicity plot. Thus, in the
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above example, parameter 38 would be the hit multiplicity for channel 0. This would
then mean that the next available parameter ID would be 39, which will be used
either for the next defined TDC channel or a scaler channel.
A final comment is that the spectra viewed for a given TDC channel on the TDC
Projections panel is actually the sum of all of the individual hits. If you want to view
a single hit spectrum, you will have to right click on the Kmax histogram widget,
select Histogram Properties, then Sorting, and finally inputting the Param Num
for the desired parameter ID that you wish to view. For more information on viewing
TDC spectra, see Section E.5.6.
E.5.2.3 Configure CAMAC Crate Module Setup - Lecroy 2551
This section of the CAMAC Configuration panel is again a series of check boxes and
behaves very similarly to the TDC configuration (see Section E.5.2.2). There are 12
check boxes in total, each corresponding to an input channel in the Lecroy 2551 Scaler,
where the label numbers directly correspond to the numbers on the module. As in
the TDC configuration, the Parameter ID will be configured automatically based on
the check boxes that are selected. The first parameter ID available for scalers will be
the next available number after the last TDC parameter ID in use.
Due to the fact that channel 11 and channel 12 are jumped together to create a
single, 48-bit counter channel, the check box for channel 12 has been disabled and
simply reflects the state of the check box for channel 11. Thus, no input should be
put into channel 12 of the LRS 2551 Scaler.
E.5.2.4 LRS3377 TDC Hits
The Lecroy 3377 32 channel TDC is capable of recording multiple hits in a valid
event. For any given event, up to 16 times (differences) can be read out of the
module. Choosing how many hits to allow must be written to the control register.
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Thus, when you select the desired number of hits from LRS3377 TDC Hits combo
box, the CAMAC crate must be reinitialized in order for this to take effect. This is
par for the course regarding the various CAMAC configuration capabilities outlined
in these sections, but it is worth mentioning again if only to remind the user that the
CAMAC crate must be reinitialized whenever anything on the CAMAC Configuration
panel is changed.
An important note is regarding the modules behavior if it receives more than 16
hits in any single event before the module is read out. I have never seen this happen,
but according to the group at the University of Guelph, this module will overwrite
older entries if it receives more than the preset number of hits. This means that the
data buffer acts like a last in, first out (LIFO) buffer. Thus, in common stop mode,
for example, shorter time differences are given preference. If you are experiencing
extremely high rates in a detector, this may be an issue that arises, so be aware that
this can happen.
E.5.3 Input ParametersHistogram Definitions
Once all CAMAC configuration has been completed in the CAMAC Configuration
panel (see Section E.5.2), the next thing to do is often to set up what you would like
your online display histograms to show. This work is done on the Input Parame-
ters/Histogram Definitions Tab. Figures E.7 and E.8 show the two screens dedicated
to this panel.
E.5.3.1 Histogram Definitions
The histogram definitions are used to assign parameter numbers and labels to par-
ticular histograms for online viewing. The user is given the ability to define 2-D
histograms, 1-D histograms (singles projections), TDC histograms, and scaler strip
charts.
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Figure E.7: First screen of Parameter / Histogram Definitions tab of UK coincidence
acquisition system.
Figure E.8: Second screen of Parameter / Histogram Definitions tab of UK coinci-
dence acquisition system.
E.5.3.2 2-D Histogram Definitions
Defining 2-D histograms requires the user to first click the Add 2-D Histogram but-
ton. This will add a histogram named Histogram 1 that is, by default, defined to
have parameter 1 on the X-axis and parameter 2 on the Y-axis. The name of this
histogram will also appear in each combo box within the 2-D Histogram Display
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Properties pane. The histogram label can be changed by modifying the 2-D His-
togram Name text box. Similarly, different parameters can be selected by modifying
the Parameter 1 (X-axis) and Parameter 2 (Y-axis) text boxes. The event type is
shown to always be 15 and is not able to be changed. This serves as information to
the user as a means of identifying events when doing an oine sort of the event file.
In truth, it is also a relic of a former iteration of the coincidence system that used to
quarantine bad events using a different event type. This problem has been resolved
with a more sophisticated CMC203 FERA Driver memory buffer translation, and so
different event types are not required. Having said that, further development may
find use for different event types and so the code that keeps track of event types
has been left intact. For this system, this code is simply disabled. Once all of the
parameters have been changed to their desired values, simply click Set Parameters
to save these settings.
In addition to defining the above, you can also set energy calibrations on the X-
and Y-axes for 2-D histograms. The calibration is a two-point calibration that is
performed for each axis by inputting two channel numbers and their corresponding
energies into the Channel 1, Channel 2, Energy 1, and Energy 2 text boxes for
the desired axis. Clicking Set/Use Calibration will calculate the coefficients of the
calibration and apply it to the selected 2-D histogram. Changing the calibration is as
simple as changing the channel and energy text boxes and click Set/Use Calibration
again. If you would like to stop using the calibration and instead see the raw channels
instead, click the Don't Use Calibration button.
It should be noted that the 2-D histograms are not technically added to the
toolsheet. In fact, they all are present on the toolsheet at all times, just made
invisible (they can be made visible within the editor tab). It ends up being much
simpler to interact with histograms already present in Kmax than it is to dynamically
add and subtract histograms from the toolsheet (though this can be done and was
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worked with, albeit with great difficulty, and scrapped in an earlier version of the
singles acquisition system). Since all of the histograms must be present at all times,
there exists the possibility to run into large amounts of memory usage for large 2-D
histograms. As such, each 2-D histogram is limited to 1K × 1K channels (which
is still 14 MB per histogram). Thus, each 16K or 8K histogram is appropriately
scaled down when displayed on a 2-D histogram. Due to the large memory usage, the
number of 2-D histograms has been currently limited to 36. This can be changed by
adding more to the toolsheet and supplying references to the histograms within the
code.
E.5.3.3 1-D Histogram (Singles Projections) Definitions
Defining 1-D histograms is very similar to defining 2-D histograms. In fact, the
process is nearly identical except for only having to choose a single parameter to
display on the X-axis and only needing to do an energy calibration for this single
axis. For details on how to do this, see Section E.5.3.2.
All 1-D histograms are displayed on the Singles Projections 1 and Single Pro-
jections 2 panels (see Section E.5.5). Thus, the maximum number of 1-D histograms
is currently limited to 24. To display more, copy all of the widgets on either on
these two panels, change names accordingly, and supply the references in the codes
identically to how they exist for the widgets on these two panels.
E.5.3.4 TDC Histogram Definitions
This section of the Input Parameters/Histogram Definitions panel is where the user
can define features of the online TDC histograms. However, in the current version of
the coincidence data acquisition system, the functionality of defining the histograms
for TDC's is very limited. This limitation is due to the fact that the TDC histograms
available for viewing are automatically set up during a CAMAC crate initialization
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based on the channels selected in the Lecroy 3377 TDC setup section of the CAMAC
Configuration panel (see Sections E.5.2.2, E.5.4.2, E.5.6). As a result, the only things
capable of setting here are the name of the histogram and the calibration.
E.5.3.5 Scaler Channel Display Definitions
Similar to the TDC Histogram Definitions section of the Input Parameters/ His-
togram Definitions panel, the Scaler Channel Display Definitions section offers very
limited capabilities for modifying the look of scaler strip charts. In fact, the only
thing capable of being modified is the label of the strip chart itself. The reason is
again due to the fact that all strip charts are automatically set up during a CAMAC
crate initialization, based on the channels selection in the Lecroy 2551 Scaler section
of the CAMAC Configuration panel (see Sections E.5.2.1, E.5.4.2, and E.5.7).
E.5.3.6 Save/Load Parameters to/from File
The Save Parameters to File and Load Parameters from File buttons exist to give
users an easy way to save the parameter settings and histogram definitions for later
use. Clicking Save Parameters to File will bring up a dialog box asking you to select
a name and location for the parameter file. Once you have selected the name and
location, the contents of the file are automatically written. This file is a simple text
file that lays out many aspects of the data acquisition setup, including parameter
ID's, the number of TDC hits, the number of histograms defined, and all settings and
labels associated with each histogram. Typically, this file is given a .def extension
to indicate its purpose as a definition file.
The Load Parameters from File button is used to select a definitions file and,
using the information located in the file, set all parameters and histograms related
to a particular data acquisition setup. Since information such as parameter ID's and
the number of TDC hits are set up using the .def file, a CAMAC crate initialization
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is required and automatically occurs whenever this button is pressed and a suitable
file is selected.
E.5.4 Control Panel/2-D Histograms
The Control Panel/2-D Histograms tab contains all of the controls needed to initialize
the DAQ, set timer functionality, and begin taking data as well as all 2-D histogram
viewing, fitting, and gate projection capabilities. Figures E.9 and E.10 show the two
screens after the acquisition system has been compiled.
Figure E.9: First screen of Control Panel/2-D Histograms tab of UK coincidence
acquisition system.
E.5.4.1 DAQ Initialization Box
This box contains controls for initializing the CAMAC crate and setting up the man-
ner in which the acquisition system will run.
E.5.4.2 Initialize DAQ
Once the GO button has been pressed to activate the Kmax toolsheet, the CAMAC
crate must be initialized before data can be taken. In order to initialize the CAMAC
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Figure E.10: Second screen of Control Panel/2-D Histograms tab of UK coincidence
acquisition system.
crate, click on the Initialize DAQ button found in the DAQ Initialization box.
Doing this will clear and reset all of the CAMAC modules, setting the proper values
to all control registers and, in the case of the LeCroy 3377 TDC, load in the desired
program that determines how it will function (be it common start or common stop
mode). The only other time you will need to click the Initialize DAQ button is if
you decide to change the number of TDC hits on the Input Parameters/Histogram
Definitions tab (see Section E.5.3). For details on the LeCroy 3377 modes and the
selection of the TDC hits, see Section E.8.2.
E.5.4.3 Update Interval
Clicking the Update Interval button allows you to set, in seconds, how often you
would like the system to update the data. If this timer is turned off, the default
operation is to update whenever the CMC203 1 MWord memory buffer is half full.
In essence, a LAM flag gets set when the memory is half full and the data is read
into the toolsheet the next time the module is polled. This polling time can be set in
the Toolsheet Properties, which can be selected from the drop-down Edit menu
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in Kmax. As of this writing, the default polling time was set to be 60 µs. If the
memory becomes half full before the selected time when clicking Update Interval,
the module will still be immediately read out on the next system poll and the timer
will be reset to zero. This is done to ensure that no data is lost due to a full memory
buffer.
E.5.4.4 Set Preset Interval and Clear Elapse Interval
The other two buttons in the DAQ Initialization box are more or less relics of earlier
iterations of the coincidence acquisition system. The Set Preset Interval does not
actually do anything at the moment. I have left it in there in case someone does ever
get around to allowing for a preset run duration. However, since Kmax event files
automatically open a new file every 40 MB (user adjustable), this feature was never
fully fleshed out. It could be nice to have, especially with the recent addition of the
output of the raw buffer to a file (see Section E.5.4.9). The Clear Elapse Interval
button simply clears the timer that is in the box to the right of it. The timer starts
whenever the Start DAQ button is clicked to start the system and stops when it is
clicked to stop the system. Since start and stop times are now written to the Status
Report widget, this also does not have a hugely significant use. However, it could
be used as a timer while data is currently being taken (for example, to see how many
counts come in 30 seconds) and does not take up much space, so it was left intact.
E.5.4.5 DAQ Control Box
The other set of controls can be found in the DAQ Control box. The controls found




The large red button labelled Start DAQ starts the data acquisition system and
begins data collection in both the CAMAC modules and the toolsheet. While the
system is running, the label on this button switches to Stop DAQ, indicating that
clicking this button will then stop the data acquisition system from collecting data.
Each time this button is clicked, information regarding the start/stop time is sent to
the Status Report text widget. Additionally, when the system is stopped, informa-
tion about module live times and event clear status (see Section E.8.1) is also given
to help the user determine the running conditions.
E.5.4.7 Update All Data and Clear All Data
The two buttons labeled Update All Data and Clear All Data allow the user to
modify the data that is displayed in the histograms. Clicking the Update All Data
button forces the acquisition system to fetch the data stored in the CMC203 FERA
Driver memory buffer and update all histograms with the data. This behaves exactly
the same as it would if the system automatically updated due to reaching the preset
time (set by clicking the Update Interval button) or if the CMC203 memory buffer
was half full, as described above. As is the case with the buffer becoming half full
before the preset time is reached, clicking the Update All Data button will reset
the timer. The Clear All Data button simply clears the data currently visible in
all histograms on the toolsheet. This has no effect on the data being written to files,
and it is purely an online viewing option.
E.5.4.8 New/Close Event File
This button was placed in the most recent version of the data acquisition toolsheet
and should be the way event files are now opened and closed (as opposed to selecting
the File menu and then clicking New Event File within Kmax itself). This button
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has two possible labels; New Event File when there is currently no event file opened,
and Close Event File when there is an event file open. For more on Kmax event
files, see Section E.6.1.
When the button is labeled New Event File, clicking it will open up a dialog box
asking you to select a location and name for the event file. When selecting a location
for an event file, it should be noted that you cannot overwrite an event file with the
acquisition system itself. You therefore must select a name/location of a file that
does not currently exist. Upon selecting a valid file, the event file will be opened for
writing and data will be automatically saved whenever the toolsheet updates its data
from the CAMAC crate (an SRQ() is called). Along with opening a new event file,
this command also automatically creates a .par file that has the same base name as
the event file you just selected. This .par file contains the parameter list used for
this run. For more on the .par file, see Section E.9.
When the button is labeled Close Event File, clicking it will check whether or
not an event file is open and ask you to confirm whether or not you would like to close
the current event file. Doing so will close the event file and set the button's label
back to Open Event File. If you choose not to close the file, the file will remain
open and the button's label will remain unchanged.
E.5.4.9 New/Close Raw Buffer File
The New/Close Raw Buffer File button is a supplementary button to the New/Close
Event File button (see Section E.5.4.8). This button essentially behaves the same
way, only it allows for direct writing of the 1Mword raw memory buffer from the
CMC203 FERA driver module (see Section E.8.1). For more on the raw buffer file,
see Section E.6.2.
An important note is that, currently, a .par file (see Section E.9) is not created
when a raw buffer file is selected from the dialog box. This file is only created when
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an event file is opened using the New/Close Event File button. This file is not
associated with the raw buffer file because, while the parameters are likely to be
sorted in a similar fashion, it does not have to be so. The raw buffer file may be
sorted by the users in any fashion that they prefer, and so the .par file may not be
applicable depending on the sort.
E.5.4.10 Status Report
The Status Report widget contains any information regarding the operation of
the acquisition system as well as the status of the modules and data during the
initialization, start, stop, and update processes. This includes event clear status
and data header counts (see Section E.8.1), AD114 live times, start and stop times,
CAMAC crate initialization status, and any CAMAC module addressing errors. In
order to clear all text in the report, simply click the Clear Report button. If at any
point you want to see the live times of the AD114 modules, you can click the AD114
Live Times button. This does, however, momentarily pause the acquisition system
and is automatically read out whenever the system is stopped, so using this during
an actual experimental run is not recommended. That said, the pause is very short.
The final control near the Status Report widget is the Set Verbose checkbox. This
is present to give more information to the user pertaining to the data stream, but in
doing so the dead time increases. This checkbox should only be selected when there
are issues with the data stream and debugging is necessary. During a real run, this
box should always be unchecked.
E.5.4.11 2-D Histograms
The rest of the widgets on these two screens deal with the display of 2-D histograms.
The displays are color coded so that one display and all buttons related to that display
are colored blue, while the other display and its buttons are all red.
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The combo box that is adjacent to each of the large, 2-D display windows is used
to select which 2-D histogram is currently displayed. Once a histogram is selected, the
2-D display window will update to show the selected histogram's data. Additionally,
all other display windows and buttons of the same color as the 2-D display window
will provide information on this histogram once they are clicked.
The rest of the buttons (except for the projection buttons that will be discussed
later), as well as the text that gets written to the information pane, depend on the
placement of the cursors on the 2-D histogram display window. For a single parameter
histogram, there are only two cursors total in the form of vertical lines. Anything
in between these two lines is considered to be selected by the cursors. For a 2-D
histogram, there are then four cursors; two vertical lines and two horizontal lines.
For this, anything in the box created by these four lines is considered to be selected
by the cursors. It is this selected region that each of the buttons, Get 2D Sum,
Get 2D MIN/MAX, Get 2D Area, Get 2D Centroid, and Get 2D FWHM each
operate on and print their results to the 2-D Information pane.
At this point, it is worth giving a sentence or two about the function of each of
the buttons just listed, though their names are mostly self-explanatory. The Get 2D
Sum button simply does a sum of all of the counts within the box formed by the
four cursors, hereafter referred to as the cursor box. The Get 2D MIN/MAX button
gets the maximum counts and minimum counts within the box, though it does not
give information about which channels this occurs in. The Get 2D Area button
does the same sum that the Get 2D Sum button does, but while also performing
a background subtraction based on the average background within the cursor box.
It should be noted that this background subtraction will not perform correctly when
multiple peaks are within the cursor box, as it determines the largest peak as the
peak and everything else is the background. The Get 2D Centroid does a simple
fit of the 2-D peak within the cursor box and reports the centroid of the fit. As with
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the Get 2D Area button, the Get 2D Centroid button does not work correctly if
there is more than one peak within the cursor box. The Get 2D FWHM button
performs the same fit as the Get 2D Centroid button, only this time reports the
full-width at half maximum of the peak.
Along with viewing the 2-D Histograms, the user is given the ability to project
the data onto either the X- or Y-axis. This is done through the use of a Kmax region.
This region is, by default, placed on the toolsheet. It can be removed, though this is
not recommended. If it is removed, it can also be added back and if this does happen,
the region should be named REGION, for reasons that will be explained soon. This
Kmax region can be moved with any of its vertices, which can be seen by clicking
on the line of the region at any point. By default, a region with six vertices is found
on each 2-D histogram display window. If more vertices are needed, simply remove
this region and add another with more vertices, again naming the region REGION.
Once the region has been moved to the desired location, simply click Project to X
or Project to Y to project the 2-D histogram onto the desired axis and display the
resultant histogram into the projection display histogram of the same color. Doing
this will change the title of the projection display histogram to reflect the histogram
name and the chosen axis of projection.
As previously mentioned, is important to note that for the region used to create the
projection histogram, the only region that will display must have the name REGION
(case sensitive). As of this writing, there is no way to dynamically grab an arbitrarily
named region in Kmax. As such, both projection buttons are coded to project only
the contents in a region that is specifically named REGION.
E.5.5 Singles Projections (1 and 2)
The Singles Projections 1 and Singles Projections 2 tabs show a total of 12 1-
D histograms, with 6 histograms on each screen. Accompanying each histogram is a
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series of buttons. These buttons perform exactly the same functions as those outlined
in E.5.4.11, only for 1-D data. Information related to the output of pressing a button
under a particular histogram can be found in the 1-D Histogram Info on the side
of the same screen on which the button was pressed. Screens 1 and 2 of the Singles
Projection 1 tab are shown in Figures E.11 and E.12.
Figure E.11: First screen of Singles Projections 1 tab of UK coincidence acquisition
system. The Singles Projections 2 tab is identical except for different colors of the
background histograms.
It is important to note that the 24 histograms found on these two tabs are the
only histograms associated with defining 1-D ADC histograms in the 1-D Histogram
(Singles Projections) Definitions (see Section E.5.3.3). In order to define more, the
widgets must be added to the toolsheet and all references must be appropriately
linked. It may seem odd to allow for 40 channels of ADC but only define 24 for
online viewing, but in the end the layout of these histograms was done long before
the system could accommodate as many ADC's/modules in general, as it can now.
E.5.6 TDC Projections
The TDC Projections tab contains the 1-D histogram displays for all TDC channels
defined (see Section E.5.3.4). The histograms available for viewing are automatically
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Figure E.12: Second screen of Singles Projections 1 tab of UK coincidence acquisi-
tion system. The Singles Projections 2 tab is identical except for different colors of
the background histograms.
set up during a CAMAC initialization (see Sections E.5.2, E.5.3, and E.5.3.6) and
correspond to parameters that can be found in the .par file (see Section E.9). The
combo boxes adjacent to each histogram display can be used to select which histogram
is displayed. Figures E.13 and E.14 show the two screens of the TDC Projections
tab.
Figure E.13: First screen of TDC Projections tab of UK coincidence acquisition
system.
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Figure E.14: Second screen of TDC Projections tab of UK coincidence acquisition
system.
The layout and functionality of this tab should be very familiar to anyone who
has used the Kmax-based singles acquisition system in use here at UKAL. This would
be because the majority of the widgets and code for this system was borrowed and
reconfigured from the singles system. As such, detailed explanations of the buttons,
text panes, and histograms on this tab can be found in [92].
The histograms themselves are worth describing. The following sections are de-
voted to explaining the types of TDC histograms produced for online viewing, as well
as a brief description of what is involved in producing them.
E.5.6.1 Summed Hit Spectra
For each channel selected in the Configure CAMAC Crate Module Setup - Lecroy
3377 TDC section of the CAMAC Configuration tab (see Sections E.1.6 and
E.5.3.4), there is a single histogram that contains the sum hits spectrum. This spec-
trum is the summed spectrum for each hit received by the TDC and will thus contain
all time differences across all accepted hits (up to 16, as per the user's definition).
Since this sums a number of Kmax event parameters (see Section E.9), this is not a
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spectrum that is naturally displayed in Kmax. Thus, the spectra you see are summed
in code and then displayed in the histogram widget. As such, these spectra are not
associated with any single parameter and would require a data sort that does the
summing of the hits to view them oine. Examples of summed hits spectra can be
seen in the upper display histograms of Figures E.13 and E.14.
E.5.6.2 Hit Multiplicity Spectra
In addition to the summed hits spectrum for each TDC channel, there is also a hit
multiplicity spectrum for each TDC channel. This derived data is capable of being
sorted into a single Kmax event parameter, so displaying the histogram is simpler
than what was described for the summed hits spectra. The hit multiplicity simply
records the number of TDC hits in each data event and is set up as an additional Kmax
event parameter associated with each defined TDC channel (as can be seen in the
example .par file in Section E.9). This spectrum is then produced by assigning the
number of hits on the X-axis (from 1 to 16) and binning the multiplicity count from
each event into the proper place. Thus, for each TDC channel, the user can visualize
the number of times each number of hits occurs within a run. A hit multiplicity
spectrum can be seen in the lower display histogram in Figure E.14.
E.5.6.3 Hit Pattern Spectrum
Finally, there is a single hit pattern spectrum that is produced for the TDC as a
whole. This spectrum essentially keeps a running sum of the total number of hits in
each TDC channel of the TDC. Each time the data is read from the CMC203, a sum
of the total number of events from each channel of the TDC is kept. A spectrum is
then created by assigning each channel of the TDC to a channel on the X-axis (from
1 to 32) and then binning this total number of hits into the appropriate channel.
The result is a quick look at the number of hits each channel of the TDC is receiving
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compared to another channel. This can be useful information for determining if a
detector is seeing as many counts as expected with respect to another detector, for
example. A hit pattern spectrum can be seen in the lower display histogram in
Figure E.13. In this experiment, no TDC channels were used past channel 16 and so
the higher 16 channels (up to 32) were not displayed.
This spectrum, much like the summed hits spectra, is a form of derived data
that cannot be placed in a single Kmax event parameter. Thus, creating the same
spectrum will require a sort code to calculate the sum total of hits and bin them into
channels in the same fashion as described above.
E.5.7 Scalers
The Scalers tab is where all information related to the LeCroy 2551 12-channel
scaler can be found. Figures E.15 and E.16 show the left and right screens of the
Scalers tab, respectively.
Figure E.15: First screen of Scalers tab of UK coincidence acquisition system.
There are two forms of information related to scaler channels defined to be in
use during a run (see Sections E.1.6 and E.5.3.5). The first is a pane of Kmax label
widgets that each report the value read from the scaler module corresponding to the
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Figure E.16: Second screen of Scalers tab of UK coincidence acquisition system.
adjacent channel name. Any channel that is undefined or has no input will read a
value of zero. This information is updated after each reading of the 1Mword CMC203
memory buffer (each SRQ() call). The upper window in Figure E.15 shows the text
display of the scaler information.
The second form of information can be found in the 3 strip charts provided to
graphically display the scaler values. In order to create strip charts, which require
a valid Kmax parameter number (see more about .par files that list the Kmax
parameter numbers in Section E.9), a single value had to be inserted into the event
stream. Thus, the values of the LRS 2551 Scaler's channels are the first thing read
when the data in the CAMAC crate is read out (recall that the Scaler is not connected
on the FERA chain). These values are then implanted at the end of every data event.
In effect, this means that every event in any one buffer has the same scaler value
attached to it. Thus, every event in the next buffer will include the next scaler
numbers. The important point is that each channel of this strip chart corresponds
to a single event in the memory buffer, so that the width of a particular value of the
scaler displayed in the strip chart corresponds to the number of events in the data
buffer associated with that scaler value when the CAMAC crate was read out.
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Any scaler channel defined can be displayed by selecting the channel's name from
a combo box adjacent to any of the 3 strip chart displays on the Scalers tab. In
addition to the user-defined channels, there is always an extra spectrum that shows in
the scaler strip chart combo boxes. This chart just shows the double data word, 30 bit,
20 ns resolution clock (the resolution is user-defined via a F1-A6 N-A-F command
to the CMC203 with 20 ns being the smallest possible value) that is inserted into
each event by the CMC203 FERA driver. The strip chart of this clock has the same
features as mentioned above.
Another automatically defined strip chart that can be viewed is the live time strip
chart. Currently, the live time is hard coded to be a percentage given by the value
in channel 3 of the scaler divided by the value in channel 4. Thus, the Y-axis of
the strip chart can only vary from 0 to 100. Soon, the channels for this plot will be
user-selectable.
It should be noted that, for every scaler value currently viewed in this version of
the data acquisition system, the scalers are reset to zero after each data readout. This
is because when high rates are allowed, the counters can fill up their maximum values
and begin to overflow rather quickly. To help prevent this, the counters themselves
are set to zero and a running sum is kept of their values.
E.6 Output Data Files
The point of any data acqusition system is to output data in a format that can be
taken away and viewed in some form by users. The UKAL Kmax-based Coincidence
Data Acquisition System is capable of outputting experimental data in two forms;




Kmax event files are a form of data that has already gone through a pre-sort. Event
files can be output in either binary or text format, where the format can be selected
in the Kmax Preferences menu. For more on the particular formats of the event
files, see Section E.6.1.2. For more on the sorting involved in this acquisition system
to create the Kmax event files, see Section E.7.
E.6.1.1 Opening and Closing Event Files
Opening and closing event files has been made as simple as possible. On the Control
Panel/2-D Histograms tab (see Section E.5.4), there is a button that streamlines
the process of opening and closing event files while also giving the acquisition system
information that is used to help the user know whether or not an event file is already
open and insuring they do not overwrite any existing files. For more information on
the function of this button, see Section E.5.4.8.
E.6.1.2 Event File Format
As mentioned previously, the Kmax event file format can have either a text or binary
format. These are outlined in the Kmax online manual included with the software
download [53], but Figures E.17 and E.18 are supplied here for convenience.
E.6.2 Raw Buffer Files
The raw buffer file is a form of output that writes exactly the data words received
from the CMC203 FERA driver to a binary file. Since the contents of the buffer have
not been expanded into full events, the raw buffer file sizes tend to be quite a bit
smaller. Additionally, by taking the raw buffer file, insurance is provided against any
sort of sorting bugs that may occur, as you will always have the true raw data. As
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Figure E.17: Binary format of a Kmax event file. Taken from Kmax online manual
[53].
Figure E.18: Text format of a Kmax event file. Taken from Kmax online manual [53].
such, it is always recommended to take the raw buffer output in addition to the event
file output.
E.6.2.1 Opening and Closing Raw Buffer Files
Opening and closing a raw buffer file has been simplified much in the same way that
opening and closing an event file has been simplified. Simply click the New/Close
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Raw Buffer File button, type in a file name, and all raw buffer data will be written
to this file. For more information on this button, see Section E.5.4.9.
E.6.2.2 Raw Buffer File Format
The raw buffer file is a simple binary file that mostly contains exactly what is found
in the 1Mword memory buffer of the CMC203 FERA driver. The only additional
information found in the file that is not exactly the contents of this buffer is a small,
64-bit header piece and the scaler information, since the scalers are not connected
along the FERA chain. The exact format of what is being inserted into the file can be
found in Table E.13. The contents of Table E.13 are repeated each time the CMC203
is read out.
Table E.13: Organization of raw data buffer output file. The numbers in parentheses
represent the number of bits associated with each datum. Whenever 0x appears, it
represents a number in hexadecimal. It should also be noted that while organization
of the information is spread out over multiple lines in this table, the data in the file
is continuous.
header (64): 0xAFFE (16), number of events (32), 0xAFFE (16)
scalers (# of scaler channels (12) × 64)
event data (# of data words × 16)
An important note is that, in the current version of the acquisition system, the
way the Java code works to create the buffer that is being written to file, it actually
switches the 8 most significant bits (msb) with the 8 least significant bits (lsb). Thus,
0xAFFE actually appears as 0xFEAF where the lower 8 bits (0xFE) are put as the
most significant 8 bits. This occurs for every 16 bits of the file. This is extremely
important when sorting the raw buffer file. You must swap the 8 lsb and 8 msb when
sorting through the raw buffer files. This can be done in just a few lines of code, but
failure to do so will result in data that does not make sense.
One more important note is that the number of events, which is a 32-bit data
word in the raw buffer file header for each event (see Table E.13) is actually split into
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two, 16-bit words before it is inserted in the data file. Thus, it follows the same rules
above, but twice within the same information. For example, if you had a number of
events represented by a 32-bit hexadecimal number of 0x014B0CE3, this would show
up in the raw buffer file as 0x4B01E30C (0x014B becomes 0x4B01 for the first 16 msb
and 0x0CE3 becomes 0xE30C for the 16 lsb). Thus, you would have to reorganize the
bits to recreate the proper number of events. In reality, you would never come across
this large of a number of events (1,258,414,860) since there can be a maximum of
1,000,000 data words in the buffer, but this large number was used just to illustrate
what happens.
E.7 Deciphering the Data Stream
Once the data acquisition system has done the job of acquiring data and writing it to
file, the next important step is putting the data in a form that is usable. To this end,
the user must understand what the data words associated with each module look like.
This section is devoted to conveying how the data words from the various modules
appear in the data stream and the logic behind handling them. It should be noted
that this section is devoted only to what is found within the 1Mword memory buffer
of the CMC203 FERA driver. The extra header and scaler information inserted into
the raw buffer file for each event (see Section E.6.2.2) will not be addressed.
E.7.1 General Format of Data Words
The first thing to know about the data words in the data stream is that each word
consists of 16 bits. This means that, in hexadecimal, each data word will contain 4
hexadecimal digits. Thus, a valid hexadecimal data word in the data stream will look
something like 0xA45B, for example (recall that hexadecimal digits are 0 through 9,
and A through F where A = 10, B = 11, ..., and F = 15).
Before listing the generalities of the data words, we should make a distinction
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between two forms of data words; header words and data words. When we refer
to header words, we are referring to words in the data stream that identify modules.
These are inserted into the data stream because we run using zero-suppression, mean-
ing a module does not give any data words if it received no input during an event.
This drastically helps to reduce the size of data files for large parameter systems. A
header word will contain information about which module it is and, depending on
the module itself, how many following words to expect that represent the data. This
brings us to data words, which are the digitized output corresponding to the module
inputs. Thus, the entire data stream can be broken down into header words that
identify a module and the subsequent data words that represent the digitized module
input. Except for header words inserted by the CMC203 (see Section E.7.2), the data
stream will always start with a header word immediately followed by the data words
associated with the header word. Any deviation in this pattern is due to disruptions
or timing issues along the FERA chain and, as such, are considered invalid events.
The first generality for words in the data stream is that all header words and
data words can be differentiated by the most significant bit in each 16-bit word. For
header words, this msb will always be set to 1, while for data words it will always
be set to 0. Thus, all header words will have a value greater than or equal to 0x8000
(which is 0b1000000000000000 in binary) and all data words will have a value less
than or equal to 0x7FFF. While this is not enough information in and of itself to
differentiate between the different header words, it is vital for identifying whether the
word we are looking at is a header word or data word.
The next generality for words in the data stream is that for every header word, the
8 lsb are used for the VSN, or the Virtual Station Number. This number is unique
to each module and is used to identify which module a header word is associated
with. In this way, you can know exactly which module the subsequent data word
came from. In the cases where the modules are always present in a particular slot
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(the CMC203 FERA Driver and the LRS 3377 TDC), these numbers are hard-coded
in the data acquisition system. For the ADC's, since you can select which ADC you
would like in which slot, the VSN's are a bit more dynamic. The assignment of VSN's
will be detailed for each module in the following sections.
E.7.2 CMC203 FERA Driver Data Word Format
The CMC203 FERA Driver is one of the modules with a hard-coded VSN. The VSN
assigned to the CMC203 is 0xDD, or 221 in base 10 digits. As such, it is sufficient
to identify this VSN to know the subsequent data is coming from this module. This
CMC203 has been configured to place several pieces of information at the beginning
and end of each event in the data stream. These extra data words are a gate header
word (where the gate refers to the input trigger gate from the electronics crate into
the CMC203), two data words that indicate the arrival time of the gate, and a clear
header word that indicates when a clear has been passed and an event is completed.
The gate header word should be the very first word and indicates the beginning of
an event, while the clear header word should be the very last word and indicates the
end of an event (which should then be immediately followed by a gate header if there
is another event). The clear header indicates whether the clear was a good clear at
the end of an event or a clear issued because of some sort of timeout. Clears issued
due to timeouts are detailed in Section E.7.6.
A valid CMC203 gate header word will have the 8 msb set to 0xC0. Coupled
with the VSN of 0xDD for the 8 lsb, the gate header word is uniquely identified
as 0xC0DD. Anytime this word is found in the data stream, it indicates that the
CMC203 is sending a gate header word and that event data should follow. Since the
CMC203 has been configured to also send two data words identifying the gate arrival
time, these two data words should immediately follow the gate header word. These
two 16-bit words have the msb set to 0, while the subsequent 15 bits are the data such
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that the two data words combined give one 30-bit word that gives the time in units
of resolution defined by a user in the CMC203 control register (see Section E.4.2, the
default is 20 ns lsb). The 15 bits from the first word represent the 15 msb while the
15 bits from the second word represent the 15 lsb.
Finally, the clear header word will have the 8 msb set to 0xF0. Again, coupled
with the VSN of 0xDD and the clear header word is uniquely identified as 0xF0DD.
Anytime this word is found in the data stream, it indicates that a clear has been
sent from the CMC203 to all modules along the FERA chain, thus ending the event.
All other header and data words should be in between the gate header word and the
clear header words. Table E.14 summarizes the words generated by this module.
Table E.14: Header and data words produced by the CMC203 FERA Driver.
Word hex 1 hex 2 hex 3 hex 4
Gate Header C 0 D D
Gate Arrival Time (2 words) 0 - 7 0 - F 0 - F 0 - F
Clear Header F 0 D D
E.7.3 Ortec AD114 ADC Data Word Format
The Ortec AD114 has the simplest data word format of any module used in this data
acquisition system. However, it isn't completely simple due to the fact that flexibility
as to which CAMAC crate slot this module or AD413s could go in complicates it a
bit. As such, the exact look of the VSNs for these modules (as well as for the AD413)
can vary from setup to setup. The VSN for an AD114 can be any number from 1 to
37, depending on the arrangement of modules. For more on the VSN assignments,
see Section E.9.
The header words associated with this module all have the msb set to 1, with
all other bits in the 8 msb set to 0. Thus, in hex, the highest 4 bits will be set to
0x8. Since the VSN can be variable, a list of all AD114 VSNs is kept as you define
them in the CAMAC Configuration tab (see Section E.5.2). Thus, this list is used
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when identifying which type of ADC a module VSN is associated with in the data
translation when viewing a header word in the data stream. Whenever you encounter
0x8 for the 4 msb, you must look at the 8 lsb and use these to check against the list
of AD114 VSNs. This is because 0x8 for the 4 msb is not unique to just the AD114,
as an AD413 could also have 0x8 as the 4 msb of its header word (see Section E.7.4).
After identifying the header word for this module, the data word is simply a single
16-bit word, where the 14 lsb comprise the datum from this event for the particular
AD114 module.
E.7.4 Ortec AD413 ADC Data Word Format
The Ortec AD413 has, perhaps unsurprisingly, a very similar format to its data words
as that of the AD114. The major difference lies in the fact that this channel has up
to 4 channels of input. As mentioned in Section E.7.3, 0x8 is a valid 4 msb for a
header word associated with this module as well. This is in part due to the fact that
all header words have the msb set to 1. For the next 2 msb, the AD413 header word
sees these bits set to 0. The next 2 msb (bits 12 and 13) are the bits where the AD413
departs from the AD114. These 2 bits indicate the number of channels present in the
current event and thus indicate how many data words are to follow. These values
are 1 (0b01) for a single data word (indicating one channel received input during the
event), 2 (0b10) for two data words, 3 (0b11) for three data words, and 0 (0b00) for
four data words. The final two bits in the 8 msb are set to 0, meaning valid header
words associated with the AD413 can have the 8 msb set as 0x88 (1 data word),
0x90 (2 data words), 0x98 (3 data words), and 0x80 (4 data words). Within the
translation, only the 4 msb are used to identify an AD413, since 0x8 can only be an
AD114 or an AD413, while an 0x9 can only be an AD413.
As with the AD114 VSNs (see Section E.7.3), a list of all defined AD413 VSNs
is created based on the modules selected in the CAMAC Configuration tab (see
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Section E.5.2). This list must be checked against the 8 lsb of the AD413 header word
to identify exactly which module is sending data in any particular event in the data
stream.
The data words coming from the AD413 are just slightly more complex than the
data words from the AD114. As mentioned above, the number of data words from
a particular module is identified by bits 12 and 13 in the header word. Using that
information, we loop through the appropriate number of data words. The data words
from the AD413 contain 13 bits of pulse height information that correspond to the
input of the various channels of the module. These 13 bits are the 13 lsb of each data
word. As with all data words, the msb is set to 0 (bit 16). The next 2 msb (bits 14
and 15) contain information that identifies which channel the data is coming from.
For these two bits, a value of 0 (0b00) indicates channel 1, 1 (0b01) indicates channel
2, 2 (0b10) indicates channel 3, and 3 (0b11) indicates channel 4.
E.7.5 LeCroy 3377 TDC Data Word Format
The LeCroy 3377 TDC is by far the most complicated module implemented in this
data acquisition system as far as data word formats are concerned. One culprit of
this complexity is what is referred to as a modulo 8 serial number. This number
is meant to allow you to synchronize multiple 3377 TDC modules, but since we do
not do that, it just complicates things. As with any header, the msb is set to 1. By
default, the next msb is also set to one for the LRS 3377 TDC. Then, the modulo
8 serial number occupies the next 3 bits. This 3-bit counter increments every single
event, wrapping back to a value of 0 every 8 events (hence, the modulo 8 reference in
the manual). When the serial number is 0, these 3 bits are all 0 and the 8 msb would
appear as 0xC0 (where the 3 bits not mentioned are all set to 0 in this module). In
binary, this is written as 0b11000000, which is exactly what was described above. On
the next event, the serial number will increment to 1, which in binary is 0b001. Thus,
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the 8 msb would now be 0xC8 or 0b11001000. The next event, we would have a serial
number of 2 and thus 0xD0 for the 8 msb. It continues on like this, where for the 8
msb of the header word we could also have 0xD8, 0xE0, 0xE8, 0xF0, and 0xF8.
By only including a single LRS 3377 TDC in the system, one area of simplicity is
that there can only be a single VSN associated with the module. However, even that
did not end up as easy as it should have been (see Section E.11.1.2). Through a bit
of testing, we found that 0x6F was a good VSN to use for this module. This means
that, in total, there are 8 valid header words for this module. They are: 0xC06F,
0xC86F, 0xD06F, 0xD86F, 0xE06F, 0xE86F, 0xF06F, and 0xF86F.
Unfortunately, the LRS 3377 TDC does not give information about how many
data words to expect. Thus you must loop over the data words until the next time
you see the msb set to 1, indicating what is hopefully the CMC203 clear header (see
Section E.7.2) since the TDC is the last module in the FERA chain. The TDC is
configured to output its data in a double data word format (see Section E.4.5). As
usual, the msb for each of these data words is set to 0. The next 5 msb (bits 10 to
14) of each data word are used to identify the channel number of the TDC, where 0
(0b00000) represents channel 0 and 31 (0b11111) represents channel 31. Since there
are 32 channels, a 5 bit number is exactly what is needed to uniquely identify each
channel (25 = 32). Much like for the ADC's (see Sections E.7.3 and E.7.4), a list of
the TDC VSNs is kept based on the TDC channels selected for use on the CAMAC
Configuration tab (see Section E.5.2). This is because the TDC will send data words
for any input channel that receives signals during an event. Thus, the channel list is
kept to be able to check against the channel number in the data word so that we can
know where to place the data in the Kmax event. Another good check is to see that
both data words do indeed have the same channel number since the TDC reports in
a double data word format. Bit 9 is yet another check for both of the data words.
This bit indicates whether the 8 bits of data related to the input signals in each data
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word (for a total of 16 bits) are the 8 msb or 8 lsb. If bit 9 is set to 1, the data are the
8 msb and if bit 9 is set to 0, the data are the 8 lsb. By default, the first data word
encountered for each channel should have bit 9 set to 1 and the second data word
encountered should have bit 9 set to 0. After all of the checks, the data related to the
input signal should be pulled from the 8 lsb of each data word and then combined
to form a 16 bit data word that will be assigned to the appropriate parameter in the
Kmax event.
One last thing that should be noted is that, due to the multi-hit capabilities, each
channel of the TDC can output multiple pairs of data words. Thus, care must be
taken to make sure these end up exactly where they need to go in the Kmax events
or whichever event structure you are sorting.
E.7.6 Error Handling
Error handling is a very big consideration when attempting to decipher the data
stream. As much as we would like the data stream to not have any errors, it just
does not happen that way. Perhaps the largest concern for handling errors in the data
stream are dropped or out of place data words. These refer to data words that are
either completely missing or in the wrong place in the data stream. An example of a
dropped data word would be seeing a header from one ADC followed immediately by
a header from another ADC without ever seeing the data word associated with the
first header word. An example of an out of place data word would be expecting four
data words from an AD413 but finding three data words from the AD413, a header
word from another ADC, and then seeing the fourth data word from the AD413 before
the data word of the AD114 (this can be especially hard to diagnose). It should be
noted that while terminology has outlined all of the above for data words, the same
issues can plague header words, as we are really referring to any word in the data
stream. While the details of handling any error case are a bit too in depth to outline
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here, we have done our best to think of all of the possible errors and included this
into the data translation code in the acquisition system itself. Our error handling
may not be exhaustive though, so any translation behavior that cannot be explained
under normal behavior of the CAMAC modules should begin a search through the
various error handling cases to check if something was overlooked.
There are a few header words that immediately indicate a need for error handling.
These headers all come from the CMC203 FERA driver's clear header word. These er-
ror clear headers indicate a gate timeout (0xF3DD) and an event timeout (0xF4DD).
These timeouts are described in Section E.8.1. Whenever an error occurs, be it a
timeout or an error such as those described above, there is a HandleError() method
in the code that will try to find the next valid gate header from the CMC203, ignor-
ing all words and events, including the event with the error, until the valid header is
found. It will then return the index of the valid header and resume translating the
rest of the data buffer until it reaches the end or the buffer or encounters another
error.
E.7.7 Logical Flow
To summarize all of the above in a picture, Figure E.19 is a diagram view of the
logical flow when translating the data stream.
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Figure E.19: Logic used to translate the raw event buffer into an event stream within
Kmax.
E.8 Module Details
E.8.1 CMC203 FERA Driver
This section is devoted to filling in gaps about the CMC203 FERA Driver that were
not covered elsewhere in the manual. Primarily, this section will supply information
based on timings of the hand-shaking process that occurs along the FERA chain.
For a valid clear, a gate must be received into the CMC203 that then is passed
to the other modules along the FERA chain to analyze their signal inputs. Once
they have completed the analysis of their input, they set the request line to high,
indicating that they are ready to be read out. The FERA driver acknowledges this
by sending a signal to a single module at a time (REO) telling the module to read
out its data to the FERA driver. A hand shaking of write strobes and acknowledges
(WST and WAK) between the modules and FERA drivers occurs to transfer the data
to the FERA driver. Once this is completed and all data is read to the FERA driver,
a pass signal is sent from the module to the driver which then sends the REO to the
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next module that has its Request set to high and begins the process again. Once all
modules have been read out, a clear is sent to all modules informing them to wait
for the next gate signal. Figure E.20 displays the above operation. The diagram was
taken from the CMC203 manual [93].
Figure E.20: Signal timings to and from the CMC203 during normal operation.
Names italicized correspond to signals from the FERA modules to the FERA driver.
Non-italicized names are signals from the FERA driver to the FERA module. Taken
from CMC203 manual [93].
One deviation from the normal operation described above is when there is a gate
but no FERA modules ever request read out. This is known as a gate timeout and
is shown in figure E.21, which is again borrowed from the CMC203 Manual [93].
This appears in the data stream as an 0xF3DD clear header from the CMC203 (see
Sections E.7.2 and E.7.6). The gate timeout time can be set in the CMC203 control
register (see Section E.4.2).
Another deviation from normal operation occurs when an event starts, some mod-
ules may be read out, but for some reason the event never finishes and a clear is never
issued to the modules before the event timeout duration occurs (see Section E.4.2).
Figure E.22 shows a timing diagram from an event timeout and once again is taken
from the CMC203 manual [93]. In the data stream, an event timeout shows itself as
a clear header word of 0xF4DD (see Sections
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Figure E.21: Signal timings to and from the CMC203 during a gate timeout. Names
italicized correspond to signals from the FERA modules to the FERA driver. Non-
italicized names are signals from the FERA driver to the FERA module. Taken from
CMC203 manual [93].
Figure E.22: Signal timings to and from the CMC203 during an event timeout. Names
italicized correspond to signals from the FERA modules to the FERA driver. Non-
italicized names are signals from the FERA driver to the FERA module. Taken from
CMC203 manual [93].
E.8.2 LeCroy 3377 32 Channel TDC
This section is meant to summarize some characteristics of the LeCroy 3377 TDC.
The first point is explaining the difference between common start and common stop.
The first thing to note is that the common input to this module is issued along the
GATE input, which are the same two pins that the FERA Driver sends out its gate
along the ECL Control Bus. In common stop mode, an individual channels input
starts the timer and the stop is this GATE input. In general, this makes the most
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sense when using a pulsed beam as we do at UKAL, as stopping with the beam pulse
and vetoing all other pulses means that you send only a single stop pulse for each
event. Common start mode starts the clock based on input into the GATE input
and stops the timer based on the input into each channel. This mode is good for
using the gate that you input into the FERA driver to start the TDC timer.
When running in common stop mode, since we do not want to use the same gate
we input into the FERA driver, a special ECL Control Bus ribbon cable must be
used. This ribbon cable should have a connector where the 2 pins for the GATE
signals are removed from the connector and are instead replaced by a twisted pair
cable that can then be connected to a NIM to ECL converter module. This will allow
us to use a vetoed beam pulse as the gate signal. Care must be taken to ensure that
the timing of this stop is correct, as it appears that as soon as the TDC has data to
give, it sends it to the FERA driver whether it was time for it to do so or not. This
timing appears to be best within a few microseconds of the end of the gate (or before
the clear is sent).
The last point worth mentioning is the fact that this TDC is capable of accepting
multiple hits per input channel. This has been referred to several times (see Sections
E.5.2.4 and E.5.6), but it is worth mentioning one more time. You can select up to
16 hits for each channel, such that each hit will report its data to the FERA driver.
This means any channel is capable of sending 32 data words each event. The multihit
capabilities exhibit preference to later events, meaning that later hits will overwrite
earlier hits if you have more than 16 hits (or the maximum number of hits selected) in
a given event. Thus, this means that shorter time differences will receive preference.
E.9 .par File
The .par file is a list of the parameter numbers associated with input as defined during
a CAMAC initialization (see Sections E.5.2, E.5.3, and E.5.3.6). The parameter
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numbers correspond to the column number of data found in a Kmax .evnt file (see
Section E.6.1.2). Thus, the information becomes critical to identifying which column
of data is associated with which parameter in the experiment. The following shows an
example parameter file used in the Guelph (3He, n) experiment performed at UKAL
in December, 2013.
Number of parameters = 195
Parameter (Column) 0 = AD114 # 1 in slot # 22
Parameter (Column) 1 = AD114 # 2 in slot # 20
Parameter (Column) 2 = AD114 # 3 in slot # 18
Parameter (Column) 3 = AD114 # 4 in slot # 16
Parameter (Column) 4 = AD114 # 5 in slot # 14
Parameter (Column) 5 = AD413 # 1 (channel 1) in slot # 10
Parameter (Column) 6 = AD413 # 1 (channel 2) in slot # 10
Parameter (Column) 7 = AD413 # 1 (channel 3) in slot # 10
Parameter (Column) 8 = AD413 # 1 (channel 4) in slot # 10
Parameter (Column) 9 = AD413 # 2 (channel 1) in slot # 8
Parameter (Column) 10 = AD413 # 2 (channel 2) in slot # 8
Parameter (Column) 11 = AD413 # 2 (channel 3) in slot # 8
Parameter (Column) 12 = AD413 # 2 (channel 4) in slot # 8
Parameter (Column) 13 = AD413 # 3 (channel 1) in slot # 6
Parameter (Column) 14 = AD413 # 3 (channel 2) in slot # 6
Parameter (Column) 15 = AD413 # 3 (channel 3) in slot # 6
Parameter (Column) 16 = AD413 # 3 (channel 4) in slot # 6
Parameter (Column) 17 = AD413 # 4 (channel 1) in slot # 4
Parameter (Column) 18 = AD413 # 4 (channel 2) in slot # 4
Parameter (Column) 19 = AD413 # 4 (channel 3) in slot # 4
Parameter (Column) 20 = AD413 # 4 (channel 4) in slot # 4
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Parameter (Column) 21 = TDC Channel 0 Hit # 0
Parameter (Column) 22 = TDC Channel 0 Hit # 1
Parameter (Column) 23 = TDC Channel 0 Hit # 2
Parameter (Column) 24 = TDC Channel 0 Hit # 3
Parameter (Column) 25 = TDC Channel 0 Hit # 4
Parameter (Column) 26 = TDC Channel 0 Hit # 5
Parameter (Column) 27 = TDC Channel 0 Hit # 6
Parameter (Column) 28 = TDC Channel 0 Hit # 7
Parameter (Column) 29 = TDC Channel 0 Hit # 8
Parameter (Column) 30 = TDC Channel 0 Hit # 9
Parameter (Column) 31 = TDC Channel 0 Hit # 10
Parameter (Column) 32 = TDC Channel 0 Hit # 11
Parameter (Column) 33 = TDC Channel 0 Hit # 12
Parameter (Column) 34 = TDC Channel 0 Hit # 13
Parameter (Column) 35 = TDC Channel 0 Hit # 14
Parameter (Column) 36 = TDC Channel 0 Hit # 15
Parameter (Column) 37 = TDC Channel 0 Hit Multiplicity
Parameter (Column) 38 = TDC Channel 1 Hit # 0
Parameter (Column) 39 = TDC Channel 1 Hit # 1
Parameter (Column) 40 = TDC Channel 1 Hit # 2
Parameter (Column) 41 = TDC Channel 1 Hit # 3
Parameter (Column) 42 = TDC Channel 1 Hit # 4
Parameter (Column) 43 = TDC Channel 1 Hit # 5
Parameter (Column) 44 = TDC Channel 1 Hit # 6
Parameter (Column) 45 = TDC Channel 1 Hit # 7
Parameter (Column) 46 = TDC Channel 1 Hit # 8
Parameter (Column) 47 = TDC Channel 1 Hit # 9
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Parameter (Column) 48 = TDC Channel 1 Hit # 10
Parameter (Column) 49 = TDC Channel 1 Hit # 11
Parameter (Column) 50 = TDC Channel 1 Hit # 12
Parameter (Column) 51 = TDC Channel 1 Hit # 13
Parameter (Column) 52 = TDC Channel 1 Hit # 14
Parameter (Column) 53 = TDC Channel 1 Hit # 15
Parameter (Column) 54 = TDC Channel 1 Hit Multiplicity
Parameter (Column) 55 = TDC Channel 2 Hit # 0
Parameter (Column) 56 = TDC Channel 2 Hit # 1
Parameter (Column) 57 = TDC Channel 2 Hit # 2
Parameter (Column) 58 = TDC Channel 2 Hit # 3
Parameter (Column) 59 = TDC Channel 2 Hit # 4
Parameter (Column) 60 = TDC Channel 2 Hit # 5
Parameter (Column) 61 = TDC Channel 2 Hit # 6
Parameter (Column) 62 = TDC Channel 2 Hit # 7
Parameter (Column) 63 = TDC Channel 2 Hit # 8
Parameter (Column) 64 = TDC Channel 2 Hit # 9
Parameter (Column) 65 = TDC Channel 2 Hit # 10
Parameter (Column) 66 = TDC Channel 2 Hit # 11
Parameter (Column) 67 = TDC Channel 2 Hit # 12
Parameter (Column) 68 = TDC Channel 2 Hit # 13
Parameter (Column) 69 = TDC Channel 2 Hit # 14
Parameter (Column) 70 = TDC Channel 2 Hit # 15
Parameter (Column) 71 = TDC Channel 2 Hit Multiplicity
Parameter (Column) 72 = TDC Channel 3 Hit # 0
Parameter (Column) 73 = TDC Channel 3 Hit # 1
Parameter (Column) 74 = TDC Channel 3 Hit # 2
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Parameter (Column) 75 = TDC Channel 3 Hit # 3
Parameter (Column) 76 = TDC Channel 3 Hit # 4
Parameter (Column) 77 = TDC Channel 3 Hit # 5
Parameter (Column) 78 = TDC Channel 3 Hit # 6
Parameter (Column) 79 = TDC Channel 3 Hit # 7
Parameter (Column) 80 = TDC Channel 3 Hit # 8
Parameter (Column) 81 = TDC Channel 3 Hit # 9
Parameter (Column) 82 = TDC Channel 3 Hit # 10
Parameter (Column) 83 = TDC Channel 3 Hit # 11
Parameter (Column) 84 = TDC Channel 3 Hit # 12
Parameter (Column) 85 = TDC Channel 3 Hit # 13
Parameter (Column) 86 = TDC Channel 3 Hit # 14
Parameter (Column) 87 = TDC Channel 3 Hit # 15
Parameter (Column) 88 = TDC Channel 3 Hit Multiplicity
Parameter (Column) 89 = TDC Channel 4 Hit # 0
Parameter (Column) 90 = TDC Channel 4 Hit # 1
Parameter (Column) 91 = TDC Channel 4 Hit # 2
Parameter (Column) 92 = TDC Channel 4 Hit # 3
Parameter (Column) 93 = TDC Channel 4 Hit # 4
Parameter (Column) 94 = TDC Channel 4 Hit # 5
Parameter (Column) 95 = TDC Channel 4 Hit # 6
Parameter (Column) 96 = TDC Channel 4 Hit # 7
Parameter (Column) 97 = TDC Channel 4 Hit # 8
Parameter (Column) 98 = TDC Channel 4 Hit # 9
Parameter (Column) 99 = TDC Channel 4 Hit # 10
Parameter (Column) 100 = TDC Channel 4 Hit # 11
Parameter (Column) 101 = TDC Channel 4 Hit # 12
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Parameter (Column) 102 = TDC Channel 4 Hit # 13
Parameter (Column) 103 = TDC Channel 4 Hit # 14
Parameter (Column) 104 = TDC Channel 4 Hit # 15
Parameter (Column) 105 = TDC Channel 4 Hit Multiplicity
Parameter (Column) 106 = TDC Channel 5 Hit # 0
Parameter (Column) 107 = TDC Channel 5 Hit # 1
Parameter (Column) 108 = TDC Channel 5 Hit # 2
Parameter (Column) 109 = TDC Channel 5 Hit # 3
Parameter (Column) 110 = TDC Channel 5 Hit # 4
Parameter (Column) 111 = TDC Channel 5 Hit # 5
Parameter (Column) 112 = TDC Channel 5 Hit # 6
Parameter (Column) 113 = TDC Channel 5 Hit # 7
Parameter (Column) 114 = TDC Channel 5 Hit # 8
Parameter (Column) 115 = TDC Channel 5 Hit # 9
Parameter (Column) 116 = TDC Channel 5 Hit # 10
Parameter (Column) 117 = TDC Channel 5 Hit # 11
Parameter (Column) 118 = TDC Channel 5 Hit # 12
Parameter (Column) 119 = TDC Channel 5 Hit # 13
Parameter (Column) 120 = TDC Channel 5 Hit # 14
Parameter (Column) 121 = TDC Channel 5 Hit # 15
Parameter (Column) 122 = TDC Channel 5 Hit Multiplicity
Parameter (Column) 123 = TDC Channel 6 Hit # 0
Parameter (Column) 124 = TDC Channel 6 Hit # 1
Parameter (Column) 125 = TDC Channel 6 Hit # 2
Parameter (Column) 126 = TDC Channel 6 Hit # 3
Parameter (Column) 127 = TDC Channel 6 Hit # 4
Parameter (Column) 128 = TDC Channel 6 Hit # 5
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Parameter (Column) 129 = TDC Channel 6 Hit # 6
Parameter (Column) 130 = TDC Channel 6 Hit # 7
Parameter (Column) 131 = TDC Channel 6 Hit # 8
Parameter (Column) 132 = TDC Channel 6 Hit # 9
Parameter (Column) 133 = TDC Channel 6 Hit # 10
Parameter (Column) 134 = TDC Channel 6 Hit # 11
Parameter (Column) 135 = TDC Channel 6 Hit # 12
Parameter (Column) 136 = TDC Channel 6 Hit # 13
Parameter (Column) 137 = TDC Channel 6 Hit # 14
Parameter (Column) 138 = TDC Channel 6 Hit # 15
Parameter (Column) 139 = TDC Channel 6 Hit Multiplicity
Parameter (Column) 140 = TDC Channel 7 Hit # 0
Parameter (Column) 141 = TDC Channel 7 Hit # 1
Parameter (Column) 142 = TDC Channel 7 Hit # 2
Parameter (Column) 143 = TDC Channel 7 Hit # 3
Parameter (Column) 144 = TDC Channel 7 Hit # 4
Parameter (Column) 145 = TDC Channel 7 Hit # 5
Parameter (Column) 146 = TDC Channel 7 Hit # 6
Parameter (Column) 147 = TDC Channel 7 Hit # 7
Parameter (Column) 148 = TDC Channel 7 Hit # 8
Parameter (Column) 149 = TDC Channel 7 Hit # 9
Parameter (Column) 150 = TDC Channel 7 Hit # 10
Parameter (Column) 151 = TDC Channel 7 Hit # 11
Parameter (Column) 152 = TDC Channel 7 Hit # 12
Parameter (Column) 153 = TDC Channel 7 Hit # 13
Parameter (Column) 154 = TDC Channel 7 Hit # 14
Parameter (Column) 155 = TDC Channel 7 Hit # 15
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Parameter (Column) 156 = TDC Channel 7 Hit Multiplicity
Parameter (Column) 157 = TDC Channel 9 Hit # 0
Parameter (Column) 158 = TDC Channel 9 Hit # 1
Parameter (Column) 159 = TDC Channel 9 Hit # 2
Parameter (Column) 160 = TDC Channel 9 Hit # 3
Parameter (Column) 161 = TDC Channel 9 Hit # 4
Parameter (Column) 162 = TDC Channel 9 Hit # 5
Parameter (Column) 163 = TDC Channel 9 Hit # 6
Parameter (Column) 164 = TDC Channel 9 Hit # 7
Parameter (Column) 165 = TDC Channel 9 Hit # 8
Parameter (Column) 166 = TDC Channel 9 Hit # 9
Parameter (Column) 167 = TDC Channel 9 Hit # 10
Parameter (Column) 168 = TDC Channel 9 Hit # 11
Parameter (Column) 169 = TDC Channel 9 Hit # 12
Parameter (Column) 170 = TDC Channel 9 Hit # 13
Parameter (Column) 171 = TDC Channel 9 Hit # 14
Parameter (Column) 172 = TDC Channel 9 Hit # 15
Parameter (Column) 173 = TDC Channel 9 Hit Multiplicity
Parameter (Column) 174 = TDC Channel 10 Hit # 0
Parameter (Column) 175 = TDC Channel 10 Hit # 1
Parameter (Column) 176 = TDC Channel 10 Hit # 2
Parameter (Column) 177 = TDC Channel 10 Hit # 3
Parameter (Column) 178 = TDC Channel 10 Hit # 4
Parameter (Column) 179 = TDC Channel 10 Hit # 5
Parameter (Column) 180 = TDC Channel 10 Hit # 6
Parameter (Column) 181 = TDC Channel 10 Hit # 7
Parameter (Column) 182 = TDC Channel 10 Hit # 8
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Parameter (Column) 183 = TDC Channel 10 Hit # 9
Parameter (Column) 184 = TDC Channel 10 Hit # 10
Parameter (Column) 185 = TDC Channel 10 Hit # 11
Parameter (Column) 186 = TDC Channel 10 Hit # 12
Parameter (Column) 187 = TDC Channel 10 Hit # 13
Parameter (Column) 188 = TDC Channel 10 Hit # 14
Parameter (Column) 189 = TDC Channel 10 Hit # 15
Parameter (Column) 190 = TDC Channel 10 Hit Multiplicity
Parameter (Column) 191 = Scaler Channel 0
Parameter (Column) 192 = Scaler Channel 1
Parameter (Column) 193 = Scaler Channel 2
Parameter (Column) 194 = Scaler Channel 3
An important note about the .par file regarding the ADC's is that the param-
eter number corresponds to the VSN associated with that particular module. For
AD114's, the parameter number plus one (n + 1) is exactly the VSN. For AD413's,
the parameter number for channel 0 plus one (n + 1) is the VSN. Table E.15 shows
what the VSNs for the first few ADCs in the .par shown above would be.
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Table E.15: VSN assignments for the first few ADCs in the above .par file. The VSN
refers to the module itself, not a particular channel of the module.
par # module VSN
0 AD114 #1 in slot 22 1
1 AD114 #2 in slot 20 2
2 AD114 #3 in slot 18 3
3 AD114 #4 in slot 16 4
4 AD114 #5 in slot 14 5
5 AD413 #1 (ch. 1) in slot 10 6
6 AD413 #1 (ch. 2) in slot 10 6
7 AD413 #1 (ch. 3) in slot 10 6
8 AD413 #1 (ch. 4) in slot 10 6
9 AD413 #2 (ch. 1) in slot 8 7
10 AD413 #2 (ch. 2) in slot 8 7
11 AD413 #2 (ch. 3) in slot 8 7
12 AD413 #2 (ch. 4) in slot 8 7
E.10 Electronics for Guelph (3He,n) Experiment in
December, 2013
The only experiment to use this acquisition system as of this writing is a 24Mg(3He,n)26Mg
experiment run by Paul Garrett's group from the University of Guelph. This exper-
iment used nine deuterated benzene detectors (from the DESCANT array) and two
HPGe detectors. The trigger rate was approximately 80 KHz, which led to a live
time of about 55%. There are perhaps a few ways this could be increased (reading
out the CMC203 without inhibiting the crate should have been possible), but none
of that quite worked out during the time the experiment needed to run. Figure E.23
shows a diagram of the electronics used in this experiment to help give future users
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Settings for 24Mg(3He,n)26Si experiment 08.12.2013:
Buchanan coincidence width:   1.62 μs
Elwood coincidence width:    1.63 μs
HPGe coincidence width:    1.68 μs
DESCANT coincidence width:   1.66 μs
Delay of common stop signal:  17.69 μs (until run 64), 15.6 μs (from run 66)
Detector CFD thres. Local Gate
Buchanan 0.11  16.25 μs
Elwood 0.10  16.23 μs
A0  433 mV 6.04 μs
D0  560 mV 6.17 μs
A1  422 mV 4.79 μs  (Quad Gate 794)
D1  602 mV 5.77 μs (Quad Gate 794)
A2  726 mV 5.26 μs (Quad Gate 794)
D2  589 mV 5.27/4.93 μs (Quad Gate 794) E/TAC 
A3  627 mV 4.27/4.30 μs (Quad Gate 794) E/TAC












Figure E.23: Electronics used for the (3He,n) Experiment in December, 2013. Diagram courtesy of Vinzenz Bildstein.
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E.11 Miscellaneous Information
This section is intended to hold various bits of information regarding the acquisition
system and the electronics involved. For the most part, things contained were found
in particular to occur with modules belonging to UKAL, though they may occur
elsewhere as well.
E.11.1 Hardware Features (Bugs)
E.11.1.1 UKAL AD114's and CAMAC Crates
A very peculiar bug having to do with some of our Ortec AD114's and CAMAC crates
was found at the end of October, 2013. This particular bug affects both the singles
acquisition system as well as the coincidence system, so it is well worth documenting.
The issue seemingly stems from the fact that newer AD114's do not operate properly
in older CAMAC crates. The exact cause of this is currently unknown, but the
symptoms have been identified and are as follows.
During development of the coincidence acquisition system, a second setup was
constructed using spare modules that were not needed for the singles system so that
development on the coincidence system could occur simultaneously while running
singles experiments (IMPORTANT NOTE: if you develop an acquisition system while
an experiment is running, be sure that you connect everything separately from the
isolated power that the acquisition system in use is on. Ignoring this can result in
ground loops that can badly distort signals from the various modules). While setting
up the system on an older, DSP Technology and Standard Engineering CAMAC
crates, it was found that neither of the two AD114's in use ever came live. Despite
the fact that the CAMAC inhibit had been removed (a fact checked multiple times
in the code), the modules behaved as though it had not. Prior to this incident, the
exact same code was known to have worked on a complete setup back in July 2013
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where all modules were placed in the newer, Wiener CAMAC crate.
To further add to the confusion, every single module and cable in the second
setup was connected to the Wiener CAMAC crate. Upon starting this up using
an identical version of the coincidence system code, everything behaved normally.
Eventually, we realized the issue was that newer AD114 modules were not performing
properly in older CAMAC crates such as the DSP Technology crate and the Standard
Engineering crate found at UKAL. They do, however, perform properly in the newer
Wiener CAMAC crate. Older AD114 modules appear to function properly in any
crate. To clarify between newer and older AD114 modules, older modules refer to
any module that were acquired by UKAL prior to 2006 (perhaps earlier but this is
as far back as I can comment on). Newer modules specifically refer to modules Jeff
Vanhoy brought to UKAL in the Spring of 2012. These modules, of which there are
4 in total (each labeled with NSWC on their front panels) will not function properly
in older CAMAC crates for either the singles or coincidence acquisition system. The
problem was only seen as of October 2013 due to the fact of the singles system being
fully developed using older modules and the coincidence system, up until a second
Kmax license was acquired in August of 2013, had only been developed using the
Wiener CAMAC crate.
E.11.1.2 LRS3377 VSN Issues
The Lecroy 3377 TDC (see Sections E.4.5 and E.7.5) has an odd bug involving its 3
bit event serial number (modulo 8) and its VSN (virtual station number). Typically,
the VSN is used to identify a module in the data stream (think of it as an ID tag) and
it should never change once it has been assigned, save for reassignment via rewriting
control register 0, which does not occur in this system. However, the odd behavior
occurs when using certain values for the VSN and will be described below.
Once an event occurs, the next event will have the event serial number incremented
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by one. The serial number is written in bits 11, 12, and 13 of the 16 header data
word in the data stream (the manual starts counting bits at 0, so these are bits 12,
13, and 14 when counting bits starting with 1). Since the highest two bits are always
set to 1 for the TDC header word in this acquisition system (indicating double data
word readout and a header word) and bits 8, 9, and 10 are always set to 0 (leading
edge recording and a resolution value that is always 0), this means that the two most
significant bytes, comprised of bits 8 to 15 when counting from zero, can only have
certain values, as shown in Table E.16.
Table E.16: Values of the highest byte (8 bits) of the TDC data header. The lower
byte is always the VSN.
Event Serial Binary 1 Byte Binary 1 Byte Hexadecimal
0 000 11001000 C0
1 001 11010000 C8
2 010 11010000 D0
3 011 11011000 D8
4 100 11100000 E0
5 101 11101000 E8
6 110 11110000 F0
7 111 11111000 F8
This is, in and of itself, not an issue and can be accounted for when working
with the data stream and serves as the markers for identifying the TDC in the data
stream. However, when the VSN is set to certain values larger than 111 (binary =
0b01101111, hex = 0x6F), incrementing the event serial number actually changes the
VSN in the TDC header word. I could not fully characterize all 256 cases of VSN
settings (8 bit number), but signs seem to point to a firmware issue that occurs when
higher bits of the VSN are set to 1. The problem was first seen to occur with a VSN
of 221 (binary = 0b11011101, hex = 0xDD) and 255 (binary = 0b11111111, hex =
0xFF), and then was carefully tested using only the higher bits of the high byte of
the data word. This testing seemed to find that the VSN was never altered when
using a VSN less than or equal to 111, but could be consistently found to occur with
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a VSN of 112 (binary = 0b01110000, hex = 0x70). I could not firmly nail down the
problem as occurring with a particular bit changing, but in practice it seems OK to
just set the VSN lower than 111 and continue on from there.
Copyright© Benjamin P. Crider, 2014.
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A. Heinz, H. Amro, C. Plettner, J. J. Ressler, H. Ai, E. A. Ricard-McCutchan,
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D. A. Meyer, J. Qian, N. Thomas, G. G "urdal, E. Williams (Yale University),
J. A. Church, L. Ahle, J. Punyon (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory),
University of Richmond Board of Trustees Meeting, Richmond, VA; May 7, 2004
2004 Fission Fragment Study of 252Cf using the Yale Moving Tape
Collector
B. Crider, M. Fetea (University of Richmond), R. F. Casten, C. W. Beausang,
N. V. Zamfir, A. Heinz, H. Amro, J. J. Ressler, C. Plettner, H. Ai, E. A. Ricard-
McCutchan, A. A. Hecht, D. A. Meyer, W. Rellegert, J. Qian, M. Sciacchitano,
R. O. Hughes (Yale University), Council on Undergraduate Research Posters on
the Hill session at the Capitol, Washington, D.C.; April 16, 2004
2004 Calculation of the Interatomic Spacing of an NaCl Crystal using
X-Ray Scattering
B. Crider, University of Richmond Student Research Symposium; April 16,
2004
2003 Fission Fragment Study of 252Cf using the Yale Moving Tape
Collector
B. Crider, M. Fetea (University of Richmond), R. F. Casten, C. W. Beausang,
N. V. Zamfir, A. Heinz, H. Amro, J. J. Ressler, C. Plettner, H. Ai, E. A. Ricard-
McCutchan, A. A. Hecht, D. A. Meyer, W. Rellegert, J. Qian, M. Sciacchitano,
R. O. Hughes (Yale University), Fall Meeting of the Division of Nuclear Physics
of the American Physical Society; October 30th  November 1st, 2003
2003 Fission Fragment Study of 252Cf using the Yale Moving Tape
Collector
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B. Crider, M. Fetea (University of Richmond), R. F. Casten, C. W. Beau-
sang, N. V. Zamfir, A. Heinz, H. Amro, J. J. Ressler, C. Plettner, H. Ai, E. A.
Ricard-McCutchan, A. A. Hecht, D. A. Meyer, W. Rellegert, J. Qian, M. Sciac-
chitano, R. O. Hughes (Yale University), Virginia Academy of Science, Research
in Undergraduate Institutions Fall Meeting; October 18th, 2003
2003 Describing Nuclear Rotation in the Rare-Earth Region through
Theoretical Models
Benjamin Crider, Trin Chavalittumrong, and Mirela Fetea. University of Rich-
mond's Undergraduate Student Symposium; April 11, 2003
Invited Talks
2013 Nuclear Structure Relevant to Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay
National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory, Michigan State University, East
Lansing, MI: December 12th, 2013
2010 Experiments at the University of Kentucky 7-MV Van de Graaff
Accelerator Lab.
Illinois Wesleyan University, Bloomington, IL; May 18th  19th, 2010
Awards
2013 Marcus T. McEllistrem Summer Fellowship Award
2011 Fourteenth International Symposium on Capture Gamma-Ray
Spectroscopy and Related Topics (2011) award for best poster presentation
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2011 Exotic Beam Summer School 2011 Attendance award covering
local expenses
2011 National Nuclear Physics Summer School 2011 Attendance award
covering local expenses
2006 University of Kentucky Summer Stipend Award from the Depart-
ment of Physics and Astronomy
2006 The Robert Edward Loving Award in Physics, University of Rich-
mond
2005 University of Richmond Undergraduate Research Committee Sum-
mer Stipend Award
2004 CEU program award to attend the Fall Meeting of the Division
of Nuclear Physics of the American Physical Society
2003 EU program award to attend the Fall Meeting of the Division of
Nuclear Physics of the American Physical Society
2003 University of Richmond Undergraduate Research Committee travel
award to attend the Fall Meeting of the Division of Nuclear Physics of the Amer-
ican Physical Society
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